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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Revising the Ipulo Orthography:  

Linguistic analysis with an emphasis on tone marking 

Anna Grace Tuinstra 

Master of Arts 

With major in  

Applied Linguistics 

Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics, December 2017 

Supervising Professor: Dr. Michael Cahill 

This thesis describes tone orthography testing and subsequent revisions for Ipulo 

(ISO code [ass]), a Niger Congo language of southwestern Cameroon. Chapter Two 

addresses non-linguistic influences: psychological, sociological, and the practical issues 

of materials and personnel. Chapters Three through Five describe the relevant linguistic 

analysis related to phonology and morphology.   

The revised Ipulo orthography has 22 consonants, six vowels, and six marked 

tonal contrasts. Underlyingly, there are 27 consonantal contrasts, six vowel contrasts, and 

two tones; vowel length is contrastive. Testing results indicate that marking phonetic 

tonal contrasts is more effective than marking underlying tones; teaching tone marking in 

meaningful ways significantly influences this efficacy. 

Testing and revision procedures, results, and intended consequences are described 

in Chapters Six through Eight. Appendices include phonemic contrasts, test materials, a 



 

comparison of the old and new tone orthographies, lists of language data and orthography 

vocabulary, and texts of varying genres.  
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1 

Chapter One: Introduction 

This thesis describes the application of linguistic analysis to the process of Ipulo 

orthography development. Moreover, it considers the place of linguistic analysis as one 

factor among many that contribute to an efficient orthography. In collaboration with 

native speakers from 2012-2014, I developed and submitted an initial Ipulo orthography 

statement (Tuinstra 2015b). By the end of 2015, native speakers were hardly using the 

orthography. To encourage increased use of the orthography, the problematic aspect of 

tone marking was tested in 2016, and the orthography was revised accordingly.  

Test results indicated that marking surface phonetic contrasts is more meaningful 

to native speakers than marking underlying tones. The testing procedures and revisions 

are included in this thesis, along with the phonological and morphological analysis that 

informed the decisions. Therefore, this thesis also offers a revision and synthesis of the 

initial phonological sketch and orthography guide for Ipulo, which were submitted to SIL 

Cameroon in 2015 (Tuinstra 2015a, b). Previously, Ipulo was included in the SIL survey 

of Tivoid languages conducted by Alan Starr and Clark Regnier in 1990 (Starr & Regnier 

2008 [1990]). These documents are publically available through silcam.org. Regarding 

published research, the Ipulo language is included in two comparative wordlists 

(Jungraithmayr & Funck 1975, Blench 2016).  

1.1 Research aims and organization 

The goal of understanding why the Ipulo orthography had fallen so quickly into 

disuse and whether it could be revised for the purpose of spreading literacy became the 

motivation for future research. I organized a workshop to teach native speakers how to 
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test and revise the orthography, and also incorporated feedback questionnaires in order to 

understand the non-linguistic variables affecting orthography use. The workshop took 

place from November 21
st
 through December 3

rd
, 2016, in the village of Manko, where I 

lived from 2010-2015 and where native speakers involved with orthography efforts are 

currently living. (See §1.3 for a map of the country and region, and Appendix 1 for 

additional maps of the division and language community.)  

1.2 Ipulo language classification 

Ipulo (ISO language code [ass]) is classified as Niger-Congo, Atlantic-Congo, 

Volta-Congo, Benue-Congo, Bantoid, Southern, Tivoid (Lewis et al. 2017). Niger-Congo 

languages are characterized by an elaborate noun classification system, complex verb 

morphology, lexical and/or grammatical tone, and vowel harmony (Williamson 1989).  

Benue-Congo was expanded in 1977 to include the eastern branches of Kwa. 

Therefore Roger Blench proposed the category East Benue-Congo to replace Benue-

Congo, with the eastern branches of Kwa forming West Benue-Congo (Blench & 

Williamson 2011). Bantoid is one of three sub-divisions within East Benue-Congo, 

comprising a disproportionate 70% of the languages, of which 96% are classified under 

Southern Bantoid (Lewis et al. 2017). An alternative classification of Ipulo based on the 

modification of Blench would be: Niger-Congo, Atlantic-Congo, Volta-Congo, East 

Benue-Congo, Bantoid, Southern, Tivoid. 

Within Southern Bantoid, the divisions remain controversial. Williamson and 

Blench propose seven divisions, Lewis eleven. Tivoid is further divided into South and 

North, with North Tivoid languages spoken primarily in Nigeria and South Tivoid 
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languages spoken primarily in Cameroon, although some languages are spoken in both 

countries. Ipulo belongs to the South Tivoid group and is not a cross-border language, 

neighboring Eman [emn] and Caka [ckx] to the East, Iceve-Maci [bec] and Iyive [uiv] to 

the West, and Ugare [iyo] to the North.  

1.3 The Wopulo people  

The Wopulo are a small population, estimated at 2,500 in 1990, living in the 

Akwaya subdivision within the Manyu division of the South West Region of Cameroon 

(Starr & Regnier 2008 [1990])
1
: 

 

Figure 1: Map of the South West Region of Cameroon (from http://bbc.co.uk) 

The Akwaya area lies within what has been identified by the World Wildlife 

Federation as the Cameroonian Highland Forest, characterized by high elevation forest 

interspersed with grassland (Blom 2014). Although the people have widened their 

footpaths to accommodate motorcycles, much of the area remains accessible only on foot.  

                                                 
1
 Current census information is not available. 
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The people call themselves Wopulo and their language Ipulo, but they and their 

language are known as Assumbo by outsiders, hence the ISO code [ass]. The term 

Assumbo is ambiguous, having been used to identify not only the people but also a 

particular geographic area and political jurisdiction from the time of British colonial 

administration (Cowan 1935). Both the North West and South West regions of Cameroon 

had been under British colonial administration prior to independence.  

Wopulo life is organized around agriculture, with local chiefs maintaining societal 

order. Eleven villages comprise the language community, governed by six chiefs and 

their councils; certain villages come under the jurisdiction of a neighboring village chief. 

Agricultural routines shape the calendar year, and the cultivation of crops, including 

cassava, peanuts, yams, corn, and beans, are essential to both the diet and the local 

economy.  

The Ipulo language remains viable, even vigorous, corresponding to stage 6a on 

the Expanded Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale (Lewis & Simons 2009). It is 

the language of communication within the community for most domains, and it is the 

only language a child speaks before entering primary school. In some cases, a child 

speaks multiple minority languages, depending upon the languages spoken by family 

members. This practice is gradually being replaced by the use of Pidgin English. Ipulo is 

also spoken as the second language of the neighboring Eman people.  

Pidgin English seems to be replacing multilingualism of minority languages 

among the Wopulo and throughout the Akwaya subdivision in general. Further, parents 

often encourage its use at home. However, Pidgin English is limited in its domains of use 
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and is acquired only to a limited extent by Ipulo speakers who remain in the language 

community. The difference between Pidgin English and English also complicates the 

acquisition of English for Ipulo speakers. Despite the challenges, English is the language 

of commerce, government, and school instruction in the South West Region
2
, and 

therefore seen as valuable. Indeed, efforts toward scholastic and economic achievement 

often cause children to leave the Ipulo language community, allowing them less time to 

learn the ways and language of their fathers. In light of these realities, many of the 

Wopulo people question the value of Ipulo literacy; its value for transfer to literacy in the 

official languages of English and French is not widely believed. 

A slight variation is recognized by Ipulo speakers in the speech of the Wopulo 

from Olilu, who trace their ancestry to a different ancestral head than the rest of the 

community (Gallant-Tuinstra 2011). However, Ipulo speakers insist that the language is 

the same, and the differences are primarily in pronunciation. Starr & Regnier noted the 

same distinction, having interviewed Ipulo speakers from three Wopulo villages: Tinta, 

Olilu and Otongo (Starr & Regnier 2008 [1990]). Therefore, dialect variation does not 

seem to be an issue for Ipulo orthography development. However, the Wopulo from Olilu 

have not yet become involved with Ipulo language development efforts, despite attempts 

made to include all Wopulo villages. Therefore the extent to which dialect variation may 

influence the acceptability of the orthography by the entire community is yet to be seen. 

                                                 
2 
Cameroon is officially a bilingual country, with both French and English being the official 

languages. English is the medium of instruction in two regions, French in the remaining eight. 
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1.4 Orthography development theory 

An orthography is the written representation of a spoken language. The designers 

select and adapt symbols from a particular script to represent the sound, syllable, or 

meaning units of the language (Coulmas 2003). With these symbols the designers begin 

writing words, phrases and sentences, forming a tentative orthography to be taught and 

tested. Revisions based on testing and evaluation over time lead to an increasingly 

acceptable and effective orthography, which becomes an established standard after 

several years of steady use without change (Bauernschmidt 1980). An established 

orthography should represent the language in an accurate, acceptable, and consistent way 

(Cahill & Karan 2007).  

While the above description paints a fairly simple and straightforward picture, 

orthography development occurs in a social context and is therefore complex. In addition 

to linguistic considerations, sociolinguistic, psycholinguistic, pedagogical, and practical 

factors all influence the process and outcome for any given language. Not only will a 

useful, acceptable orthography represent the entire linguistic structure of a language 

while also being relatively easy to learn and to teach, but it will also be appealing to the 

users and reflective of their identity within the parameters of policies across and beyond 

the language community (Smalley 1959).  

The above criteria require choices to be made throughout the orthography 

development process. Those choices are reflective of the values and priorities of various 

stakeholders, from the decision-makers to the facilitators of testing and implementation to 

the teachers and learners to the outside linguists offering technical assistance (Roberts 
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2014). Negotiating the input from all requires trusting relationships and a willingness to 

compromise (Adams 2014). Bird poses an insightful question when he asks what kind of 

leadership in the community achieves consensus rather than division (Bird 2000). 

Achieving a useful, acceptable orthography that speakers are motivated to learn and to 

use requires informed, personal, and respectful interaction from all involved.  

The choices made throughout the process of orthography development are based 

upon the factors within the aforementioned categories. Many of the factors overlap, and 

some are at odds with others. For instance, the concept of functional load is relevant to 

both linguistics and psycholinguistics. However, within linguistics the functional load of 

a particular feature is quantitative in nature, according to its frequency and extent of 

contrast with other features. This can be at odds with the psycholinguistic significance of 

functional load, in which only those features native speakers perceive as needed to 

discern meaning are considered of high functional load (Grenoble & Whaley 2006, Bird 

1999a). A linguist may recommend the representation of certain processes or features that 

analysis indicates are meaningful. However, unless native speakers are aware of the 

processes and rely on the features to discern meaning, representing them in writing will 

compromise the pedagogical factor of teachability, which will in turn affect both the 

usefulness and acceptability of the orthography (Karan 2006).  

In addition to linguistic and psycholinguistic factors, sociolinguistic factors 

contribute to the complexity of orthography decisions. These factors include issues of 

identity, culture and politics. Since identity and policies exist at various levels, they are 

often in conflict (Bird 2000). For instance, script choice and the decision regarding a 
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reference dialect in situations of language variation are influenced not only by policies 

and practices of neighboring and official languages, but also by attitudes and 

relationships between language groups (Karan 2014). Further, identity needs to be 

balanced with the ease of transfer to an official language, which is an important 

pedagogical factor (Seifart 2006). These issues indicate the importance of understanding 

the sociolinguistic context before orthography development begins, as well as 

considering how orthography development will affect that context.  

Additional pedagogical, psycholinguistic and practical factors are co-influential 

with sociolinguistic factors, thereby affecting the process and outcome of orthography 

development. For example, culture and policy will influence the scope of literacy efforts, 

which in turn has a bearing on how well the psycholinguistic realities of differences 

between both reading and writing, as well as between beginning and advanced readers, 

are addressed. Those psycholinguistic realities also affect linguistic and pedagogical 

choices regarding the orthography and its implementation. Often practical matters such as 

the reproducibility of the orthography and reading materials, as well as production and 

distribution, can limit the range of realistic options for an orthography.  

Beyond all of these details, the overarching questions of why an orthography is 

being developed for a particular language and how it will be used steer the development 

in a particular direction. The overall goals, how to reach them, and the factors that will 

influence the process are essential to consider before orthography development begins. A 

thorough consideration requires collaboration throughout the process between the 

language community and those assisting from outside. If not, decisions may need to be 
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reversed in the future, stirring resistance and complicating the process of establishing a 

useful and acceptable orthography.  

1.5 Research participants 

Eleven people in the Wopulo village of Manko participated in the 2016 

orthography workshop. Of the eleven participants, ten had previously attended a portion 

of the literacy classes offered to native speakers with some formal schooling in English, 

four had served on the Ipulo language committee, and two had received teacher training, 

having therefore been both students and teachers in a literacy class. In addition, eight of 

the participants were men and three were women, and all live within the Ipulo language 

community. Five of the participants have had some schooling beyond the village primary 

school, ranging from two to six years. All of the participants were young to middle-aged 

adults.  

1.6 Thesis organization 

The chapters of this thesis are organized as follows. Chapters Two through Five 

present the factors that have influenced Ipulo orthography development. Chapter Two 

presents the non-linguistic factors while Chapters Three through Five focus on the 

linguistic factors. Chapter Three presents the phonology of segments and syllables, 

Chapter Four presents the phonology of tones, and Chapter Five presents morphology 

and word boundaries. Transcriptions follow the IPA (International Phonetic Association 

2015) and glossings follow the Leipzig Glossing Rules (Bickel, et al. 2015) where 

possible. Tone is unmarked where there is uncertainty of the underlying form, and there 

is a good possibility that many of these morphemes are underlyingly unspecified for tone. 
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The linguistic analaysis is not intended to be a comprehensive description but rather a 

presentation of the bearing that phonology and morphology have had thus far on the 

orthography.  

Chapters Six through Eight explain the process of Ipulo orthography testing and 

revision, as well as intended outcomes. Chapter Six explains the process of testing and 

revision, while Chapter Seven presents the revised orthography in its entirety. A 

comparison between the old and new tone orthographies can be found in Appendix 3. 

Chapter Eight concludes the thesis with anticipated outcomes for research, literacy. and 

continued orthography development. Additional appendices include maps of the area, 

evidence of phonemic contrast, samples of testing materials, Ipulo orthography 

vocabulary and examples of punctuation use, lists of language data, and a sampling of 

interlinearized texts that have informed linguistic analysis. 

1.7 Summary of results 

Testing the tone orthography yielded two main insights: first, that marking surface 

tone contrasts is crucial, and second, that the tone marks should be meaningful to native 

speakers. All tonal contrasts that native speakers perceive were organized into a 

conceptual framework that they were able to remember and apply during the course of 

the workshop; the framework will contine to be a pedagogical tool for teaching tone and 

tone marking. The number of marked tonal contrasts increased from two to six, and yet 

accuracy of tone marking also increased. All tone marks were associated with the 

contours of a hill, and the conceptual framework became known as “tone hill”. Low tone 
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and downstepped H following H are unmarked. Marked tones are: rising á, high ā, upstep 

â, falling à. 

 

Figure 2: Tone hill diagram (clipsarts.co/hand-clip-art-free) 

Using the new method of tone marking, the workshop participants then revised all 

initial orthography rules. The number of rules increased from eleven to fifteen, and they 

are divided into the following categories: consonants, vowels, tones, word boundaries, 

and elision. A summary table is listed here. See §7.4 for a description: 

 Summary of revised writing rules Table 1: 

Consonant Rules 

1. If you hear <m> and <ŋ> before <gb> always write <mgb>. 

2. Do not confuse <u> and <w>. The letter <w> can come after a vowel: aw, ow, uw, 

as in <āwh> ‘days’, <òwŋ> ‘sheep’, and <eyuw>  ‘fence’. If you hear <u> or <w> 

after a consonant write <w>, as in <ōhwòŋg> ‘river’ and <aŋwà> ‘cat’. 

3. If you hear <i> or <y> after a consonant write <y>, as in <utyè> ‘father’ and <āvya> 

‘chatter’. 

Vowel Rules 

1. If a singular noun begins with <u> or <ū> then the plural form begins with <ə> or 

<ə̄> unless there is an <e>, <é>, <ē>, or <è> in the noun. In that case, the plural form 

begins with <e> or <ē>. 
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2. Write subject-agreement vowels correctly so as not to confuse the subject of the 

verb. Subject-agreement vowels in prefixes designating humans are different from 

those designating non-humans: 

Humans Non-humans Examples 

mi/me mə/ma Mīwe. ‘I went away.’ 

Mol mə̄yit. ‘Water spilled.’ 

ki/ke kə/ka Hu vəətu keelu. ‘We all went out.’ 

Īnwon kaalu. ‘A bird went out.’ 

wə/wa wu/wo Wə̄suŋg. ‘You saw.’ 

Wūyìv wūme. ‘The food is gone.’ 

və/va vi/ve Vəkayi vākund. ‘Once they have killed [it] 

they cook [it].’ 

vēkan vekwolunu īhū ‘things that catch fish’ 

u/o either ə/a or 

i/e 

Ómi. ‘He swallowed.’ 

Ātūnd ānyimini. ‘Soldier ants ran.’ 

Ekuŋga etiŋ ekwok. ‘The hawk grabbed the 

chicken.’ 
 

Tone Rules 

1. When tone rises place a rising line above the vowel, <ú>. When tone is high place a 

horizontal line above the vowel, <ū>. When tone falls, either a lot or a little, place a 

falling line above the vowel, <ù>. As tone steps down from high until it rests at low, 

do not place a line above the vowel <u>. This is called “tone hill”. If tone rises above 

the high plateau to the peak, add a peak above the vowel, <û>:               

                                                                      

 

2. Verb forms: Combine all parts of the word. Parse the word into syllables and 

identify the vowels. Mark tone over the first vowel only. 

3. For words that modify the meanings of nouns and verbs, write all tone marks. These 

words are in the following tone categories: 

A. High tone: ōŋānzā ‘round’, kākā ‘until/so much so’ 

B. Either rising or falling at the end: òów ‘also’, niŋgìh ‘over’, nyāŋà ‘fast’ 

C. Ends with <nà> (relative clause markers): yinà, minà, munà, vinà, kinà, wunà 

D. Falling at the beginning and high at the end (demonstrative pronouns): ònā, ìnō, etc. 
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Word Boundary Rules 

1. When you speak you contract words. When you write, you separate these 

contractions and write words completely. 

2. Write prepositions separately from nouns. Each preposition is spelled with a 

consonant followed by a vowel: ki, ni, wi. 

3. The following uses of <ni> require that it always be spelled as <ni>: 

A. Mīwe ki ēpu ni ūkùnd ni etama.  

Preposition and conjunction: ‘I went with my hoe and hat.’ 

B. Hu vāmbūtū ni kikipu eta ni.  

Focus: ‘It is we men who do this.’ 

C. Nà mīwe kisuŋg mu ni uhwo ya.  

Subordinate clause: ‘When I went to see him, he was not there.’ 

D. Etwo ni vəkakwol ēsīv ni. 

Topic: ‘That’s how to catch termites.’ 

4. When <ni> is pronounced as [nu] before certain pronouns, write <nu> as a prefix on 

the pronoun. Do the same with <ki> and <wi>. The following list shows you how to 

spell the words: 

Ova nuwun/nuhu/numu/numo/nukwo/nuwō 

‘He arrived with you/with us/with him/with it.’ 

Okpaliki ki opúl. Okpaliki kumu. 

‘He peeled with a knife. He peeled with it.’ 

Do not join a pronoun to <ni>, <ki>, or <wi>: 

Ova ni me/ni ywo. ‘He arrived with me/with it.’ 

5. When the letter <y> elides from the question particle <ye>, the remaining vowel 

becomes a duplicate of the final vowel in the sentence. However, it does not take the 

tone marking of that vowel. It is written attached to the word.  

Ketwot ēwūlu? 

‘Has rain gotten inside?’ 

Wəkohiköo? 

‘Are you going farming?’ 

Wəyi ni ēkwòt ihúu? 

‘Do you eat fish heads?’ 
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Elision rules 

1. The durative suffix has a dieresis over the vowel. If the suffix vowel deletes, the 

dieresis is shifted to be over the final root vowel: 

 Mīkuhu mu ohutä ūswō. ‘When I came upon him, he was filling his sack.’  

 Mīkuhu mu uhikö. ‘When I came upon him, he was farming.’  

 Mīkuhu mu ukpələkə̈ ānyō. ‘When I came upon him, he was peeling 

cocoyams.’ 

 Mīkuhu mu uhë. ‘When I came upon him, he was laughing.’ 

2. The form of the imperative depends upon the verb root. A vowel is added to the root 

for singular forms unless the root is a CV syllable of high tone. In that case the tone 

needs to be marked because it is the first vowel of the verb. Tone is also marked for 

CV roots of low tone even though an additional vowel is added; the vowel is 

duplicated, becoming a long first vowel in the word: 

Sg Pl  Gloss 

Sumu. Sumuni. Jump. 

Hiko. Hikoni. Farm. 

Tiŋi. Tiŋini. Pick (it) up. 

Saá. Saáni. Write 

Sā. Sāni. Take (it). 
 

The conceptual framework of  “tone hill” for marking tone and the revised set of 

writing rules are steps toward a more effective Ipulo orthography. The participation of 

native speakers in the testing and revision process has enabled them to continue to 

evaluate and revise the orthography for maximum efficacy. 
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Chapter Two: Non-linguistic influences on Ipulo orthography development 

The non-linguistic influences on Ipulo orthography development have been 

organized into the following three groups: psycholinguistic, sociolinguistic, and 

implementation. The extent to which non-linguistic factors are regarded in the decision-

making process of any orthography affects the eventual acceptability and usefulness of 

that orthography. While not all of the issues mentioned in the previous chapter are 

relevant to the Ipulo context, the outworking of relevant issues in a specific language 

context provides an illustration of how non-linguistic factors affect the orthography 

development process. How these factors are addressed has consequences upon the extent 

to which the community will both want to use the orthography and be able to do so. 

2.1 Psycholinguistic factors 

Psycholinguistic factors relate to the perceptions individuals have about their 

language (Bauernschmidt 1980). These perceptions affect the degree of appropriate 

abstraction between spoken and written language, also called orthographic depth (Cahill 

& Karan 2007).  Appropriate orthographic depth improves the extent to which language 

speakers can learn to read and write with their orthography. Balancing overdifferentiation 

(redundancy) and underdifferentiation (ambiguity) based on the extent to which various 

contrasts distinguish meaning, known as functional load, contributes to an orthography 

with appropriate ambiguity (Seifart 2006). It is important, therefore, to understand native 

speaker perceptions of phonological processes for each aspect of the orthography (Snider 

2014), and for the orthography to reflect this awareness. Orthographic depth can also be 

influenced by the need for the transfer of literacy skills to the official language. However, 
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the extent to which the depth matches native speaker perceptions has a bearing on the 

learnability of the orthography.  

2.1.1 Initial understanding 

Native speaker awareness of prenasalization, palatalization, and labialization, as 

well as certain allophonic relationships between segments became clear during the 

process of initial Ipulo orthography development. However, their perceptions of tonal 

contrasts did not. There are two underlying tones, High and Low, which are further 

explained in Chapter Four. For simplicity, only H was represented orthographically in the 

initial orthography. Due to reading difficulties, the circumflex accent was introduced for 

falling tones, but with insufficient time for proper instruction. Lexical contrasts on 

underlying forms were marked. The result of these decisions was too much ambiguity 

and abstraction, which made the orthography difficult to learn and to teach. Writing 

samples indicated arbitrary orthographic representations of tone, and often tone marks 

were left out entirely.  

2.1.2 New insights 

Listening to native speakers read, sort, and compare words enabled the 

determination of the functional load of tone in various environments. The concept of 

“tone hill” developed from considering how to organize the markings for perceived tonal 

contrasts into a meaningful framework. The slant of the line on the hill for each tone is 

the orientation of the line position on the page for that tone, with L and downstepped H 

following H being unmarked: rising á, high ā, upstep â, falling à. The diagram from the 

previous chapter is shown again below: 
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Figure 3: Tone hill diagram (repeated from Fig. 2) 

Observing native speakers sort words also indicated their aware of tonal contrasts 

in final word forms. Therefore surface phonetic contrasts are now marked, instead of the 

initial proposal to mark contrasts on underlying forms, the morphemes that comprise 

words. See §5 for a description of morphology. This change has increased the learnability 

of the orthography because it matches native speaker perceptions of tone. The trained 

teachers taught the “tone hill” concept to the other workshop participants who, after one 

lesson, were able to write words with accurate orthographic representations of tone. 

2.2 Sociolinguistic factors 

Sociolinguistic factors take time to learn, since to receive information about them 

from community members requires trust, and to observe them accurately requires an 

understanding of the culture. These factors affect the acceptability of an orthography, by 

both the language community and the government (Cahill & Karan 2007). The factors 

external to the community, such as government regulations for minority languages and 

the transfer skills required for literacy in the official languages, are often easier to 
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investigate since they exist within written documents. In Cameroon, for instance, the 

regulations for the orthographies of minority languages are stipulated in a document 

written by the National Committee for the Unification and Harmonization of the 

Alphabets of Cameroon Languages (Tadajeu & Sadembouo 1979), and school curricula 

state the official languages that serve as the medium for instruction. Factors within the 

minority language community, such as how the culture is organized and how knowledge 

is guarded, take longer to understand. 

2.2.1 Initial understanding 

The orthography for any minority language in Cameroon needs to conform to the 

unified alphabet with orthography guidelines in the published 1979 document. The 

unified alphabet is based on Roman script and recommends diacritics for suprasegmental 

features represented in the orthography. Further, in the South West Region of Cameroon, 

where the Ipulo language community is situated, the transfer of literacy skills from Ipulo 

to the official language of English is an important factor to consider. 

Within the Ipulo language community itself, the decision-making structure of the 

culture must be taken into account. The first language committee was established at a 

meeting of chiefs and representatives from all Wopulo villages. Despite following 

cultural protocol for decision-making, which is by consensus with the approval of village 

leaders, the committee was ineffective. Members were chosen from various villages, 

which made communication between them difficult. Further, only those living in Manko 

had attended a literacy class, yet language committee members need to be proficient with 

the orthography in order to steer its development. 
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2.2.2 New insights 

According to Friederike Lüpke’s ecology of writing, contact languages compete 

for various functions (Lüpke 2012). Two written languages are rarely used for the same 

functions because of the high cost involved with learning. Therefore, since English 

currently occupies all functions for written language in the Wopulo community, the 

extent to which Ipulo will complement the use of English in any of these areas remains to 

be seen. Currently all those who have gained some literacy skills in Ipulo are also able to 

communicate with written English, at least to their own satisfaction, for their intended 

purposes. They have not yet made the effort required to acquire the same or higher level 

of literacy in Ipulo. 

Given the decision-making structure of the culture, the advice of chiefs and elders 

must be sought, committee decisions presented to them as proposals, and each village 

made aware of the committee’s activities and progress in order for the orthography to be 

accepted and broadly implemented. The original language committee was restructured to 

find ways of satisfying cultural protocol while also enabling optimal productivity. The 

workshop participants restructured the committee themselves, but then submitted their 

suggestions to the local councils and requested an installation ceremony for community 

approval and awareness. The intention was to facilitate rather than hinder both the 

acceptance of the orthography as literacy efforts continue and the continuation of such 

efforts. 

Additionally, the requirements of the unified alphabet for Cameroon regarding 

tone marking impose certain constraints on symbol choice. The revised tone marks do not 
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entirely conform to the standards. This may, in the future, present an unacceptable 

conflict with established language policy. For the time being, while the orthography is in 

a stage of revision, documents are being labeled as drafts for testing purposes. Once the 

orthography reaches the stage of standardization, this issue may need further attention, if 

the tone orthography remains at odds with national policy. 

One sociolinguistic factor that surfaced during the workshop was the role of 

women in the work of promoting Ipulo literacy. They would not be free, given gender 

expectations, to teach transfer literacy classes, which currently require itinerant teaching 

throughout the Wopulo community. However, teaching beginning literacy classes for 

women and children on family compounds would be considered an acceptable way for 

women to participate in Ipulo literacy efforts. 

2.3 Implementation factors 

Factors related to the implementation of an orthography involve the availability of 

trained teachers and adequate materials. For the Ipulo context specifically, it is also 

important to consider how such materials will be produced, printed, stored, and 

distributed in an area that is difficult to access. 

2.3.1 Initial understanding 

The resources for personnel initially came from the pilot literacy class taught in 

2014. Available materials were the alphabet cards and texts used during the class. The 

house where I had stayed was donated as a center for language development efforts, 

where materials could be stored and those interested in literacy could meet to read and 

write.  
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Without access to computers or nearby locations to print and copy materials, the 

reproduction of literacy materials is a challenge. This is complicated by the difficulty of 

preserving materials, both during transport and while in storage. Further, teachers have 

limited access to supplies, and trekking from one village to another with many teaching 

materials is not practical.  

2.3.2 New insights 

To address the issue of very few literacy teachers and reading materials, I drafted 

a simple self-instruction book for native speakers who have some literacy skills in 

English. The book is organized according to the similarities and differences between 

written English and written Ipulo, following the model of Margrit Bolli (Bolli 1991). The 

workshop participants revised the book, and decided that it should follow initial literacy 

instruction rather than replace it. Literacy class graduates may also be able to use the 

book to teach those who have not attended a literacy class. All literacy materials will be 

printed on demand, given the challenge of adequate storage. 

While these implementation factors do not directly influence orthography 

decisions, recognizing and addressing them affects the motivation and effectiveness of 

implementing the orthography. Therefore to ignore them would compromise the efforts 

given to orthography development as well as hinder its purpose, namely that the Ipulo 

orthography would be widely used in the Wopulo community. 

As illustrated by this overview of non-linguistic influences on orthography 

development, there are factors other than sound linguistic analysis to consider during the 

orthography development process. In fact, these non-linguistic factors take precedence 
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over linguistic factors in certain decisions. Only the process of learning and collaborating, 

with committed follow-through by all participants, will result in an acceptable 

orthography put to wide and effective use.  
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Chapter Three: Phonology of segments and syllables 

This is the first of three chapters that present the linguistic influences on Ipulo 

orthography design. This chapter is followed by presentations of tones and morphology. 

In this chapter, analyses of Ipulo consonants and vowels are presented separately, and 

tentative orthography decisions made in light of the analyses are presented at the end of 

each respective section. Revised orthography decisions are discussed in Chapter Seven. 

3.1 Consonants 

There are 27 consonantal phonemic contrasts in Ipulo, and 22 of them are 

consonants in the orthography. Among the remaining five, four have been analyzed as 

marginal phonemes; the fifth, /
 ŋ͡m

g͡b/ has been rejected in favor of a simpler digraph, 

<gb>, as will be subsequently explained. Prenasalization and the absence of affricates are 

distinguishing features of the Ipulo phonemic inventory compared with those of other 

Tivoid languages (Abraham 1968, Cassetta 1994a, Cox 2012, Foster 2012). A 

presentation of the phonology of consonants is followed by a presentation of initial 

consonant orthography decisions. Appendix 2 provides evidence for all consonant 

contrasts.  

3.1.1 Phonology of consonants 

Table 2 presents the 27 consonantal phonemic contrasts in Ipulo. The six that 

have been analyzed as marginal are indicated by parentheses. While many of these 

marginal phonemes contrast with analogous segments, their frequency and distribution 

are extremely limited. The table is followed by a presentation of the phonetic realizations 

of all phonemes, organized by manner of articulation, beginning with stops: 
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 Phonemic contrasts Table 2: 

 Labial Coronal Palatal Velar Labial-

velar 

Laryngeal 

Stops vcls p t  k k͡p  

vcd (b) (d)  (g) (g͡b)  

prenas ᵐb ⁿd  
ŋ
g 

ŋ͡m
g͡b  

Fricatives vcls f s (ʃ)   h 

vcd v   ɣ   

prenas  
n
z     

Nasals  m n ɲ ŋ (ŋ͡m)  

Liquids   l     

Glides    j  w  

Stops devoice utterance-finally. However, this process is only relevant to the 

prenasalized labial, coronal, and velar stops. Non-prenasalized stops and labial-velars do 

not occur in word-final position. 

Both the prenasalized and non-prenasalized voiced labial-velars occur 

infrequently. From a wordlist of approximately 1,700 entries, there are eight roots with 

the prenasalized form and three with the non-prenasalized form. Both contrast with the 

voiceless labial-velar and with each other. However, in general, non-prenasalized voiced 

stops are unusual in Ipulo. Therefore the prenasalized labial-velar is analyzed as the 

underlying form, and the non-prenasalized labial-velar is considered marginal. Contrast 

can be seen in the following examples: 

(1)    [ù-
ŋ͡m

g͡bà
ŋ͡m

g͡bà] 

NC1-cockroach 

‘cockroach’ 
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(2)    [à-g͡bùg͡bù] 

NC1-towel 

‘towel’ 

(3)    [ú-k͡pû]  

NC3-boat 

‘boat’ 

Non-prenasalized voiced stops occur with limited frequency. Six of the nine 

known examples, from the aforementioned wordlist, occur in words shared with other 

Tivoid languages.
3
 Whether these words are borrowed or cognate forms is beyond the 

scope of this thesis.
4
  

These stops contrast with voiceless stops, as the following examples indicate: 

 Non-prenasalized stop contrasts Table 3: 

Ipulo Gloss 

[ípì] /í-pì/  

[ìbɛ́] /ì-bɛ́/ 

‘hole’ 

‘law’ 

[á
↓
tú] /á-tǔ- ́/  

[àdù] /à-dù/ 

‘ears’ 

‘epidemic’ 

Ipulo Gloss 

[úku᷆nd] /ú-kù
n
d- ́/  

[ùgùnd] /ù-gù
n
d/ 

‘hoe’ 

‘cow’ 

 

However, prenasalized voiced stops have a greater distribution and frequency 

than voiced stops that are not prenasalized, indicating that Ipulo stops are normally 

prenasalized. All prenasalized stops contrast with their voiceless counterparts:
5
 

                                                 
3
 It is unknown to the author if the words containing /g͡b/ are shared with other Tivoid languages. 

Therefore, it should not be assumed without further investigation that they are native Ipulo words: [gbà] 

‘no’, [àgbùgbù] ‘towel’, [gbə́mə́nɔ́] ‘eventually’. 
4
 The following comparisons illustrate: ‘needle’ [ɛ́bì] (Ipulo) <ibi> (Iceve), ‘epidemic’ [àdù] 

(Ipulo) <àdɔ̀> (Tiv), ‘cow’ [ùgùⁿd] (Ipulo) <agund> (Iceve).      
5
 See Appendix 2 for a table of all consonant contrasts. 
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 Stop contrasts Table 4: 

Ipulo Gloss 

[ɔ̀pǔl] /ɔ̀-púl/  

[ɔ̌mbùt] /ɔ̀-ᵐbút- ̀/  

‘knife’ 

‘male’ 

[ɛ́va᷆t] /ɛ́-vàt- ́/  

[ɛ́va᷆nd] /ɛ́-và
n
d- ́/  

‘weed species’ 

‘breast’ 

[ɔ́kìlì] /ɔ-kìlì/  

[ɔ́ŋgìlì] /ɔ-
ŋ
gìlì/  

‘he turned around’ 

‘he singed (something)’ 

[úkpû] /ú-k͡pû/  

[àgbùgbù] /à-g͡bùg͡bù/ 

‘boat’ 

‘towel’ 

[ùkpɛ̀] /ù-k͡pɛ̀/ 

[ù
ŋ͡͡m

gbɛ̀] /ù-
ŋ͡͡m

g͡bɛ̀/ 

‘lizard’ 

‘mother’ 

Given the rarity of non-prenasalized voiced stops in Ipulo, they are not considered native 

Ipulo phonemes. Rather it is the prenasalized stops that have phonemic status in Ipulo. 

Among fricatives, there are potentially two allophonic relationships and one 

marginal phoneme. The most clear allophonic relationship is between /h/ and [x]. The 

phoneme /h/ is pronounced as [x] word-finally after all vowels except the high back 

round vowel /u/, although acoustic analysis indicates some variation to this 

generalization. The phoneme /h/ is pronounced as [h] when /h/ is in syllable-initial 

position:  

(4)    [í-ìx] 

NC7-eye 

‘eye’ 

(5)    [í-hɔ́] 

NC7-market 

‘market’ 
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Whether the variation between [h] and [x] is conditioned or free is not clear at this 

point. It is also uncertain if word-final /h/ followed by a word that is V-initial is 

pronounced as [h] or [x]; there are no clear examples in the available data. Native 

speakers are not aware of the change in sound from [h] to [x] unless it is pointed out to 

them, and they have rejected spelling /h/ as <x> in different environments. See §3.1.2 for 

an explanation of this orthography decision. 

There is one affricate phone, [ⁿd͡ʒ]. This is analyzed here as an allophone of the 

fricative /
n
z/. The phone occurs in one datum only, [ìⁿd͡ʒɛ̀ŋ] ‘cricket’. Native speakers are 

aware of the sound and most have no trouble articulating it, perhaps because of their 

exposure to English. It is less clearly articulated by elders. It has been analyzed as an 

allophone of /
n
z/ based upon comparison with neighboring languages. The Ipulo word for 

‘skirt’ is /àwà
n
zà/ and in Iyive it is /awand͡ʒa/ (Foster 2012). Additionally, Cox (2012) has 

demonstrated a relationship of complementary distribution in Iceve-Maci between [d͡z] 

and [d͡ʒ]. The prenasalized versions in Ipulo may reasonably be posited to follow the 

same patterns, given that prenasalization is normative in Ipulo. Further data would be 

necessary to draw conclusions, but for the above reasons the allophonic relationship has 

been posited. 

Regarding the alveopalatal fricative, it has been given marginal status because of 

its limited distribution. However, although it occurs almost exclusively in the 

environment of a high front vowel, with the word /ɛ́ʃ/ ‘false’ being the one known 

exception, it cannot be considered the palatalization of /s/ because /s/ is also realized in 

the environment of a high front vowel: 
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(6)    [ì-ʃì]  

NC9-path 

‘path’ 

(7)    [ì-sìm]  

NC9-back 

‘back’ 

Nasals are the next set of phonemes to be considered, the one marginal phoneme 

among them being the labial-velar. Similar to other marginal phonemes, it occurs 

infrequently, attested in one datum only. In general, nasals have one phonetic 

representation for each phonemic form. The following table presents nasal contrasts:  

 Nasal contrasts Table 5: 

Manner of articulation Word Gloss 

Labial [ɛ̀-má
ŋ
gílí] rusty 

Coronal [ɛ́-nà] gift 

Palatal [ɛ̀-ɲàm] meat 

Velar [ɛ̀-ŋâ] enlarged (NC7,9,10) 

Labial-velar [ɛ́ŋma᷆ŋ] /ɛ́-ŋ͡màŋ- ́/  mold  

There is only one liquid phoneme, but it can vary with the alveolar flap 

intervocalically and occasionally in word-final position. There is free variation between 

the two forms, and the liquid is most common: 

(8)    /ɛ̀-
ŋ
gâl/  

NC9-hot.pepper 

[ɛ̀
ŋ
gâɾ~ɛ̀

ŋ
gâl]  

(9)    /ɔ-lə́m- ̀/  

NC1-broth- NC1 

[ɔ́ɾə̂m~ɔ́lə̂m]  
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Support for the underlying lateral liquid is found in the pronunciation of many English 

loan words in which a rhotic is replaced by a lateral, such as [hɔ́.ndì.lì] ‘hundred’ and 

[lɛ̀.zɔ̀.
↓
blɛ́d] ‘razor blade’.  

Glides commonly, and almost exclusively, take the second consonant position of 

the onset in a CCV or CCVC syllable. They also occur frequently in CV syllables, and 

the labial-velar glide occurs in coda position. Glides could be interpreted as labialization 

or palatalization of the preceding segment. However, they have been interpreted as 

independent phonemes because there is no particular environment that triggers the 

palatalization or labialization of a consonant, as the following table shows: 

 CV and CGV syllables Table 6: 

CV and CjV CV and CwV 

[ì-
n
dɛ᷆] ‘large sack’ [í-kɔ́ŋg] ‘pot’ 

[tí
n
djɛ̌] ‘hand guitar’ [íkwɔ̌ŋg] ‘mud brick’ 

[í-tɛ̌] ‘story’ [ú-sɔ́lí] ‘river current’ 

[í-tjɛ́] ‘small stone’ [ú-swɔ́] ‘small sack’ 

[kɛ́kɔ̀m] ‘plantains’ [í-hɔ̀] ‘market’ 

[í-kjɛ̀] ‘basket’ [ɛ́-hwɔ́
n
dɔ̀] ‘toad’ 

[á
↓
vá] ‘broom’ [mɔ̀-nɔ̂] ‘salt’ 

[á-vjà] ‘chatter’ [mù
↓
nwɔ́n]‘bird’ 

[í-ljɛ́kɛ́] ‘field’ [újɔ̀t] ‘he hid’ 

[í-pɛ́lɛ́pi ᷆] ‘butterfly’ [ɔ̀jwɔ̂t] ‘he drew water’ 

Further support for this interpretation comes from the typology of Bantoid 

languages and vowel hiatus resolution in Ipulo. First, consonant clusters with a glide in 

C2, or offset, position are well-attested in Bantoid languages (Watters 1989). Ipulo allows 

a glide offset with an anchor from every natural class of consonants (Tuinstra 2015c).  
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Second, glide formation occurs when the durative vowel suffix is added to CV 

verb roots in which V is [+high]. An offglide interpretation such as palatalization would 

complicate the analysis since it would add another step in the derivation here. The 

following examples illustrate:
6
 

(10)    /ɔ-mì-a/ 

3SG.swallow.DUR 

[ɔ́.mjà] 

‘He was swallowing.’ 

(11)    /u-pù-ɔ/ 

3SG.swallow.DUR 

[ú.pwɔ̀] 

‘He was doing (something).’ 

3.1.2 Initial consonant orthography decisions 

The interpretation of nasalization, palatalization, and labialization all influenced 

consonant orthography decisions. Prenasalized stops have been interpreted as single 

phonemes and therefore most are considered single consonants. The exception is /
ŋ͡m

g͡b/. 

The grapheme <gb> is a digraph, which makes it more difficult to learn than a 

single grapheme such as <g> or <b> alone. Adding the nasal to the grapheme further 

increases the difficulty. Therefore, instead of being included in the alphabet, it is taught 

after the rest of the alphabet has been taught, as a consonant cluster of a nasal, <m>, 

followed by another consonant, <gb>. Since there are words that contain the non-

prenasalized stop, these are taught first. Native speakers recognize both <m> and <ŋ> as 

present in the cluster, and so made a decision that <m> would be the preceding written 

                                                 
6
 There is vowel height alternation in affixes. See §5.2 regarding verb morphology for more 

information. 
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nasal for the cluster <mgb>. The orthographic representation of example (1) given 

previously is written below as an illustration. Low tone is unmarked in the orthography: 

(12)    /ù-
ŋm

g͡bà
ŋm

g͡bà/ 

NC1-cockroach 

<umgbamgba> 

For the few Ipulo words containing non-prenasalized stops, one word for each is 

listed on the alphabet chart as variations of <mb>, <nd>, and <ŋg>.  

Concerning the fricatives, allophones and the marginal phoneme were included in 

the initial alphabet chart because the allophonic relationships were yet unknown. By 

writing and sorting words during the first round of alphabet revisions one year later with 

the Ipulo Language Committee (ILC), the allophonic relationship between /h/ and [x] 

became clear. Words with [x] were spelled with <x> and included in a selection of words 

to sort, among which were those containing [h] and written with <h>. For native 

speakers, trying to incorporate <x> was confusing. As stated previously, native speakers 

are not aware of the change in sound from [h] to [x] unless it is pointed out to them. The 

spelling of words with [x] was changed to <h> and the words were sorted again, without 

confusion. Therefore <x> was removed from the alphabet chart. 

By contrast, when the alveopalatal fricative was tested along with the laryngeal 

fricative during that same round of revisions, native speakers distinguished [s] from [ʃ] in 

every example; they insisted that <sh> remain in the alphabet. 

The affricate phone [ⁿd͡ʒ], while initially proposed as the grapheme <nj>, was 

removed when no native speaker could think of any other word with this sound. To all 

involved with alphabet decisions, it seemed more like an exception than a letter of the 
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Ipulo alphabet. The spelling <inzeŋ> for ‘cricket’ [ì
n
d͡ʒɛ̀ŋ] was accepted and has been 

added to the bottom of the alphabet chart, with a statement that <nz> in that word has an 

unusual sound. Thus far, for names containing [d͡ʒ], either used within Ipulo narratives or 

borrowed from other languages, there is freedom to write either <y> or <nz> and no rule 

has been established. 

 Syllable structure has influenced orthography decisions regarding palatalization 

and labialization, particularly according to how native speakers divide words into 

syllables as they learn to read. Syllable structure is more fully discussed in §3.3. A Cw 

sequence is interpreted as a cluster and, for the most part, so is a Cy sequence, with the 

exception being <ny>. Native speakers recognize these clusters and syllabify words 

accordingly. In fact, a transcription error resulting in <ōyuwo> [ɔ́jùwɔ̀] for what should 

have been <ōywo> [ɔ́jwɔ̀] gave native speakers difficulty until they listened to the word 

in its recorded context and then identified the error. The following examples illustrate 

how native speakers syllabify words with two consecutive glides: 

(13)   <e.ywoh> 

[ɛ̀-jwɔ̀h] 

NC9-spoon 

‘spoon’ 

(14)   <nu.ywē> 

[Ø-nùjwɛ́] 

NC1-evening 

‘evening’ 

For the purposes of orthography, there are consonants other than glides taking C2 

position of a syllable onset cluster. These include the nasal /ŋ͡m/ written as separate 
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consonants, <ŋ> and <m>, the prenasalized /
ŋ͡m

g͡b/ as <m> and <gb>, and voiceless 

consonants following a nasal, such as <nt> in <untūfū> ‘casting net’. 

In summary, among the 27 consonantal phonemic contrasts in Ipulo, 22 are 

alphabet letters: F f, Gb gb, Gh gh, H h, K k, Kp kp, L l, Mm, Mb mb, N n, Nd nd, Ny ny, 

Nz, nz, Ŋ ŋ, Ŋg ŋg, P p, S s, Sh sh, T t, U u, V v, W w, Y y. Those not considered 

alphabet letters are: B b, D d, G g, Mgb mgb and Ŋm ŋm. 

3.2 Vowels 

Ipulo has an even-numbered vowel inventory, which is common among Tivoid 

languages. Like Ipulo, Tiv has six (Welmers 1973), and Ugare and Iceve each have eight 

(Cassetta 1994a, Cox 2012). One difference compared with other Tivoid languages, and 

even Bantoid and Niger-Congo languages in general, is the apparent lack of ATR 

harmony. As will be explained in Chapter Five, regarding morphology, prefix allomorphy 

indicates an historical ATR harmony that has become lexicalized. A presentation of the 

phonology of Ipulo vowels is followed by a presentation of initial vowel orthography 

decisions. Appendix 2 provides evidence for all vowel contrasts. 

3.2.1 Phonology of vowels 

The six Ipulo vowel phonemes are shown below: 

 Vowel phonemes Table 7: 

 Front Central Back 

High i  u 

Mid ɛ ə ɔ 

Low  a  
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Each of the six Ipulo vowel phonemes can be either long or short, and all occur in 

open and closed syllables, root-initially, medially, and finally.
7
 Vowel sound and symbol 

correspondence is fairly straightforward for native speakers. The one exception is the 

allophonic variation of voiceless high vowels word-finally. This is triggered by a long 

vowel earlier in the word. Native speakers read words with final vowel devoicing 

correctly, and they are not aware of the devoicing process unless it is pointed out. 

Determining the underlying tone of vowels that devoice is difficult and has not yet been 

finalized. Further research is needed. The examples in Table 8 illustrate final vowel 

devoicing. In the orthographic representations, high tone is marked with a macron and 

falling tone with a grave accent: 

 Final vowel devoicing Table 8: 

Word with short vowel Gloss Word with long vowel Gloss 

/á-à
m

b/ 

[âmb] 

<àmb> 

shins /á-àmu/ 

[â:mu̥] 

<āamu> 

fat (noun) 

/ɛ́-tǔ- ́/ 

[ɛ́
↓
tú] 

<ētu> 

fireplace /ɛ́-ɛ̀tu/ 

[ɛ̂:tu̥] 

<ēetu> 

billy goat 

/ə́-kǔ- ́/ 

[ə́
↓
kú] 

<ə̄ku> 

valleys /ə́-ə́tu/ 

[ə́:tu̥] 

<ə̄ə̄tu> 

all (NC6) 

/í-tǐ- ́/ 

[í
↓
tí] 

<īti> 

grinding 

stone 

/í-íti/ 

[íːti̥] 

<īīti> 

scar 

 

                                                 
7
 See Appendix 2 for a complete chart of vowel contrasts. 
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Word with short vowel Gloss Word with long vowel Gloss 

/ɔ́-tǔ- ́/ 

[ɔ́
↓
tú] 

<ōtu> 

ear /ɔ̀-ɔ̀tu/ 

[ɔ̀:tu̥] 

<ootu> 

person 

/ú-nùt/ 

[únùt] 

<ūnut> 

bottom /ú-ùni/ 

[û:ni̥] 

<ūuni> 

honey 

 

In addition to these vowel phones, the phones [ɤ] and [o] can be heard in greeting 

and leave-taking discourse. Particularly when called from a distance, /ə/ can be 

pronounced further back as [ɤ] and /u/ lower as [o] (/ə/ can also be lowered to [a]). Native 

speakers agree with these transcriptions when they are pointed out. The following 

examples illustrate: 

(15)    /wu-kî/ 

NC14-remain  

[wú-kîː] 

‘Good morning’  

   /wu-kî  wə̀   sù/ 

NC14-remain 2SG.PRO  also 

[wù.kí wà sò] 

‘Good morning to you, too.’  

(16)    /mi-ki-wɛ̀/   /wə̀/ 

1SG-IPFV-leave 2SG.PRO 

[mì.kì.wɛ᷆.wɤ̀] 

‘I am leaving.’ 

(17)    /wə-
n
dɔ̀/   /wə̀/ 

2 SG-PFV.go  2SG.PRO 

[wə́.ndà wɤ̀] 

‘Go well.’ 
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3.2.1 Initial vowel orthography decisions 

The process of final vowel devoicing underscores the importance of vowel length. 

Once vowel length was understood to be the cause of devoicing, problematic ambiguity 

in the initial orthography became evident. Double vowels were initially written for both 

long vowels and contour tones. Double vowels are now written only for long vowels.  

Since Ipulo does not have phonemic /e/ or /o/, the graphemes <e> and <o> were 

selected for /ɛ/ and /ɔ/ respectively. The sociolinguistic reasons of conformity to the 

national alphabet, which states that the most common graphemes are selected first, as 

well as ease of transfer to English and French, resulted in this symbol selection. The six 

Ipulo vowels in the alphabet are thus: A a, E e, Ə ə, I i, O o, U u. 

3.3 Syllables 

3.3.1 Syllable structure and profiles 

CV syllable structure is preferred in Ipulo, and the elision of one of two 

consecutive vowels across word boundaries often occurs to maintain this structure: 

(18)    /mɛ-vâ   nì  í-wùlə̀/ 

1SG-PFV.come  PREP NC7-cloth 

[mɛ́.vá.
↓
ní.wù.lə̀] 

‘I came with (the) cloth.’ 

However, V, CGV, CVC and CGVC are all fairly common syllable profiles.  

The following table gives an example of each syllable profile, with less common profiles 

in parentheses: 
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 Syllable profiles Table 9: 

Profile Example word Gloss 

V [ɛ̀kwɔ̀t] <e.kwot> ‘forest’ 

(VV) [ɛ̂ːtu̥] <ēe.tu> ‘male goat’ 

(VC) [îŋ] <ìŋ>  ‘tooth’ 

CV [ɛ́
↓
pú] <ē.pu>  ‘cultivated field’ 

CVC [jûm] <yùm> ‘husband’ 

CGV [ɛ́jwɔ̂] <ē.ywò> ‘snake’ 

CGVC [ɛ̀kwɔ̀t] <e.kwot> ‘forest’ 

(VGC) [ɔ́wh] <ōwh> ‘day’ 

(CVV) [jɔ᷆:] <yōò> ‘new’ 

 

Coda consonants are not unusual. Therefore, epenthesis occurs frequently across 

word boundaries, when there are two consecutive consonants. It does not always occur, 

but no manner of articulation is always exempt from the process. Epenthesis has not yet 

been analyzed systematically; the examples here simply illustrate the occurrence of the 

process. Further research is needed to provide an analysis.  

When epenthesis does occur, the quality of the epenthetic vowel seems to be 

influenced by the quality of the preceding vowel. However, the influence seems to be 

limited to whether that vowel is front or back, since most often the epenthetic vowel is 

high. In the following sentence, the first two epenthetic vowels are [u] and the third is [i]: 

(19)   /u-sù
ŋ
g[u]  wɔ-vâ   Ø-kɛ̀

m
bɔ́t[u]  kì  

3SG-PFV.see NC14-PFV.come NC1-mixture  PREP  

vá-nù
ŋ͡m

g͡bɛ̀- ́   ɔ-tîŋ[i]   Ø-kìkɔ́w/ 

NC2A-sibling-NC2A  3SG-PFV.pick.up NC1-shoulder.blade 

[úsùŋgù wɔ̀vâ kɛ̀mbɔ́tù kì vánúmgbɛ̀ ɔ̀tíŋì kìkɔ́w] 

‘When she sees that it is becoming similar to the previous consistency, she takes a  

certain tool (for further preparation).’ 
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Given the predictability of the epenthetic vowel, we conclude that it is not 

deletion in other environments. The only other possible epenthetic vowel is [a], usually 

between two low vowels, as in the following example: 

(20)   /ɔ-jâmb[a]   k͡pá/ 

3SG-PFV.pound completely 

[ɔ̀.já.mbà.kpá] 

‘She pounds (it) completely.’ 

Without /k͡pá/ the verb would be pronounced [ɔ̀jâmb]. The durative form of this 

word is [ɔ̀jàmb
↓
á], but native speakers have said that the durative form would not be 

grammatically correct in this context.   

It is also possible for  the epenthetic vowel to be [a] when only one vowel is low, 

if the other is [-high]: 

(21)    /və-kɛ-jwɔ̀h ù-ntúfú   ván[a] kì  ɔ́-hwɔ̀
ŋ
g- ́/ 

3PL-IPFV-cast NC1-casting.net over  PREP NC3-river-NC3 

[və̀.ká.ywɔ̀h.ù.ntú.fú.vá.ná.
↑
kɔ́.hwɔ᷆ŋg] 

‘They cast the net out over the river.’ 

However, there are examples of a high epenthetic vowel in the same environment: 

(22)   /í-k͡pɔ́kɔ́  ki-lùmùnù mâh[i] wɔ-wə̂m   ɛ́-
ɳ
gwɔ̂l- ́   

NC7-turtle  IPFV-agree indeed INF-reimburse NC9-money-NC9  

ì-ji    ɛ́-
ŋ͡m

g͡bî- ̀    jà/ 

NC9-DEM.FAR  NC9A-pig- NC9A  NEG  

[í.kpɔ́.kɔ́.kí.lù.mù.nù.mà.hí.wɔ̀.wə́.mɛ́.ŋgwɔ́.lì.jɛ̀.mgbì.
↓
já] 

‘Turtle would not agree to pay back Pig’s money.’ 

The maximal syllable template in Ipulo is CGVC, in which C1 is limited to the 

phonemes shown in the following table: 
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 Maximal syllable template onsets Table 10: 

C1 phoneme Word Gloss 

/h/ [ɔ́.hwɔ᷆
ŋ
g]  ‘river’ 

/k/ [ɛ̀.kwɔ̀k] ‘chicken’ 

/l/ [ú.lwɔ́
n
d]  ‘line’ 

/
ŋ
g/ [ì.

ŋ
gwǔk]  ‘bird species’ 

/s/ [ɔ́.swɔ́n]  ‘sap/milk’ 

/t/ [wú.tjɛ́v]  ‘cave’ 

/j/ [ì.jwɔ̌t] ‘dream’ 

The coda consonant in C1GVC2 syllables is restricted to those shown in the table below: 

 Maximal syllable template codas Table 11: 

Coda consonant phoneme Word Gloss 

/k/ [ɛ̀.kwɔ̀k]  ‘chicken’ 

/n/ [ɔ́.swɔ́n] ‘sap/milk’ 

/ⁿd/ [ú.lwɔ́
n
d] ‘line’ 

/
ŋ
g/ [ɔ́.hwɔ᷆

ŋ
g]  ‘river’ 

/t/ [ɛ̀.kwɔ̀t] ‘forest’ 

3.3.2 Initial syllable orthography decisions 

Decisions related to syllables for the tentative orthography involved writing rules 

regarding CG clusters and vowel elision across word boundaries. Vowel epenthesis did 

not arise as a concern. While both elision and epenthesis are postlexical processes, 

meaning native speakers are largely unaware of them, elision occurs between words and 

therefore has a bearing on spelling. Thus elision needed to be brought to the attention of 

native speakers involved with orthography decisions.  

There were two writing rules related to glides and syllable structure in the 

tentative orthography. The first was in the category of consonants: when one hears [u] or 
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[w] after a consonant always write <w> and when one hears [i] or [j] always write <y>. 

Concerning vowels, the rule discouraged the writing of diphthongs, such as <au> and 

<ou>, and stated that the correct forms are <aw>, <ow>, and <uw>. 

For the most part, native speakers can identify the underlying forms of the words 

affected by elision and epenthesis. However, for short particles a writing rule was 

necessary. There was insufficient time during the pilot literacy class to determine the 

linguistic status of all morphemes. Therefore, several options were considered and a 

decision made to write all words separately and in full (option #3 below). The following 

chart shows the possibilities considered for the gloss, ‘I hung it on the string.’ 

 Spelling options for elision Table 12: 

1. Contraction with apostrophe Mēpamb w’ōkāl. 

2. Full spelling with hyphen Mēpamb wi-ōkāl. 

3. Full spelling with space Mēpamb wi ōkāl. 

The first two options indicate a closer link between the preposition and the noun 

than simply two independent words (Kutsch Lojenga 2014b). This is appropriate if the 

preposition is a clitic, which it might be. See §5.4 for a fuller discussion of possible 

clitics. This matter is still under investigation. Currently, native speakers prefer writing 

prepositions as independent words in most contexts. However, there are certain 

exceptions, which are identified and stated in word boundary writing rule #4 listed in 

§1.7 and further described in §5.4.
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Chapter Four: The phonology of tones 

4.1 Representation of tones 

Ipulo has two tones, high (H) and low (L) that, in combination, result in the 

following additional melodies: rising (LH) and two types of falling (HL and H
↓
H). Three 

of the other four Tivoid languages with phonological descriptions are also identified as 

two-tone systems: Iceve (Cox 2012), Tiv (Abraham 1968), and Ugare (Cassetta 1994 

a,b). There are many noun and verb roots in Ipulo that display a two-way tone contrast; 

the examples in the following table illustrate this. Note that the root is the second 

syllable, as the first syllable is a prefix. Underlying tone on pronominal verbal prefixes is 

unmarked because it is unspecified. Tone spread will be explained in §4.2.1 under tone 

processes: 

 Two-way tone contrast Table 13: 

 Tone Ipulo Gloss 

Nouns H /ì-kjɛ́/  

NC9-crab 

[ìkyɛ̌] 

crab 

 L /í-kjɛ̀/ 

NC7-basket 

basket 

 H /ɛ̀-
n
zwɔ́/ 

NC9-debt 

[ɛ̀nzwɔ̌] 

debt 

 L /ɛ̀-
n
zwɔ̀/ 

NC9-cliff 

cliff 

Verbs HL /ɔ-sâ/ 

3SG-PFV.take 

[ɔ̀sâ] 

he took 

 L /ɔ-sà/ 

3SG-PFV.write 

[ɔ́sà] 

he wrote 
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 Tone Ipulo Gloss 

 HL /u-tîn/ 

3SG-PFV.snap 

[ùtîn] 

he snapped 

 L /u-tìn/ 

3SG-PFV.heat 

[útìn] 

he heated 

 

In addition to a two-way contrast on many noun and verb roots, further evidence 

for two tones in Ipulo includes the noun class affix system, the concord system, and 

subject-agreement prefixes on verbs. The noun class system can be divided into those 

with high tone affixes and those with low tone affixes; Ipulo has noun class prefixes as 

well as suffixes.
8
 These are further explained in §5.1. The concord system, also explained 

further in §5.1, corresponds to the noun class system in that the set of noun classes with 

high tone affixes have high tone concord and the set of noun classes with low tone affixes 

have low tone concord.
9
 Finally, subject-agreement prefixes on verbs are either high or 

low tone when grammatical tone does not neutralize the contrast. These prefixes appear 

to be toneless morphemes that take the opposite tone of the first root tone, as explained in 

§5.2.  

Tone is presented here according to Register Tier Theory (RTT), and specifically 

the approach described in Snider (1999). RTT is built upon Autosegmental Theory 

(Goldsmith 1976) and Feature Geometry (Clements 1985). Feature geometry organizes 

features on tiers and these features are associated with particular nodes; association lines 

                                                 
8
 There is one subset of class 9, labeled 9a, in which the prefix is H and the suffix is L, but this is 

still a two-way contrast. Further, it is a class that has low tone agreement markers in modifiers and verbs. 
9
 There are two noun classes that each have a subset, and these are exceptions in some ways. See 

§5.1 for further information. 
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link tiers. RTT represents the phonology of tone with four tiers: the Register tier, the 

Tonal tier, the Tonal Root Node (TRN) tier, and the Tone Bearing Unit (TBU) tier. In 

Autosegmental Theory, these tiers are autonomous (“autosegments”). Thus, a tone may 

remain even if its link to a TBU has been severed. Tone preservation is common in 

African languages (Odden 1995), including Ipulo, and Autosegmental Theory accounts 

for this phenomenon. 

The Register tier has two features, h (high) and l (low), and the Tonal tier also has 

two features, H (high) and L (low). The features on these two tiers are linked to a node on 

the TRN tier. The features on the TRN tier are linked to the tone-bearing unit on the TBU 

tier (Connell 2011). While Connell states that the mora is the TBU, Odden (1995) cites 

evidence for the syllable being the TBU in some languages. In Ipulo, both heavy and 

light syllables can bear the same number of tones, which is evidence that the syllable is 

the TBU (Yip 2002). An example is given below to illustrate the representation of this 

model: 

(23)  h        l   Register tier 

  H         L     Tonal tier 

 

◦         ◦   Tonal Root Node (TRN) tier 

 

σ        σ   Tone Bearing Unit (TBU) tier 

 

  ɛ-na    Segmental tier 

  [ɛ́nà]   

   NC7-gift 

  ‘gift’ 

The inclusion of the Register tier in the representation of tone allows for four 

levels of pitch because each of the two tones can be associated with either of the two 
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registers. This is helpful in explaining why in Ipulo there are more than two levels of 

surface pitch even though underlyingly there are only two tones. Where pitch 

transcriptions are given to illustrate a tone process in this chapter, three levels of pitch are 

currently used. These represent, in ascending order with tone to register association 

indicated in parentheses, low (L-low), downstepped high (H-low), and high (H-high) 

respectively. The levels of tone are further explained in §4.2 under tonal processes. To 

keep diagrams uncluttered, autosegmental representations in this chapter will only show 

the Tonal and Segmental tiers unless the Register tier is illustrative of a particular 

principle or process; the TRN tier is also only relevant when the Register tier is needed, 

as it involves both tone and register. 

As stated previously, both long and short vowels can bear the same number of 

tones. The usual number is one, but either can bear two. By default tones will associate in 

a one-to-one relationship with TBUs, which is the first part of the Tone Language 

Principle (Goldsmith 1976). Although the default is one tone per TBU, exceptions to this 

are the result of the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP). The OCP does not permit 

identical adjacent tones (Leben 1973). Therefore adjacent identical tones either coalesce 

or one is deleted, and the remaining tone will associate to all TBUs specified for that 

tone. Since tones are on a separate tier from segments, a single tone can associate to more 

than one segment. The OCP is operative in Ipulo, illustrated by the following example: 
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(24)    L      H 

 

a-kpaŋkpa  

[àkpáŋkpá] 

NC2-bowl 

 ‘bowl’ 

Given that the OCP is operative in Ipulo, a series of surface high or low tones in a 

single morpheme is analyzed as one tone associated to multiple TBUs. The OCP applies 

more commonly within than across morpheme boundaries cross-linguistically (Snider 

1999). This seems to be the case in Ipulo, specifically regarding adjacent H tones of a 

noun affix and root, provided there are sufficient TBUs for each to associate to a distinct 

TBU. The following example indicates this possibility, although it could be that there is 

only one H following the L:  

(25)   H   L    H    H       H     L   H  H        H   L  H  H      H  (L) H  H 

                                              =                        =    

i-swɛ
n
dɛ- ́                      i-swɛndɛ                      i-swɛndɛ               i-swɛndɛ 

NC12-grasshopper-NC12             [í
↓
swɛ́ndɛ́] [322] 

‘grasshopper’ 

High tone spread (HTS) occurs from H to L when the L follows another H, as will 

be explained in §4.2.1. In the above example, an additional H could be the reason that 

HTS does not occur. The result is downstepped H tones on the TBUs following the 

unassociated, or floating, L. Downstep is explained further in §4.2.2, with full derivations 

that apply RTT. 

When coalescence of two adjacent identical tones occurs, or when one of the 

identical tones is deleted, then the autosegmental representation is as follows:   
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(26)   H  H               H 

      

u-ku                      u-ku  

NC3-air   [úkú] 

‘air’ 

It is possible for two contrastive tones to associate to the the same TRN; this is 

how one TBU can bear two tones. Crucially, contrastive registers do not associate to the 

same TRN. Rather, a spreading register will delink a previously associated contrastive 

register. An example of two contrastive tones associated with the same TBU is provided 

here as an illustration. Contrastive tone and register are further explained in §4.2.4 

regarding contour tones: 

(27)       L   H  L 

  

      ka-ha  

    [kàhâ] 

   NC1-net 

  ‘net’ 

These contrastive tones can also be adjacent in a heavy syllable of two TRNs, as 

the following example illustrates. Due to final vowel devoicing, the tone on the second 

syllable is not known. 

(28)       H  L     

  

     a-amu  

    [âːmu̥] 
    NC6-fat 

   ‘fat’ 

The second part of the Tone Language Principle is that the default direction of 

tone association is from left to right (Goldsmith 1976). This is the case in Ipulo. The 

rightward direction of tone association can be seen when a root has more TBUs than 
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tones. For example, when a HL root has three TBUs, the second tone in the pattern 

associates to the second TBU and then spreads to the third TBU; the resulting surface 

pattern is HLL. If tones associated from right to left, then the surface pattern would be 

HHL because the first tone in the root pattern would associate to the second TBU of the 

root and then spread left to the first TBU. The following example illustrates the 

association of tones from left to right. The noun root is not inflected with an affix.
10

 See 

§5.1 for additional information regarding noun morphology: 

(29)        H    L                H   L          H  L                  

                                                     

           Ø-kɛmbuka   kɛmbuka   kɛmbuka 

           NC1-ground.corn.cake     [kɛ́mbùkà] 

          ‘ground corn cake’ 

With RTT applied, the fuller representation is as follows: 

(30)     h     l                h       l                 h  l                             

            H       L                   H     L                 H   L                           

                                                     

     ◦     ◦                      ◦      ◦           ◦    ◦                              

 

   kɛmbuka     kɛmbuka  kɛmbuka  

   NC1-ground.corn.cake    [kɛ́mbùkà] 

           ‘ground corn cake’ 

Both tone and register spread from the first TRN in the root to the second TBU. 

This is total assimilation (Snider 1999). If only tone or register spreads, then the 

assimilation is partial. This will be explained in §4.2.2 and §4.2.3 regarding the tone 

processes of downstep and upstep respectively. 

                                                 
10

 Inflection with a prefix only is most common. Therefore, the null affix marker is used in prefix 

position only to show class affiliation for noun roots that are not inflected with an affix. 
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There are some apparent contradictions to this rightward association of tones. 

These are the result of tone processes. Regarding H tones, as seen in example (25), H can 

associate leftward if it has been delinked from the TBU to which is was previously 

associated, [í
↓
swɛ́ndɛ́]. Regarding L tones, low tone spread (LTS) in a rightward direction 

can result in a surface tone pattern of LLH, which will be discussed in §4.2.1. See, in 

particular, example (33), [kɔ̀mùndɔ́], for an illustration. 

4.2 Tone processes 

As previously explained, Ipulo is a two-tone system in which the interactions of 

high and low registers with high and low tones result in more than two levels of pitch as 

well as contour tones, both rising and falling. These additional levels and contours are 

often the result of tonal processes, specifically tone spread, downstep, and possibly 

upstep.  These processes will be discussed in turn.  

Tone spread is discussed first, followed by downstep and upstep, with a final 

subsection regarding contour tones. Although tone spread results in contour tones, it is 

discussed separately from contour tones because it does not always occur. Therefore a 

separate description of the occurrence and non-occurrence of tone spread is offered.  

Downstep is relevant to the discussion of both upstep and contours, and therefore 

the presentation of that process precedes the other two. Contours can be the result of 

either tone processes or the specification of contrastive tones to the same TBU, and will 

be described last.  
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4.2.1 Tone spread 

Both low and high tones can spread in Ipulo. Each tone spreads only one TBU to 

the right, within words and not between words. LTS occurs almost exclusively at a 

morpheme boundary, specifically between a prefix and root: 

(31)    L H          L  H         L   H            L  H 

   = 

ɔ-pul              ɔ-pul            ɔ-pul    ɔ-pul 
NC1-knife            [ɔ̀pǔl] 

‘knife’ 

A noun in which the singular and plural forms belong to noun classes with 

contrastive tone affixes provides evidence that the contour is not the result of two tones in 

the root pattern associated to the same TBU. The plural form of the previous example 

belongs to a noun class with high tone affixes and is inflected with a prefix. The same 

noun that showed a rising tone in the root above shows no trace of a L in the plural form, 

indicating that it is the prefix that makes the difference: 

(32)    H H             

 

a-pul [ápúl] 
NC6-knife 

‘knives’ 

Although LTS occurs almost exclusively at a morpheme boundary, there are a 

few examples in the available data that show its occurrence within a morpheme: 

(33)      L     H      L     H       L     H 

 = 

Ø-kɔmu
n
dɔ     kɔmu

n
dɔ   kɔmu

n
dɔ  

 NC1-monitor.lizard       [kɔ̀mùndɔ́] 

          ‘monitor lizard’ 
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When L spreads, it delinks a previously associated H. A rule can be written as 

follows: 

(34)    L H 

          =   

σ        σ 

In previous example (33), the H is associated to another TBU further to the right. 

However, if there is no TBU further to the right to which the H may associate, as in (31), 

it will dock to the TBU to which L has spread. This results in a rising contour, [ɔ̀pǔl]. A 

rule can be written as follows: 

(35)      H 

 

σ # or UTT 

 LTS often does not occur where it would be expected. Previous example (24) is 

one such example: 

(36)    L    H                  L     H          L      H                  

                                                     

             a-kpaŋkpa   a-kpaŋkpa   a-kpaŋkpa 

    NC1-bowl       [àkpáŋkpá] 

            ‘bowl’ 

Further research regarding tone in Ipulo would be beneficial in order to further 

define the environments in which low tone does and does not spread. In the available 

data, there are 40 occurrences of LTS and 27 non-occurrences in nouns that appear to 

have a L prefix followed by a H root. One possibility is that the prefix is underlyingly 

toneless. However, where nominal prefixes seem to be unspecified for tone they take the 

same tone as the root, rather than the opposite. The following example, from a noun class 

with high tone affixes, illustrates. See §5.1 for a description of noun morphology: 
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(37)   /ɛ-kwɔ̀t/ 

NC7-forest 

[ɛ̀kwɔ̀t] 

‘forest’ 

Another possibility is that an additional L in the underlying sequence of tones 

prevents the spread of L from prefix to root. For words such as [àkpáŋkpá], in which the 

plural is also from a low tone noun class, [vàkpáŋkpá], this is difficult to analyze. Words 

in which the singular and plural forms belong to contrastive tone classes, like [ɔ̀pǔl/ápúl] 

in examples (31) and (32), make the possibility of an additional L seem unlikely. The 

surface tone pattern for one form is LH, but the other form is only H, indicating that there 

is no L in the root pattern. Another example is given below: 

(38)   L   H      

  

    i-kjɛn 

[ìkjɛ́n] 

  NC9-small.of.back 

‘small of the back’ 

(39)   H   H 

  

    i-kjɛn  

  [íkjɛ́n] 

NC10-small.of.back 

‘smalls of backs’ 

Of the ten examples of nouns with one form having a surface pattern of LH and 

the other form belonging to a noun class with affixes of contrastive tone, nine have a 

surface H tone in that other form. Regarding the previous example, it should be noted that 

the segmentally similar /ì-kjɛ́/ ‘crab’ does undergo LTS in the singular form [ìkjɛ̌], and 

therefore it cannot be concluded that a certain natural class of segments prevents LTS.  
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It cannot be that the additional L is instead a suffix, because while that does seem 

to prevent LTS in disyllabic nouns, there would be a falling contour on the last TBU, as 

in previous example (27), shown again here: 

(40)     L   H  L 

  

    ka-ha  

   [kàhâ] 

 NC1-net 

 ‘net’ 

The prevention of LTS in examples such as (36) could be due to the number of 

TBUs in the root. Disyllabic roots are uncommon in Ipulo, but there is one example in 

which LTS does seem to occur. However, in this example the H remains associated to the 

TBU to which L has spread even though it is not word-final. This is the only exception in 

the available data of the rule that a spreading L delinks a previously associated H. 

Compare the singular and plural forms: 

(41)    L  H L     L   H L           L  H L 

  

    ɛ-kɔkɔ
m

b    ɛ-kɔkɔ
m

b  ɛ-kɔkɔ
m

b 

   NC9-anteater     [ɛ̀kɔ̌kɔ̀mb] 

 ‘anteater’ 

(42)    H  H L 

  

    ɛ-kɔkɔ
m

b  

   [ɛ́kɔ́kɔ̀mb] 

 NC10-anteater 

 ‘anteaters’ 

At this point, there is insufficient data to conclusively determine underlying forms 

for words like [àkpáŋkpá], whose plural form is also in a noun class with low tone 
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affixes. The simplest analysis is to posit an underlying tone pattern of H, with the 

disclaimer that for unknown reasons LTS does not occur. 

As stated previously, high tone spreads only to a L that is followed by another H, 

as in the following example: 

(43)   H    L  H     H  L  H        H  L  H       H  L  H   

                             = 

va-lamb- ́    va-lamb- ́  va-lamb- ́  va-lamb- ́ 

NC2A-orphan-NC2A          [vála᷆mb] [3b] 
‘orphans’ 

The H spreads one TBU to the right, delinking the L. The rule of HTS can 

therefore be stated as follows: 

(44)   H L (H)    H  (L) (H) 

 |  =       |      

σ     σ     σ  σ 

Due to the rule that a floating H associates word or utterance-finally, the second H 

associates to the same TBU to which the first H spread. The result is a H
↓
H contour on 

the second syllable. The two rules can therefore be combined to represent the process as 

follows: 

(45)   H L (H)    H  (L)  H    H (L) H 

 |  =       |          | 

σ     σ     σ  σ     σ  σ 

HTS can happen in one of three environments. The first is across a morpheme 

boundary, specifically when a noun of L tone is inflected with both a H prefix and a H 

suffix. Previous example (43) is an example of HTS across a morpheme boundary. It is 

repeated here. See section §5.1 for a description of noun morphology: 
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(46)    H   L  H     H  L  H        H  L  H       H  L  H   

                             = 

va-lamb- ́    va-lamb- ́  va-lamb- ́  va-lamb- ́ 

NC2A-orphan-NC2A          [vála᷆mb] [3b] 
‘orphans’ 

The singular form of the above example confirms the L root tone. In the singular,  

the root is inflected with a prefix only, which is specified for L. There is no H in the 

surface tone of the word: 

(47)    L L        L  

 

ɔ-lamb  ɔ-lamb  

NC1-orphan     [ɔ̀làmb] [11] 
‘orphan’ 

The second environment in which HTS occurs also involves a noun of L tone, but 

rather than being inflected with a suffix, the noun precedes a word of H tone. In this case, 

there is no H
↓
H contour on the final TBU of the noun because the following H is already 

linked to a TBU. Therefore the second H in the sequence does not associate to the final 

TBU of the noun. Instead, the delinked L from the noun causes nonautomatic downstep 

of that following H: 

(48)  H   L               H                  H    L               H       

                                                           =  

           ɔ-nam      Ø-hitihit     ɔ-nam  hitihit   

  NC3-thigh     NC1-truth 

 

  H  (L)           H  

 

  ɔ-nam       hitihit   

  [ɔ́nám 
↓
hítíhít] [33222] 

            ‘a thigh indeed’ 
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It is the low register of the TRN that links to the high register of the following 

word, delinking the previously associated high register and causing the H tone to be 

pronounced at a lower pitch than the previous H. See §4.1.2 for an explanation of 

downstep: 

(49)      h    l                      h             h           l       h          

     H   L                     H                H  L            = H  

                                         

       ◦   ◦                       ◦                    ◦  ◦                ◦ 

                                                             =                            

  ɔ-nam  Ø-hitihit   ɔnam Ø-hitihit 
  NC3-thigh NC1-truth       

             h                  l                 

    H     L                H  

                                 

       ◦       ◦                  ◦                   

                                     

  ɔ-nam  Ø-hitihit  

   [ɔ́nám 
↓
hítíhít] [33222] 

             ‘a thigh indeed’  

The third environment in which HTS occurs is within a single morpheme that has 

a HLH tone pattern. The following example is from noun class 1. Since the tone of class 

1 affixes is low, the spread of H from the first TBU to the second cannot be from prefix 

to root. Rather, H spreads from the first TBU of the root to the second TBU of the root, 

delinking the L: 

(50)          H    L   H      H    L   H   H  (L)  H 

                                        = 

Ø-mu
n
du   mu

n
du   mu

n
du  

NC1-spirit       [múndu᷆][3b] 

 ‘spirit’ 
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The number of TBUs likely affects HTS, as there is no evidence of HTS in words 

of more than two syllables, such as the following: 

(51)   H   L  H 

  

   ɛ-
n
zuŋa 

  [ɛ́nzùŋá] 

NC7-horse 

‘horse’ 

Similarly to LTS, there are environments where HTS would be expected to occur 

but it does not. Instead, the surface pattern has either a rising contour, [3I], or a H 

followed by a downstepped H, [32]. However, there are far more occurrences of HTS 

compared with non-occurrences, which is not the case with LTS. From the available data, 

HTS occurs in 60 of the words where it would be expected, compared with 27 non-

occurrences. Only one of these non-occurrences is within a noun root. One perhaps 

important point is that in all noun class pairs except 9a/10, there are many more 

occurrences of HTS than non-occurrences. With class pair 9a/10 the number of each is 

nearly equal.  

As was suggested with regard to the non-occurrence of LTS, why HTS fails to 

occur in a sequence of HLH tones could be due to toneless prefixes or an additional tone 

in the underlying sequence, or a different reason unknown at this time. Again, nouns in 

which the singular and plural forms belong to classes with contrastive affix tones are 

informative, as in the following example of a noun from class pair 12/6a2: 
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(52)    H L  H 

  

     i-jɛl  

   [íjɛ̌l] 

 NC12-ear.lobe 

 ‘ear lobe’ 

(53)       L L   H 

  

    mu-jɛl 

   [mùjɛ̌l] 

NC6a2-ear.lobe 

 ‘ear lobes’ 

However, there are two other nouns in the same class pair with a different surface 

representation, H
↓
H compared with HLH, and yet seemingly the same sequence of 

underlying tones. Previous example (25) was one of the two words: 

(54)   H   L    H    H       H     L   H  H        H   L  H  H      H  (L) H  H 

                                              =                        =    

i-swɛ
n
dɛ- ́                      i-swɛndɛ                      i-swɛndɛ               i-swɛndɛ 

NC12-grasshopper-NC12             [í
↓
swɛ́ndɛ́] [322] 

‘grasshopper’ 

A floating H suffix has been posited due to the difference in the surface tone 

melody between this noun and [íjɛ̌l]. The other noun in class 12 with a surface melody of 

H
↓
H is disyllabic, [í

↓
nwɔ́n] ‘bird’, and therefore the number of TBUs cannot be the 

reason for the difference. In the case of [íjɛ̌l], the L is associated and in the case of 

[í
↓
nwɔ́n] and [í

↓
swɛ́ndɛ́], the L is floating, H(L)H. There are no examples in this noun 

class of HTS. Furthermore, there are nouns in this class with a surface tone melody of H, 

and therefore the floating L cannot be part of the morphology of the noun class: 
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(55)   H  H    

 

 i-kuh  

[íkúh]   
NC12-maggot     
‘maggot’ 

Given this evidence, it is posited that the words [í
↓
nwɔ́n] and [í

↓
swɛ́ndɛ́] have an 

additional H in the underlying sequence, namely a H suffix. Evidence of nouns in other 

classes with a H
↓
H supports the likelihood of a H suffix. This is further discussed in the 

next section, §4.2.2, regarding downstep.  

Regarding the other non-occurrences of HTS across a morpheme boundary, with a 

rising contour in the surface pattern, the simpler analysis is to posit LH as the underlying 

root tone. Each of these roots is inflected with a noun class prefix, and the resulting 

sequence of underlying tones is therefore HLH. It is unknown at this time why HTS does 

not occur in these words. Regarding the one word in which there is a HLH sequence 

within the root and yet no evidence of HTS, [tíndjɛ̌] ‘guitar’, it could be a compound. The 

singular form is not inflected for a noun class affix, as evidenced by the plural form that 

is inflected with a L prefix: 

(56)     L  H   L H 

  

    və-ti
n
djɛ  

   [və̀tíndjɛ̌] 

 NC2-guitar 

 ‘guitars’ 

While questions remain regarding tone spread in Ipulo, it is clear that the presence 

or absence of tonal suffixes affects the surface pitch of Ipulo nouns, which has a bearing 

on the orthography. Relevant orthography decisions are explained in §4.3.  
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4.2.2 Downstep  

A level surface pitch pronounced at a level between H and L in Ipulo has been 

analyzed as downstep. Downstep assumes that the underlying tone is H, which has been 

lowered because of a preceding low register. When the register lowers, the L is realized 

on a register lower than the preceding H, and a H following the L is realized on that same 

low register. When that low register is associated to a TBU, the result is automatic 

downstep. When the low register is unassociated, the result is nonautomatic downstep 

(Snider 1999).  

Both automatic and nonautomatic downstep occur in Ipulo. Nonautomatic 

downstep has been more systematically analyzed because of its bearing on the 

orthography. However, pitch traces of utterances in discourse indicate the occurrence of 

automatic downstep, as well. Further, it would be unusual to posit nonautomatic 

downstep without automatic downstep, as cross-linguistically nonautomatic downstep is 

rare without automatic downstep (Connell 2011). In addition, other Tivoid languages 

show evidence of automatic downstep, specifically documented in Tiv (Abraham 1968) 

and Iceve (Cox 2012). 

The following sentence, with accomṕanying pitch trace, illustrates Ipulo 

downstep. The speaker added parenthetic information to a phrase and then repeated the 

phrase: 

(57)    /və-ki-kî    ì-lúk   ɛ̀-mɔ̀   Ø-jûm    mù      

SBJ.AGR-IPFV-stay NC9-place NC9-one  NC1-husband  PRO.3SG  

nì   à-át     və-ki-kî     i-lúk  ɛ̀-mɔ̀/ 

CONN  NC1-woman  SBJ.AGR-IPFV-stay  NC9-place NC9-one 

‘They stay in the same place, the husband and wife. They stay in the same place.’ 
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Figure 4: Pitch trace illustrating downstep 

The final three falling contours,  from 102.500 rightward, represent the repeated 

phrase, which consists of three words. The first of those three words is spoken on a lower 

register than it had been at the beginning of the utterance, where it is represented by the 

first rising-falling contour, left of 99.500. The third word in the utterance, /ɛ̀mɔ̀/ ‘one’, 

triggers a lowering of the register; its second syllable is the lowest point on the graph. 

Therefore the next H, the first tone in the word /jûm/, is spoken at a lower pitch than the 

first H of the utterance, which was the first tone in the verb root [kî]. This lowering of the 

register throughout a long utterance results in terraces of descending pitch. For this 

reason, Abraham (1968) labeled Tiv a “terraced tone language”. It is reasonable to expect 

other Tivoid languages to also display automatic downstep. 

There is another occurrence of automatic downstep within the utterance in the 

previous example. The H of the second word in the utterance, /ì-lúk/ [ìlǔk] ‘place’, is 

pronounced at a pitch lower than the H in the previous word, /və-ki-kî/ ‘they stay’. 

Within words in languages with automatic downstep,  the low register spreads to the 

following TRN, disassociating the high register and thereby associating the second H 

vəkikî ìlúk ɛ̀mɔ̀ jûm mù nì ǎt vəkikî ìlúk ɛ̀mɔ̀ 
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with a lower register than the first H. The autosegmental representation of /ì-lúk/ is given 

below. In this case, there is total assimilation due to LTS. However, only the high register 

delinks, while the H tone remains linked along with the L tone: 

(58)  l   h                       l   h              l 

  

 L H                      L    = H    L    H 

 

 ◦  ◦    ◦   ◦       ◦    ◦ 

 

 i-luk     i-luk      i-luk  
  NC9-place         [ìlǔk] [1I] 

             ‘place’ 

When LTS does not occur, as in the following example, only low register spreads 

and so the assimilation is partial: 

(59)  h    l   h       h        l  h                 h      l           

         H   L   H                      H L     H            H      L       H           

                                                     

 ◦      ◦  ◦             ◦     ◦  ◦                    ◦     ◦   ◦          

 

 ɛ-
n
zuŋa                      ɛ-

n
zuŋa                   ɛ-

n
zuŋa          

 NC7-horse        [ɛ́nzù
↓
ŋá] [312] 

         ‘horse’ 

As mentioned previously, nonautomatic downstep has been analyzed more 

systematically in Ipulo than automatic downstep because of its bearing on the 

orthography. There are three environments in which nonautomatic downstep has been 

thus far observed.  

The first environment that causes nonautomatic downstep is the association of a 

floating H suffix to a TBU associated with L. As explained in relation to HTS and 

illustrated with example (54), this seems to occur when a noun root of LH tone pattern is 
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inflected with both a H prefix and a H suffix. HTS does not occur, and instead the suffix 

delinks the L when it associates. The floating L causes downstep of that H. This is shown 

here with RTT applied: 

(60)  h     l     h     h        h          l  h      h     h        l  h 

  H    L    H   H    H L        H  H      HL   =  H     

                              

 ◦     ◦   ◦   ◦     ◦     ◦     ◦      ◦   ◦     ◦    ◦    

                     = 

 i-nwɔn- ́     i-nwɔn- ́    i-nwɔn- ́   
 NC12-bird-NC12          

 

   h             l             

  H   L     H       

         

 ◦     ◦   ◦        

          

 i-nwɔn- ́ 

 [í-
↓
nwɔ́n] [32] 

 ‘bird’ 

The low register associates to the TRN of the suffix and delinks the high register. 

Therefore the H tone is pronounced on a lower register. The final two Hs would either 

coalesce or one would delete, and so the reference here to the “suffix H” is the one H that 

remains at the end of the word. 

Also mentioned previously with regard to apparent non-occurrences of HTS, the 

surface pattern [32] seems to correspond with H suffixes. Previous examples posited a 

LH root pattern. However, there are nouns with root patterns other than LH that are 

inflected with a H suffix and have a H
↓
H surface pattern. The following table lists the 

sg/pl pairs of nouns in which one or both forms has a surfaces pattern of [32]: 
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 Nouns with a H
↓
H melody Table 14: 

Surface melody  Posited underlying pattern 

Singular Plural Gloss Singular Plural 

[11] [ɔ̀k͡pì] [32] [á
↓
k͡pí] ‘talking 

drum(s)’ 

L-L H-L-H 

[3i] [ɛ́
ŋ͡m

g͡bî] [32] [ɛ́
↓ŋ͡m

g͡bí] ‘pig(s)’ H-HL-L H-HL-H 

[32] [í
↓
kwɔ́] [32] [ví

↓
kwɔ́] ‘death(s)’ H-LH-H H-LH-H 

[32] [í
↓
nwɔ́n] [12] [mù

↓
nwɔ́n] ‘bird(s)’ H-LH-H L-LH 

 

The first and second row examples both have posited root tone patterns other than 

LH. For the first row, the singular form indicates that there is no H in the root pattern.  

Concerning the second row, HL is posited because the final tone is L in the singular, and 

there cannot be a preceding H, as would be the case if the root pattern were LH. Both 

cases indicate exceptions to HTS. Most nouns of L root tone inflected with a H prefix and 

H suffix undergo HTS, and so it is unclear why /á-k͡pì- ́/ would not. While the additional 

H could be the reason that HTS does not occur in /ɛ́-
ŋ͡m

g͡bî- ́/, there are a number of other 

singular/plural noun pairs with the surface pattern [3i]/ [3b], which indicates that HTS 

has occurred in the plural form. These are further discussed in §4.2.4 regarding contour 

tones.  

Regarding the third row of the table, this example represents a set of nouns in 

class pairs 3/6, 7/6, and 7/8 with the surface pattern [32]. A root pattern of LH is posited 

because there are a significant number of nouns in the same class pair that do undergo 

HTS. These are likely nouns with a root tone of L that are inflected with both a prefix and 

a suffix. 
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A second environment of nonautomatic downstep is the tone sequence HLH 

associated to the same TBU. The L floats between the two associated Hs:   

(61)   h     l      h        h    l       h             h     l   h          

  H    L   H                     H    L      H               H  L     H       

         

 ◦   ◦     ◦       ◦    ◦    ◦      ◦     ◦    ◦ 

           =          

 ɔ-kul- ́    ɔ-kul- ́      ɔ-kul- ́   
 NC3-horn-NC3       

     

          h          l h       h            l   

  H L    =  H            H   L      H           

         

 ◦   ◦     ◦       ◦    ◦    ◦      

                  

 ɔ-kul- ́    ɔ-kul- ́    ́   
       [ɔ́-ku᷆l] [3b] 

       ‘horn’ 

In the case of the H-L-H sequence above, HTS occurs from the prefix to the first 

TBU of the root, delinking the L. The H suffix associates, and both Hs remain associated 

to the same TBU because there is a floating L between them. Since there is a L between 

the two Hs, the Hs are not adjacent and therefore neither deletion nor coalescence occurs. 

The floating low register associates to the TRN associated with the high register of the 

suffix, delinking the high and downstepping the final H tone. Since that H is associated to 

the same TBU as the previous H, the result is a falling H
↓
H contour. 

A HLH sequence can also be an underlying root tone pattern. When the root has 

only one TBU, the L floats due to the second H but the low register associates to and 

delinks the high register, resulting in a H
↓
H contour: 
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(62)    l    h    l  h       l    h        l   h      l    h   l                  

  L   H  L  H                 L   H L         H                 L   H L   H           

         

 ◦   ◦    ◦  ◦               ◦     ◦    ◦   ◦                       ◦     ◦    ◦     ◦   

                   

 u-tjɛ        u-tjɛ     u-tjɛ [1b] 
 NC1-father   

‘father’ 

 The third environment in which nonautomatic downstep occurs is when the L of 

a word-final HL contour delinks before a following H in the same utterance. This is 

caused by HTS, as explained in §4.2.1: 

(63)       l   h    l               h              l       h   l        h             

     L   H   L              H                 L     H   L        H 

                                         

       ◦   ◦    ◦                ◦                     ◦    ◦  ◦            ◦ 

                                                                =       

    a-ŋwa        Ø-hitihit   a-ŋwa Ø-hitihit 
    NC1-cat        NC1-truth      

            l    h          l     h                            l    h            l                      

   L   H  L           =  H           L   H  L        H 

                                 

     ◦      ◦   ◦                ◦              ◦      ◦   ◦         ◦                                 

                                     

  a-ŋwa  Ø-hitihit        a-ŋwa Ø-hitihit                                 

   NC1-cat  NC1-truth                 [àŋwâ 
↓
hítíhít] [13222]  

             ‘a cat indeed’  

The association of the floating low register to the TRN to which the high register 

had been associated causes downstep of the H tone.  

4.2.3 Upstep  

Upstep is similar to nonautomatic downstep in that it is triggered by floating 

registers rather than associated registers. Both high and low floating registers can cause 

upstep. The register shifts upward if a high register associates to and delinks a low 
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register. By contrast, if a floating low register does not associate to and delink a 

following high, downstep is prevented. The unaffected H tone would then be pronounced 

on the high register to which it is associated. Thus it is pronounced one register higher 

than a previous downstepped H. Upstep can therefore be understood as either the raising 

of the register or the prevention of the register from being lowered (Snider 1999).  

The occurrence of upstep has been noted but not analyzed in two Tivoid 

languages. Cassetta (1994b) mentions that upstep occurs in Ugare with HL nouns when a 

H prefix is added. Cox (2012) mentions that there are cases in Iceve in which downstep 

fails to occur and H is realized on a register higher than a preceding L. There is an 

indication that upstep may occur in Ipulo, with certain nouns labeled class 9a/10. 

However, the current evidence is insufficient and further research is needed.  

The primary indication of upstep thus far is that to native speakers the plural 

forms of these nouns seem “higher” than the singular forms. Pitch traces do not appear to 

indicate a register difference. The possibility is not being dismissed as yet, since upstep 

has been detected in other Tivoid languages. It is an area to investigate further before 

drawing conclusions. The possible evidence is recorded here simply as a beginning point 

for future investigation. While it has been little investigated to date, it is possible that 

upstep is a general characteristic of Tivoid languages.  

In Ipulo, the possibility of upstep has been detected in a subset of class 9a/10 

nouns. Class 9 has low tone affixes and agreement markers. There seems to be a subset of 

morphological affixes in class 9 in which the noun class affixes have a contrastive tone 
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but the agreement markers have the same tone. This subset of class 9 has been labeled 9a. 

The prefix tone is H and the suffix L. See §5.1 for an explanation of noun morphology. 

The following table lists those nouns in class 9a/10 in which a possible register 

shift has been detected. These nouns have a surface H HL pattern in the singular and a H 

H
↓
H pattern in the plural. The question regarding register shift is with the plural forms. 

Pitch traces of available data indicate that it is the falling contour on the final TBU that 

distinguishes the forms, however, and not an upward shift of the register. Native speaker 

perceptions have led to an orthography decision that distinguishes these forms by register 

rather than falling contour, as explained in §4.3 : 

 Class 9a/10 nouns with possible upstep Table 15: 

Ipulo Gloss 

[3i], [3b]  

[ɛ́-kât], [ɛ́-ka᷆t] head pad(s) 

[ɛ́-nûm], [ɛ́-nu᷆m] nail(s) 

[ɛ́-sû
m

b], [ɛ́-su᷆
m

b] caterpillar(s) 

[ɛ́-vâv], [ɛ́-va᷆v]  quiver(s)/sheath(s) 

[í-hə̂v], [í-hə᷆v] bed(s) 

[í-mîl], [í-mi ᷆l] mudfish 

[í-wîʃ], [í-wi ᷆ʃ] louse/lice 

Pitch traces indicate that the difference in contour tones between these singular 

and plural forms is the only difference between them. The singular form has a L suffix, 

which associates to the final TBU with the root H and results in a HL contour. By 

contrast, the plural form has a H suffix. This triggers HTS and results in a H(L)H 
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sequence on the final TBU, which surfaces as a H
↓
H contour. Compare the word [íhə̂v] 

‘bed’ with [íhə᷆v] ‘beds’ below: 

 

Figure 5: Pitch trace of [íhə̂v] ‘bed’ and [íhə᷆v] ‘beds’ 

Snider (1999) explains that if a phrase begins with H and is realized as super-H 

then there must be a floating tone in the environment. If this can apply to single words, 

then a floating low register could be the explanation for the perceived raised register in 

the pronunciation of  class 10 forms, compared with their singular class 9a counterparts. 

However, if there is no register shift then the analysis is simpler. 

That simpler analysis is as follows. Class 9a/10 nouns have contrastive suffixes, a 

floating L in the singular and a floating H in the plural. The roots of the set of these nouns 

with H HL singular forms and H H
↓
H plural forms have a root tone pattern of HL. There 

is reason to believe that the segmental prefix in the plural form is unspecified for tone, as 

will be subsequently explained in §4.2.4 with contour tones:  

(64)            H  H  L  L           H  H    L                     

        

         i-həv- ̀      i-həv- ̀     

           NC9A-bed-NC9A  [íhə̂v] [3i] 

        ‘bed’ 
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(65)                 H    L   H           H   L   H          H  L  H        

              = 

         i-həv- ́       i-həv- ́         i-həv   

           NC10-bed-NC10                 [íhə᷆v] [3b] 

        ‘beds’ 

The adjacent L tones of the class 9a forms either coalesce or one deletes, and the 

association of the final L to a TBU associated with H results in a HL contour. In the class 

10 form, the H of the root pattern associates to the first TBU and spreads rightward to the 

second TBU, where the H suffix docks and delinks the associated L. The L is left floating 

between the two Hs. The result is a H
↓
H on the final TBU.  

There are a few nouns in other class pairs that have the same tonal difference 

between singular and plural forms, but these nouns also have a difference in segmental 

prefix between the singular and plural forms, such as [ɔ́sûmb] and [ásu᷆mb] ‘umbilical 

cord(s)’. These are either from noun classes in which the affixes are high tone, such as 

[íkûl] [3i] / [víku᷆l] [3b]  ‘family/families’, indicating that only the plural form has a 

suffix, or from a noun class in which it could be that the singular suffix is L and the plural 

suffix is H, as in [úwu᷆mb] [3b] / [mə́wûmb] [3i] ‘paddle(s)’. In these cases it could be 

that the segmental prefix is not specified for tone. See §5.1 regarding noun morphology 

for additional information. 

4.2.4 Contour tones 

Contour tones in Ipulo are analyzed as sequences of level tones, as is common in 

African languages (Yip 2002). A LH sequence on a single TBU results in a rising 
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contour. There are two falling contours in Ipulo. A HL sequence results in a HL contour, 

and a H(L)H sequence results in a H
↓
H contour.  

Two tones can associate to the same TBU for one of several reasons. First, if there 

are more tones in the root pattern of a morpheme than TRNs in the morpheme then two 

tones may associate to the same TBU. The following example, previous example (63), is 

one such root: 

(66)    L      H L  

 

 a-ŋwa [àŋwâ] 
NC1-cat 

‘cat’ 

A second reason for a contour is the preservation of a tone that was previously 

associated to a segment that has been deleted. The remaining tone then associates to a 

TBU that is already associated with a tone. This happens in Ipulo as a result of vowel 

hiatus resolution at a morpheme boundary. Adjacent vowels belonging to separate 

syllables are usually prohibited, as is common cross-linguistically (Casali 2011). 

However, if hiatus is resolved by the deletion of one vowel, the tone could remain if it is 

opposite to the adjacent tone and therefore not in violation of the OCP. The vowel does 

not always elide, however, as shown in previous example (28), which is repeated as the 

first example in Table 16 below. Compare the following two examples, the second of 

which illustrates vowel hiatus resolution resulting in two tones and only a short vowel; 

both tones associate to the TBU and the result is a contour: 
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 Contour tones at a morpheme boundary Table 16: 

Heavy syllable Light syllable 

H L    H   L       

 

a-amu       a:mu [âːmu̥] 
NC6-fat 

‘fat’ 

H L    H   L       

 

a-a
ŋ
g      a

ŋ
g [ɔ̂ŋg] 

NC6-palm.frond 

‘palm fronds’ 

 

Evidence for a long vowel in word-initial position of the first example is the final vowel 

devoicing (See §3.2 for further information.).  

Yet another environment for a contour tone is the association of two different 

morphemes to the same TBU. This commonly occurs in the case of L prefixes and 

suffixes. When a L suffix associates to a TBU already associated with H the result is a 

HL contour. The following example is from noun class 1, in which affixes are low tone. 

The root is H, associated to both TBUs of the root: 

(67)        H     L                

 

Ø-mi
n
dim- ̀  

[míndîm] 
 NC1-time-NC1 

 ‘time’ 

While less common with prefixes than suffixes, available data shows that a H root 

tone can associate to a L prefix, resulting in a rising contour at the morpheme boundary: 

(68)     L     H      L              L     H     L     L   H    L  

                                               = 

  ɔ-
m

but- ́        ɔ-
m

but- ́        ɔ-
m

but- ́   

  NC1-man-NC1            [ɔ̌mbùt][I1] 

  ‘man’ 

It is not clear why the H delinks and associates to the first TBU instead of 

remaining associated to the second and forming a HL contour with the suffix. However, 
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the plural form in (69) shows that there is no L in the root pattern. Therefore, the analysis 

of a H root inflected with both a L prefix and a L suffix in the singular is reasonable. 

(69)       H    H   H       

 

  va-
m

but-u         

  [vámbútú][333] 
  NC2A-man-NC2A 

  ‘men’ 

A H suffix can also result in a contour tone on a word-final TBU. This seems to 

occur in conjunction with HTS from a prefix, resulting in a H
↓
H contour. However, it is 

possible that the three nouns with a surface pattern of [3I] in both the singular and plural 

have an underlying root tone of L and are inflected with a prefix and suffix. However, as 

previously explained in §4.2.1, this would be unusual given that HTS seems to commonly 

occur with a H-L-H sequence of prefix-root-suffix.  

There are several sets of nouns, from class pairs 3/6, 7/8, 9a/10, and 14/6a1, in 

which the surface patterns are [3i], [3b]. This was mentioned briefly in the previous 

section. It seems that the difference between the two forms is a L suffix in the singular 

and a H suffix in the plural, except for 14/6a1 in which the singular affix is H and the 

plural affix is L: [3b], [3i]. However, this cannot be true for singular classes 3 and 7, 

which take H tone affixes. Therefore it seems that the root tone pattern of these nouns 

must be HL. However, this analysis is problematic for such nouns in class pair 9a/10, 

because H-HL-H was posited as the underlying pattern for those nouns with a surface 

pattern of [32].  
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There are two possible hypotheses. One is that a difference in syllable profile 

could affect tone behavior, as those nouns with a H
↓
H surface pattern are CV roots, and 

those with [3b] are CVC. Another, and the one posited here as stated in the previous 

section with [íhə᷆v], is that the plural prefix of those 9a/10 nouns with [3i], [3b] patterns 

is not specified for tone. The difference in autosegmental representation is indicated 

below for /ɛ́-
ŋ͡m

g͡bî- ́/ [32] and /i-hə̂v- ́/ [3b]: 

(70)          h      h       l    h       h             l            

 

          H   H      L   H          H   L      H    

         ◦   ◦    ◦      ◦           ◦        ◦       ◦       

        

         ɛ-
ŋ͡m

g͡bi- ́        ɛ-
ŋ͡m

g͡bi- ́    

           NC10-pig-NC10           [ɛ́-
↓ŋ͡m

g͡bí] [32] 

        ‘pigs’ 

(71)                 H    L   H           H   L   H          H  L  H        

              = 

         i-həv- ́       i-həv- ́         i-həv   

           NC10-bed-NC10                 [íhə᷆v] [3b] 

        ‘beds’ 

The above representations indicate that the two adjacent Hs in the H-HL-H 

sequence undergo coalescence or the deletion of one and that prevents HTS (70). 

However, when the prefix is not specified for tone, the sequence is HL-H and HTS 

occurs (71).  

In addition to H
↓
H contours resulting from tone spread, LH contours can also be 

the result of tone spread. As explained in §4.2.1, tones can spread one TBU to the right 

across morpheme boundaries within words in Ipulo. If a L spreads to a TBU already 
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associated with H, the result is a rising contour. If a H spreads to a TBU associated with 

L and followed by a floating H, the L is delinked, the final H docks, the low register 

associates to and delinks the high register of the final H, and the result is a H
↓
H contour. 

Previous examples (31) and (46) illustrated the resulting rising contour from LTS and 

falling contour from HTS, respectively. The table below presents them together. Since 

the plural form of one and the singular of the other has no contour tone, that provides 

evidence that the contour is the result of tone spread and not part of the underlying forms:  

 Contours that result from tone spread Table 17: 

 Singular Plural 

Rising contours from 

LTS 

 

L   H       L  H      L  H 

 

ɔ-pul          ɔ-pul          ɔ-pul 

NC1-knife 

‘knife’  [ɔ̀pǔl] 
 

H   H               H 

 

a- pul                a-pul  
NC6-knife 

‘knives’  [ápúl]        

 

Falling contours from 

HTS 

 

 H  L  H    H  L H              

                          =                                              

va-laᵐb- ́       va-la
m

b     

NC2A-orphan-NC2A ́ 

 H   L  H                

                                                    

va-laᵐb- ́          

‘orphans’ [vála᷆mb]       

   L  L                    

                                 

   ɔ-laᵐb  

    NC1-orphan 

   ‘orphan’  [ɔ̀làmb]        

 

4.3 Tone orthography 

Native speakers perceive contrasts between more than two levels of pitch, as well 

as between contours and between level tones and contours. Therefore, even though Ipulo 

is a two-tone system, more than two tones need to be represented in the orthography. The 
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schema of “tone hill” puts the various levels and contours into an understandable and 

memorable framework for native speakers. The diagram presented in Chapter One is 

repeated below. The slanted lines represent contour tones, and the plateau as well as the 

peak represent level tones, as will be subsequently explained: 

 

Figure 6: Tone hill diagram (repeated from Fig. 2) 

The failure of the preliminary tone orthography is evidence to support the 

conclusion that more than two tones need to be represented in the Ipulo orthography. In 

the initial tone orthography, only H was marked. This resulted in too much ambiguity, 

not allowing sufficient distinction between pitch levels, nor accounting accurately for 

contours. Further, marking H in underlying forms, which is before they undergo the 

process of word formation, required native speakers to represent tone in a way that is 

contrary to their perceptions. 

Cooperating with native speaker perceptions has also shown that representing 

each level and contour with its own marking is not the best approach. As Snider (2014) 

explains, lexical processes are those involved with word formation, and it is the results of 
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these processes that native speakers perceive. Additional postlexical processes, which are 

usually phonologically motivated, such as the change from /h/ to [x] word-finally in Ipulo 

following a vowel, do not usually need to be marked. Native speakers are typically 

unaware of these processes. Therefore the results of lexical processes, rather than 

underlying forms or the results of postlexical processes, are the forms that should usually 

be represented in the orthography. 

For tone marking in Ipulo, this has meant marking tone contrasts between 

syllables within individual words. It is here that the extent to which native speakers rely 

on tone contrasts to distinguish meaning is highest. In other words, it is tone contrasts 

between the syllables of words that have the highest functional load for readers and 

writers, rather than the quantitative measure of particular contrasts between lexical 

morphemes, such as contrastive noun and verb roots. Thus far, tone has been analyzed in 

isolated words rather than in connected speech. Further research is needed regarding tone 

in Ipulo discourse. Currently, consistent tone marking on individual words has particular 

relevance with regard to downstep and HL compared with H
↓
H contours. 

4.3.1 Level tone orthography 

As mentioned previously, only two levels of pitch were distinguished in the initial 

tone orthography, based upon H and L being the underlying tones. Downstepped H was, 

and still is, marked according to how it contrasts with an adjacent syllable in a word. It is 

marked when preceded by L but unmarked when preceded by H. This has not changed 

with the most recent orthography decisions. What has changed is the specific symbol to 

mark H tone.  
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Underspecification in the marking of level tones, by leaving both L and 
↓
H 

following H unmarked, seems appropriate. This is likely due to the importance of 

marking contrast within words, between H and either L or 
↓
H. Native speakers were able 

to fluently read words containing 
↓
H when marked in this way, even with the original 

tone orthography. 

The improvement in fluency has been with writing. Since revising tone marking 

according to the “tone hill” schema, native speakers write more accurately. This indicates 

that the tone marks are more meaningful now than they were previously. 

The following singular/plural pair illustrates how the Ipulo tone orthography 

prioritizes contrast in final word forms over consistency in underlying forms. The 

singular is in a noun class with H tone affixes and the plural in a noun class with L tone 

affixes. The root in both forms has a surface pitch of 
↓
H. Therefore, the prefix is marked 

for H in the singular form and the root is marked for H  in the plural. This way of 

marking shows the tone contrast between prefix and root in both forms. The only change 

in these forms between the old and new tone orthography is the diacritic. The derivation 

from underlying form to output form is not given here. See example (60) in §4.2.2 for the 

complete derivation of the singular form:    
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 Marking downstep Table 18: 

 Singular Plural Gloss 

     h       l         

 H   (L)   H  

  

   ◦      ◦                  

                                            

   i-nwɔn- ́   [32] 
   NC12-bird-NC12 

       l               

  L       H   

  

     ◦      ◦                  

                                            

  mu-nwɔn   [12] 
   NC6a2-bird 

bird(s) 

Old orthography <ínwon> <munwón> 

New orthography <īnwon> <munwōn> 

The macron is now used to mark H, representing the plateau at the top of “tone 

hill”. Native speakers have written into their explanation of “tone hill” that when a tone 

“steps down” from H, either one or many levels all the way to L, it is unmarked. A 
↓
H 

following L is not conceptualized in the same way as a tone “stepping down” because 

within the context of the word it is “up” from the previous syllable. 

The above situation creates ambiguity between words but not within words. For 

example, words with a surface pattern of HL are marked in the same way for tone as 

words with a surface pattern of H
↓
H, such as [ɔ́

↓
wɔ́] <ōwo> ‘hand’ and [ɔ́mì] <ōmi> 

‘neck’. When comparing tones by sorting nouns, the orthography workshop participants 

wrote the words with these two patterns in separate columns but with the same tone 

markings. When asked to consider if this would be a problem, the participants concluded 

that the ambiguity would not be a problem for reading or writing. As Bird (1999a) points 

out, determining which features to mark has to do with which types of ambiguity need to 

be avoided. In this case, the ambiguity between the two words <ōwo> and <ōmi> is not a 

problem for native speakers. Underrepresentation of the tonal contrast between the two 
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syllables of each word is where problematic ambiguity would lie. This supports the 

previous assertion, namely that native speakers need appropriate contrasts marked on 

individual words; comparisons between words with ambiguous marking are less 

important. 

Despite the incomplete analysis of upstep, it has factored into the orthography. To 

native speakers, the upstep “peak” on the prefix of the plural form of those nouns in 

which the difference between singular and plural seems to be only the length of the 

falling contour, is a logical reflection of the contrast between the prefix and root tones. 

This could be because the tone does not fall as far in the plural form and so the idea of 

starting from a higher point may be what makes the marking meaningful. Since the same 

words do not have both a HL contour and a H
↓
H contour, there is no apparent need, at 

this point, to distinguish between the two contour tones. This may further confirm what 

has been stated throughout this section, namely that native speakers do not compare 

words to determine contrast but rather compare syllables within the same word. To 

illustrate, in the word <ênùm> ‘nails’, native speakers compare the tonal contrast 

between [ɛ́-] and [nu ᷆m], and not the contrast between [nûm] in the singular form and 

[nu᷆m] in the plural.  

The use of the circumflex accent is one example in which tone contrast is marked, 

but not necessarily according to lexical tone contrasts. It could therefore serve as a 

grammatical tone marker to distinguish singular from plural forms when there is no 

segmental difference in the forms. Native speakers consider it unnecessary in plural 

forms which have a different segmental prefix from the singular, such as [íkûl]/[víku᷆l] 
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‘family/families’. There has been no discussion with native speakers about the difference 

between lexical and grammatical tone. Since the upstep peak fits both into the “tone hill” 

schema and the native speaker perception of the nouns marked accordingly for tone, such 

a distinction is likely unnecessary. 

4.3.2 Contour tone orthography  

There were three different recommendations for marking contour tones in the 

original tone orthography. The options were a single vowel marked for H, a single vowel 

unmarked for tone, or a double vowel with one of the vowels marked for H. If a double 

vowel, then for a rising contour the second vowel was marked for H and for a falling 

contour the first vowel was marked for H. All three ways of writing contour tones were 

problematic for different reasons. 

If the TBU with a surface rising tone was underlyingly H, which is the case with 

H roots to which L has spread and associated, then the recommendation was to mark it as 

H. The intention here was consistency of spelling between singular and plural forms, as 

many of these words have a L prefix in the singular and H prefix in the plural; thus there 

is no rising contour in the plural form. However, native speakers perceive the rising 

contour in the singular form as well as a difference between that tone and the tone in the 

plural form (when they read them one after the other). Therefore, encouraging them to 

think about a consistent root image made the orthography more abstract, hence increasing 

its difficulty. 

A contour tone was written as a single vowel unmarked for tone in two 

environments. The first was a falling contour resulting from HTS. The reasoning was 
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similar as for a rising contour resulting from LTS. However, the original analysis has 

since proven incomplete. Originally, the assumption was that the underlying tone in such 

an environment was L. Since L is unmarked in the orthography, such a contour was left 

unmarked. However, not only did that contradict native speaker perceptions since they 

hear a falling contour, but it is also did not take into account H suffixes, which are now 

understood to be present and one cause of HTS. 

Similarly to LTS that happens with only one form of a singular/plural pair, 

writing the underlying tones for words that undergo HTS would allow for consistent 

spelling of root images. But, once again, this was not helpful for native speakers. It 

required thinking about words in pairs of singular and plural, which native speakers do 

not do when reading or writing only one of the forms. Therefore a consistent root image 

is not a helpful aid for discerning meaning. 

The importance of consistency should instead be applied to word images rather 

than root images, since roots are neither syntactically nor semantically separated from 

affixes in Ipulo. A word consists of a root inflected with its affixes, some of which are 

tonal only. This is further explained in Chapter Five. Native speakers are aware of the 

phonological changes caused by tonal processes. Therefore, they should have been 

encouraged to write tone according to the results of these processes rather than according 

to the underlying tones of morphemes prior to word formation. In other words, in order to 

be written in a meaningful way, tone marks need to reflect the results of word formation 

rather than the input of roots and affixes into word formation. Again, it is the output of 
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lexical processes which apply within words that native speakers perceive, and it is these 

perceptions that need to be represented in the orthography (Snider 2014). 

The other environment in which a contour was written as a single vowel 

unmarked for tone was in the merger between a vowel prefix and a root vowel. In all 

known cases these are rising contours, such as the following example. It is likely that 

vowel hiatus resolution has resulted in elision of one vowel but both tones have been 

preserved: 

(72)   [ɔ̌n]   

/ɔ̀-ɔ́n/ 

NC1-child 

‘child’ 

A short vowel with a contour in prefix position could not be doubled. The 

distinction between a long and short vowel at a morpheme boundary is crucial for fluent 

reading, as with the words [ɛ́
↓
tú] ‘fireplace’ and [ɛ̂:tu] ‘billy goat’. However, leaving a 

short rising tone unmarked created ambiguity with a short L that was problematic for 

both reading and writing. This indicated that short rising contours needed to be 

distinguished from short L tones. 

Surface contours were written as double vowels if the contour resulted from two 

tones in a pattern associated to one TBU. This was unsuccessful because of the phonemic 

contrast between long and short vowels. While long vowels usually occur at morpheme 

boundaries, this is not always the case. They can also be found root-medially, as in the 

following example. See also §3.2.1 and specifically Table 8 for more information on long 

vowels: 
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(73)   /u-tɔ̀ɔ̀hi/  

3SG.PFV-scoop 

[útɔ̀ːhi̥] 

‘he scooped’ 

According to “tone hill”, the acute accent is used for rising contours and the grave 

accent for falling contours, resembling the climb up and down the hill respectively. The 

new system still leaves ambiguity between short falling contours, H
↓
H, and long falling 

contours, HL. Native speakers are aware of the difference between the contours and 

revised their writing rule to say that whether a tone falls slightly from H or all the way to 

L it is marked with the same downwardly slanting line. As mentioned previously, the 

words for which this ambiguity could create a problem, namely singular/plural pairs that 

only differ by length of contour tone, are not problematic for native speakers. Therefore, 

no means of distinguishing short falling contours from long falling contours has yet been 

considered. 

Below is a comparison chart with one example from each of the previous ways of 

marking contours together with the revised tone marking. Both singular and plural forms 

are shown, since consistency between the two was a consideration in the initial tone 

orthography. Again, in the new orthography the macron is used for H: 
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 Comparison of old and new contour tone marking Table 19: 

 Old tone orthography New tone orthography Gloss 

Singular Plural Singular Plural 

Underlyingly 

H 

<ekwól> <ékwól> <ekwól> <ēkwōl> snail(s) 

[ɛ̀kwɔ̌l, ɛ́kwɔ́l] 

Underlyingly 

L, H-L-H 

causes HTS 

and a final 

H
↓
H contour 

<wósomb> <masomb> <wōsòmb> <masomb> plum tree(s) 

[wɔ́sɔ̂mb, 

màsɔ̀mb] 

Two tones 

for one TBU, 

word-initial 

<on> <wón> <ón> <wōn> child/ 

children 

[ɔ̌n, wɔ́n] 

Two tones 

for one TBU, 

LH 

<íteé> <víteé> <īté> <vīté> story/stories 

[ítɛ̌, vítɛ̌] 

Two tones 

for one TBU, 

HL 

<úkwə́əl> 

<úkwə̂l> 

<ə́kwə́əl> 

<ə́kwə̂l>
11

 

<ūkwə̀l> <ə̄kwə̀l> house(s) 

[úkwə̂l, ə́kwə̂l] 

A great deal of tone analysis remains to be done in Ipulo. However, what has been 

analyzed thus far has led to an important understanding of which tones native speakers 

recognize as making meaning distinctions. It has been the organization of these tones into 

a meaningful framework that has been crucial for effectively marking tone contrast. 

Certain problem areas remain, particularly with regard to non-occurrences of tone spread 

and with upstep, and further tone research could hopefully bring additional insight which 

could in turn improve any future tone orthography revisions. 

                                                 
11

 A circumflex accent was considered for short vowels with falling contours. However, this was 

at the end of the initial orthography development process as a possible solution to the ambiguity, with 

insufficient time to introduce properly. 
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Chapter Five: Morphology and syntactic categories 

It is crucial to decide which morphemes should be written together with others to 

form orthographic words and which should be written separately as independent words. 

Effective spacing either facilitates or hinders fluent reading and writing. Whether or not a 

morpheme can be written as an independent orthographic word depends largely upon its 

linguistic status, as either a free or a bound morpheme. To evaluate and revise morpheme 

status and word boundaries subsequent to initial Ipulo orthography decisions, I have 

followed the guidelines in Kutsch Lojenga (2014b). She recommends prioritizing the 

grammatical criteria first, followed by the phonological, and lastly the semantic. The 

morphemes presented below have been evaluated accordingly. Phonetic transcriptions are 

given for examples in which phonological processes affect the posited underlying forms. 

5.1 Nouns and their modifiers 

The morphology of nouns and their modifiers is presented first, followed by an 

explanation of how this morphology has been represented in the orthography. The 

associative marker is described in this section due to its use in noun phrases.  

5.1.1 Morphology of nouns and their modifiers 

Ipulo nouns are roots inflected with up to two affixes and grouped into classes on 

the basis of agreement, or concord, with modifiers and verbs. The agreement is based 

upon number, whether the noun is singular or plural. This number prefix partially relates 

to noun class, as noun class assignment can be determined based upon the concord 

prefixes within the noun phrase of the head noun. The following table of noun phrases 

illustrates. Ipulo noun phrases are head initial, and the order of words in each phrase is 
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the head noun followed by the first person plural possessive pronoun followed by either 

the number one in singular noun phrases or the number three in plural noun phrases. The 

following phrase structure rules illustrate the order. These are not complete rules for noun 

phrases, but rather illustrate the examples presented here: 

(74) NP N NPPOSS det  

Due to phonological processes (specifically LTS in certain nouns and quantifiers, 

as well as metathesis and glide epenthesis in possessive pronouns), phonetic rather than 

phonemic transcriptions of the words in the phrases are given. See Table 36 in §5.3.1 for 

further information about pronouns: 

 Number agreement prefixes Table 20: 

Singular Plural 

[ù-kə̌v      ɔ̀w-àh               ɔ̀-mɔ̀] 

NC1-box   NC1-POSS.1PL   NC1-one 

‘our one box’ 

[və́-kə́v    àv-âh                vá-tát] 

NC2-box   NC2-POSS.1PL   NC2-three 

‘our three boxes’ 

[ú-swɔ́       ɔ̀w-âh               ɔ́-mɔ̀] 

NC3-sack   NC3-POSS.1PL   NC3-one 

‘our one sack’ 

[ə́-swɔ́      àj-âh                 á-tát] 

NC6-sack  NC6-POSS.1PL   NC6-three 

‘our three sacks’ 

[wɔ́-sɔ᷆mb          ɔ̀w-âh               wɔ́-mɔ̀] 
NC14-plum.tree   NC14-POSS.1PL   NC14-one 

‘our one plum tree’ 

[mà-sɔ̀mb         àm-àh              mà-tǎt] 
NC6A1-plum.tree   NC6A1-poss.1pl   NC6A1-three 

‘our three plum trees’ 

[í-
↓
nwɔ́n      kàj-âh                ká-mɔ̀] 

NC12-bird   NC12-POSS.1PL   NC12-one 

‘our one bird’ 

[mù-
↓
nwɔ́n   ɔ̀mw-àh             mɔ̀-tǎt] 

NC6A2-bird   NC6A2-poss.1pl   NC6A2-three 

‘our three birds’ 

[í-kjɛ̀            ìj-ɔ̂h                 ɛ́-mɔ̀] 

NC7-basket   NC7-POSS.1PL   NC7-one 

‘our one basket’ 

[ví-kjɛ̀           ìv-ɔ̂h                vɛ́-tát] 

NC8-basket   NC8-POSS.1PL   NC8-three 

‘our three baskets’ 

[ì-hǔ         ìj-ɔ̀h                 ɛ̀-mɔ̀] 

NC9-box   NC9-POSS.1PL   NC9-one 

‘our one fish’ 

[í-hú           ìj-ɔ̂h                   ɛ́-tát] 

NC10-fish   NC10-POSS.1PL   NC10-three 

‘our three boxes’ 
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The above table indicates that certain agreement prefixes are assigned to the same 

noun classes, specifically classes 7 and 10. Due to glide insertion in class 3 possessive 

pronouns, the concord prefix appears to be the same as that of class 14. The prefixes in 

quantifiers show the regular forms.  

The above table also shows that there are a number of allomorphs for singular and 

plural prefixes. The following table lists all of these allomorphs. Again, glide insertion 

yields several exceptions in possessive pronoun prefixes, specifically in classes 1, 3, and 

6a2.  

 Concord prefixes Table 21: 

Singular Plural 

Class Prefix Class Prefix 

1 (j)ɔ̀-/(j)ù- 2 vá-/və́- 

3 (j)ɔ́-/(j)ú- 6 (j)á-/(j)ɔ́- 

7 (j)í-/(j)ɛ́- 6a1 mà-/mə̀- 

9 (j)ì-/ (j)ɛ̀- 6a2 mɔ̀-/mù- 

12 ká-/kə́- 8 ví-/vɛ́- 

14 wɔ́-/wú- 10 (j)í-/(j)ɛ́- 

 

A vowel alternation is indicated for each concord prefix. Such an alternation 

occurs with nominal and verbal segmental affixes as well, which will be subsequently 

explained. Regarding the alternations in concord vowels, the first prefix listed for each 

class is much more common than the second. The vowel selected is not phonologically 

predictable, unless the root vowel is /a/, in which case the lower of the two vowels is 

selected. One illustration of the lexical rather than phonological selection of prefix 

vowels is the case of quantifiers in 6a2: 
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(75)    /mù-nwɔ̌n  mɔ̀-tát/ 

NC6A2-bird  NC6A2-three 

‘three birds’   

(76)    /mù-nwɔ̌n  mɔ̀-nì/   

NC6A2-bird  NC6A2-four 

‘four birds’   

If vowel selection were phonologically motivated then the higher vowel /u/ would 

be expected in example (76), given the high vowel /i/ in the root. 

Also more common is the V- prefix where an optional CV- prefix is given. The 

optional /j/ before the V- prefix of classes 1, 3, 6, 7, 9, and 10 could be a separate 

morpheme along the lines of the Bantu augment (de Blois 1970). The uses of the augment 

are broad across Bantu languages and so to determine the presence and usage in Ipulo 

would require further research. However, it could be that the marker in Ipulo serves the 

determinative function identified with the augment in proto Bantu (de Blois 1970). The /j/ 

seems to occur with determinatives such as ‘other’ or ‘another’, interrogatives to ask 

which one among possible alternatives, certain attributives such as ‘big’ and ‘small,’ and 

also within discourse to identify a referent. The following examples from short texts 

illustrate a difference in usage: 

(77)   /ɔ́-úh   jɔ́-mɔ̀   ɔ́-tím   ɔ́ŋgùs    ɛ́mgbî- ̀/ 

NC3-day NC3-one  NC3-heart NC3-PFV.anger NC9A-pig-NC9A 

‘One day Pig became angry.’   

(78)    /i-kî     ɔ́-úh   ɔ́-mɔ̀/ 

NC3-pfv.remain NC3-day  NC3-one 

‘It remains (as it is) for one day.’   

The first sentence is from a fable about why pigs rout with their snouts. The day 

in which Pig becomes angry is the fateful day that seals the future behavior of pigs. The 
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narrator has a particular day in mind. In the second example, the one day is the duration 

of time in a process, and so it could be any one day rather than a particular day.  

The concord prefix allomorphs partially relate to noun class, and thus have been 

labeled as such. However, there are two noun classes that do not have their own set of 

concord prefixes. Since they take the same concord prefixes as classes 2 and 9, they have 

been labeled as subsets of these noun classes, 2a and 9a respectively. Thus there are 14 

noun classes in Ipulo but only 12 sets of concord prefixes. 

Ipulo noun class numbers have been assigned based on comparisons with proto 

Benue Congo noun class systems (de Wolf 1971). The classes can be divided into two 

groups on the basis of tone. The following noun classes take modifiers of L tone: 1, 6a1, 

6a2, 9, and 9a. The following noun classes take modifiers of H tone: 2, 2a, 3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 

12, and 14. Noun class affixes usually have the same tone as the corresponding 

agreement markers. The exceptions are classes 2 and 9a. Class 9a has a L tone suffix, but 

the prefix is high. Also, in some cases the segmental prefix seems not to be specified for 

tone and instead has the same tone as the noun root. In all known examples except one, 

such nouns have only one form. Previous example (37) from noun class 7, in which the 

prefix tone is H, illustrates: 

(79)   /ɛ-kwɔ̀t/ 

NC7-forest 

[ɛ̀kwɔ̀t] 

‘forest’ 

Further, there are several noun roots in classes 1, 3, 7, 9, and 10 that are not 

inflected with a noun class affix. However, since their modifiers take a particular set of 
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concord prefixes, they are assigned membership in a noun class. See Appendix 7 for a list 

of nouns by class. 

Most noun roots are inflected with a prefix, many also with a suffix, a few with 

only a suffix, and some are not inflected with an affix at all. Noun class affixes show by 

phonological processes that they are bound to noun roots. Prefixes are segmental and 

most are specified for tone, but most suffixes are floating tones. There are nouns in 

classes 1, 3, 6a1, 6a2, 7, 10, and 14 with prefixes that seem to be unspecified for tone. 

Even though this is a significant number of noun classes, there are very few such nouns 

in each class, with the exception of class pair 9a/10. Further, the possibility of toneless 

prefixes has been posited but not proven. The exceptions to floating tone suffixes will be 

subsequently explained. The following table shows which noun classes have which type 

of inflection: 

 Noun class inflection Table 22: 

Noun class Prefix only Suffix only Prefix and suffix No affix 

1 L- 

toneless- 

- L L- - L 

toneless- -L 

 

2 L-    

2a H-  H- -H  

3 H- 

toneless- 

-H H- -H  

6 H-  H- -H 

toneless- -H 

 

6a1 L-  toneless- -L  

6a2 L- 

toneless- 

 toneless- -L
12

  

                                                 
12

 The available data is inconclusive regarding whether possible examples have a prefix only or 

both a prefix and a suffix. 
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Noun class Prefix only Suffix only Prefix and suffix No affix 

7 H- 

toneless- 

 H- -H  

8 H-  H- -H  

9 L-    

9a   H- -L  

10 H-  H- -H 

toneless- -H 

 

12 H-  H- -H  

14 H-  H- -H 

toneless- -H 

 

From the above table, it is clear that inflection with a prefix only occurs within the 

greatest number of noun classes. Further, there are far fewer nouns inflected with both a 

prefix and a suffix than those inflected with a prefix only, even though examples occur in 

all but two noun classes. The most common inflection for a noun root, therefore, is a 

prefix only. 

Ipulo noun class prefixes are segmental, and most are specified for tone. As with 

concord prefixes, they show by allomorphy and a lack of independent citation and 

meaning that they are bound to the roots. The allomorphy in noun class prefixes is similar 

in nature to the allomorphy in concord prefixes, in that there is a vowel height alternation 

in the prefix of each class. However, the allomorphy is more extensive in noun class 

prefixes than in concord prefixes. As with concord prefixes, which root takes which 

allomorph is not phonologically predictable, illustrated by the following examples:  

(80)   /í-kù
n
d/ 

NC7-knuckle 

‘knuckle’ 
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(81)   /ɛ́-kù
n
d/ 

NC7-boiled.finger.food 

‘boiled finger food’ 

The exception to this is the same as the exception for concord prefixes, when the 

root vowel is /a/. In that case the prefix is always the lower of the two vowels. A full set 

of prefix alternations will be presented in Table 24 below. 

The allomorphy in noun class prefixes corresponds with the ATR harmony found 

in neighboring languages. The following table compares Ipulo height harmony in prefixes 

with Iceve ATR contrast in roots: 

  ATR and height harmony between Iceve and Ipulo Table 23: 

 Iceve Ipulo 

Proto [+ATR] /â-kûl/ 

3SG-return.home 

‘He returned home.’ 

/u-kûl/ [ùkûl] 

3SG-PFV.return.home 

‘He returned home.’ 

Proto [-ATR] /â-kʊ́l-à/ 

3SG-sew-PFV 

‘He sewed.’ 

/ɔ-kûl/ [ɔ̀kûl] 

3SG-PFV.sew 

‘He sewed.’ 

In the first row of the table, the root vowel in the Iceve verb is [+ATR], /u/. The 

correspondence in Ipulo is the [+high] prefix vowel /u-/. In the second row, the root 

vowel in the Iceve verb is [-ATR], /ʊ/, corresponding to the [-high] prefix vowel in Ipulo, 

/ɔ/. The /u/ and /ʊ/ of Iceve have merged into /u/ in Ipulo, but the original ATR contrast 

has been preserved in the prefix vowels. Therefore a relationship exists between the 

prefix and root that binds the two together, but the prefix selection for each root is now 

lexicalized rather than being triggered by an ATR relationship. 

The allomorphy in Ipulo prefixes is extensive. The following table shows the 

allomorphy in all Ipulo noun class prefixes. See Table 32 and Table 33 for allomorphy in 
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verb prefixes. The reason suffixes are included with the prefixes of 9a is simply to show 

that the morphology is distinct from class 7. Noun roots in class 9a are inflected with 

both the prefix and the suffix. 

 Noun class prefixes Table 24: 

Singular Plural 

1 Ø  

ù- 

ɔ̀- 

à- 

2 və̀- 

vɛ̀- 

và- 

2a və́- 

vá- 

3 ú- 

ɔ́- 

6 ə́- 

ɔ́- 

á- 

7 í- 

ɛ́- 

6a1 mə̀- 

mɛ̀- 

mà- 

9 

 

ì- 

ɛ̀- 

6a2 mù- 

9a í- - ̀ 

ɛ́- - ̀ 

12 í- 8 ví- 

vɛ́- 

14 (w)ú-, wɔ́- 10 í- 

ɛ́- 

The most common pairings are 1/2, 1/2a, 3/6, 7/8, 9/10, 9a/10, 12/6a2, 14/6a1. 

Less common pairings are 1/6, 7/6, 9/6 and 9/8. Rare pairings are 1/6a2, 7/6a1, 12/6a1 

and 14/6.  

The previous table shows much variation in the prefix vowel. Each singular form 

corresponds to a certain plural form. The following table shows this correspondence: 
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 Singular and plural noun class prefix pairs Table 25: 

Class pair Prefix pair Exceptions 

SG PL SG  PL  

1 2 à- và-  

1 2a à- vá- /Ø-jûm, vá-ju ᷆m/ ‘husband(s)’ 

1 2 ɔ̀- và-  

1 2a ɔ̀- vá-  

1 2 Ø, ù- və̀- /vɛ̀-/ when root vowel is /ɛ/ 

1 2a ù- və́-  

3 6 (w)ɔ́- á-  

3 6 ú- ə́-  

7 6 í- ɔ́- /ɛ́-/ for NC6 when root vowel is /ɛ/ 

7 6 ɛ́- á-  

7 8 Ø, í- ví-  

7 8 ɛ́- vɛ́  

9 6 ì- ɔ́-  

9 10 ì- í-  

9 10 ɛ̀- ɛ́-  

9a  10 í- - ̀ í- - ́  

9a 10 ɛ́- - ̀ ɛ́- - ́  

12 6a2 í- mù- [ɛ́-ndúlà, mɔ̀-ndúlà] tree species 

14 6a1 wɔ́- mà-  

14 6a1 (w)ú- mə̀- /mɛ̀-/ when root vowel is /ɛ/ 

Nouns in 11 of the 14 noun classes can be inflected with both a prefix and suffix. 

Eight of these noun classes take high tone affixes and agreement markers. It is difficult to 

identify a H suffix on a noun root of H tone. Therefore, it is assumed that H tone roots in 

these classes are inflected with a prefix only, since that is the most common noun class 

inflection.  
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Most nominal suffixes are a floating tone, but there are a few suffixes with 

segments as well as tone. They belong to classes 2a and 8. In most cases the suffix is      

/-v/, but in the case of a C-final root the suffix is /-u/: 

 Nouns inflected with suffixes Table 26: 

Word Gloss 

/vá-mbút-ú/ 

NC2a-man-NC2a 

‘men’ 

/və́-ʃî-v/ 

NC2a-thief-NC2a 

‘thieves’ 

/vɛ́-ɲɛ̂-v/ 

NC2a-in.law-NC2a 

‘in-laws’ 

/vɛ́-tí-v/ 

NC8-tree-NC8 

‘trees’ 

As explained in Chapter 4, a floating tone suffix often affects the surface melody 

of a noun. Most tonal suffixes are H, with the exception of class 9a and a few known 

examples in classes 1 and 6a2. When a noun with a tonal suffix is also inflected with a 

prefix, the prefix tone is usually H. However, there are a number of apparently toneless 

prefixes in such cases, and the class 1 noun with a L suffix has a L prefix, /ɔ̀-
m

bút- ̀/ 

‘man’.  

For the one noun in class 1 that has a root tone of H and is inflected with both an 

L prefix and suffix, previous example (68) in §4.2.3, the resulting surface melody is LHL 

[I1]: 

(82)     L     H      L              L     H     L     L   H    L  

                                               = 

  ɔ-
m

but- ́        ɔ-
m

but- ́        ɔ-
m

but- ́   

  NC1-man-NC1            [ɔ̌mbùt][I1] 

  ‘man’ 
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For nouns inflected with a H suffix, the surface melodies are: 

HH
↓
H [3b] for roots that are L or HL with a toneless prefix, previous examples (46) and 

(71) in §4.2.1 and §4.2.3 respectively: 

(83)    H   L  H     H  L  H        H  L  H       H  L  H   

                             = 

va-lamb- ́    va-lamb- ́  va-lamb- ́  va-lamb- ́ 

NC2A-orphan-NC2A          [vála᷆mb] [3b] 
‘orphans’ 

(84)       H   L   H            H   L   H            H  L  H        

            = 

 i-həv- ́       i-həv- ́           i-həv   

 NC10-bed-NC10                   [íhə᷆v] [3b] 

 ‘beds’ 

H
↓
H for roots that are LH or HL, previous examples (54) and (70) in §4.2.2 and §4.2.3 

respectively: 

(85)   H   L    H    H       H     L   H  H        H   L  H  H      H  (L) H  H 

             |                                =                        =    

i-swɛ
n
dɛ- ́                      i-swɛndɛ                      i-swɛndɛ               i-swɛndɛ 

NC12-grasshopper-NC12             [í
↓
swɛ́ndɛ́] [322] 

‘grasshopper’ 

(86)          h      h       l    h       h             l            

 

          H   H      L   H          H   L      H    

         ◦   ◦    ◦      ◦           ◦        ◦       ◦       

        

         ɛ-
ŋ͡m

g͡bi- ́        ɛ-
ŋ͡m

g͡bi- ́    

           NC10-pig-NC10           [ɛ́-
ŋ͡m

g͡bi ᷆] [32] 

        ‘pigs’ 

A floating L suffix is part of the morphology of class 9a nouns. In addition, words 

in this class have a segmental prefix specified for H tone. All known examples of nouns 
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in this class have L or HL root tone patterns. The surface melody of these nouns is not 

affected by the tonal suffix. The surface melodies are HL and HHL respectively, as in the 

following examples: 

(87)  Root tone L: 

H    L    L      H    L 

 

 i-jwɛ- ́            i-jwɛ- ́    

 NC9A-wild.pepper-NC9A    [íjwɛ̀] [31] 
 ‘wild pepper’ 

(88)   Root tone HL: 

H   H L L     H    H   L   

 

 i-jwɛ- ́         i-jwɛ 

NC9A-fingernail-NC9A    [íjwɛ̂][3i] 

‘fingernal’ 

There are a small number of nouns inflected with a suffix only, and most of them 

are in class 1; there is also one example each in classes 3 and 6a2. Again, it is easier to 

detect suffixes when the tone contrasts with the final root tone, either H in the case of 

class 3 or L in the case of classes 1 and 6a2. An example of each tonal suffix is given 

below, with only the final form of tone association lines shown: 

(89)      l    h              l   h                   l           

               L    H                      L     =  H             L      H           

                                                     

       ◦      ◦              ◦       ◦                   ◦      ◦            

                 = 

 Ø-kɔkul- ̀    Ø-kɔkul- ́  Ø-kɔkul- ́ 
 NC3-yam-NC3      [kɔ̀

↓
kúl] [12] 

         ‘yam’ 
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(90)       H    L 

 

Ø-mɔtum- ̀ [3i] 
 NC6A2-ashes-NC6A2 

 ‘ashes’ 

In the first example above, the H suffix associates and delinks the L that would 

have associated to both TBUs of the root. That could be the reason that LTS does not 

occur. By contrast, the L suffix in the second example does not delink the associated H, 

and therefore a HL contour on the second TBU results. As explained in §4.2.2 regarding 

downstep, the low register would associate to and delink the high, resulting in the 

automatic downstep of the H tone.  

Noun roots that are not inflected with an affix have only one form. Often these are 

abstract or mass nouns, but not always. Some simply have the same singular and plural 

form, as in the following example: 

(91)   /Ø-ɲàk~ɲák/ 

NC9-potato 

‘potato/es’ 

Since these noun roots can exist as independent words without an affix they are 

considered free morphemes. However, since these noun roots take a particular set of 

concord prefixes, they belong to a particular noun class. The next example provides an 

illustration. The noun root has a tone pattern of H, and it belongs to a noun class with low 

tone affixes. The noun is modified by a demonstrative, the root of which is underlyingly 

toneless, as explained in §4.2.3: 

(92)    /Ø-
ŋ͡m

g͡báŋgálá  ɔ̀-na/ 

NC1-clearing  NC1-DEM.NEAR 

‘this clearing’ 
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Most noun roots without an affix (90% of available data) are in class 1, and many 

have reduplicated roots, as in example (91). 

As mentioned previously in this section, noun phrases are head initial, and nouns 

can be modified by adjectives, participles, or certain pronouns. Most adjective roots are 

CV, CVC or CVCV. Unlike noun roots, all adjectival roots in the available data are 

inflected for noun class agreement. Therefore these roots are bound morphemes.   

Noun modifiers can also take the form of participles. A participle is a verb root 

inflected for subject agreement and progressive aspect. It is connected to the noun it 

modifies by a particle, referred to here as the associative marker, following Welmers 

(1973). The particle forms the associative connection between either two nouns, a noun 

and a pronoun, or a noun and an attributive such as a participle. The parts of a participial 

phrase cannot be separated:  

(93)   /ɔ́-ùh  jí   ɔ-hât-ini/ 

NC3-day NC3.AM  NC3-finish-PROG 

‘the last day’ 

(94)   /mɔ̀-ɔ́t  mə̀    mɔ-jɔ̂w-unu/ 

NC6a2-oil  NC6a2.AM  NC6a2-rub-PROG 

‘rubbing oil’ 

As with adjectival roots, verb roots require inflection and are therefore also bound 

morphemes. By contrast, associative markers are not inflected with affixes. Further, 

while the participial verb form requires the use of the associative marker, the associative 

marker can be separated from the participle to express the relationship between any two 

noun phrases, as the following examples show: 
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(95)    /mə̀-kúm   mì    ɔ́-hú
ŋ
g/  

NC6A1-name NC6A1.AM NC3-tone 

‘names for various tones’  

(96)   /í-tì      ɛ̀-
ŋ
gâl   jí   à-át    ɔ̀-na/  

NC7-grinding.stone  NC9-hot.pepper NC7.AM NC1-woman NC1-DEM.NEAR 

‘the grinding stone belonging to this woman’ 

Given its mobility, the associative marker is considered a free morpheme. There 

are fewer associative markers than noun class prefixes. For the fourteen noun classes 

there are only seven distinct associative markers. This further indicates their syntactic 

distinction from noun class prefixes. The following table shows which associative marker 

corresponds to which noun class: 

 Noun classes and corresponding associative markers Table 27: 

Associative marker Noun class 

/jì/ 1, 9, 9a 

/jí/ 3, 6, 7, 10 

/ví/ 2, 2a, 8 

/kí/ 12 

/mì/ 6a1 

/mə̀/ 6a2 

/wú/ 14 

Possessive, demonstrative and relative pronouns can modify nouns. In addition, 

possessives and demonstratives can replace an entire noun phrase, and this 

substitutability contributes to their status as free morphemes. Pronouns will be explained 

more fully in §5.3. Here we examine their syntactic function of modifying nouns.  

The structure of these pronouns is similar to that of adjectives, although only the 

prefixes for possessive and demonstrative pronouns correspond to the concord prefixes. 
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The prefixes for relative pronouns seem to correspond to the associative markers, except 

that the vowels in classes 6a1 and 6a2 are [+back]. There is no allomorphy in any of the 

pronoun prefixes. The following table compares associative markers and relative 

pronouns by class to show the correspondence: 

 Comparison of associative and relative pronoun markers Table 28: 

Noun class Associative marker Relative pronoun 

1, 9, 9a /jì/ /jìnâ/ 

3, 6, 7, 10 /jí/ /jìnâ/ 

2, 2a, 8 /ví/ /vinâ/ 

6a1 /mì/ /mùnâ/ 

6a2 /mə̀/ /mɔ̀nâ/ 

12 /kí/ /kìnâ/ 

14 /wú/ /wùnâ/ 

5.1.2 Nouns and their modifiers in the orthography 

Noun roots are written conjunctively with their class prefixes, and segmental 

suffixes where relevant. The roots of noun modifiers are also written conjunctively with 

their prefixes. Just as the choice of vowel in noun class prefixes depends on the particular 

noun root, the choice of vowel in the concord prefix depends upon the specific modifier. 

Noun and concord prefix alternations are lexical, meaning they are not 

phonologically motivated and must be learned. Therefore all allomorphs are written 

according to their surface forms. Since the associative marker is a free morpheme, it is 

written separately from a participle in a participial phrase. However, an orthography 

decision was made for consistency in spelling because the vowel of an associative marker 
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elides in speech when the participle is vowel initial. The following table lists the spellings 

of associative markers: 

 Associative marker spellings Table 29: 

Noun class Phonemic representation Orthographic representation 

1, 9, 9a  /jì/ <yi> 

3, 6, 7, 10 /jí/ <yi> 

2, 2a, 8 /ví/ <vi> 

6a1 /mì/ <mi> 

6a2 /mə̀/ <mə> 

12 /kí/ <ki> 

14 /wú/ <wu> 

These spellings did not change during orthography revisions. Instead, what has 

been more fully analyzed is the status of these morphemes. Given the elision they 

undergo, native speakers considered whether or not they prefer treating the particles as 

clitics and writing them linked to the participles with either an apostrophe or a hyphen. 

However, the clear preference was to write the particles in their entirety with a writing 

rule stating that words with vowels elided in speech are written in full.  

What has not been written is the tone distinction between associative markers that 

have identical segments, /jì/ and /jí/, shown in Table 28. Native speakers identify the tone 

when analyzing these particles in isolation, but in context they have decided that the tone 

marks need not be written. Perhaps this is due to the copula, which can occur without 

inflection. When the copula occurs without inflection it is written as <jī> and so would be 

ambiguous with the H tone associative marker /jí/ if it were spelled the same way. 

However, given the syntactic difference between the two words, the ambiguity would not 
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likely hinder fluent reading. Support for this hypothesis is that not distinguishing tone 

makes the noun class 12 marker, /kí/, ambiguous with the preposition /kì/, and yet the 

ambiguity has not been problematic for readers or writers. It could simply be that native 

speakers do not need the tone mark to discern the meaning of the associative marker. It 

may be beneficial to revisit this issue in the future. There was insufficient time during the 

orthography workshop to investigate this extensively.  

5.2 Verbs 

A description of verb morphology is followed by a presentation of orthography 

decisions regarding verbs. There are two existential predicates, one to express existence, 

which is also used as a copula, and one to express non-existence. These predicates 

display a number of exceptions to Ipulo verbal morphology in general, and will be 

described at the end of §5.2.1.  

5.2.1 Morphology of verbs 

Verb roots are syntactically bound. A verb root is inflected with at least one 

grammatical morpheme in its final word form. Affixes can be either segmental, whether 

specified or not for tone, or tonal. An Ipulo verb has the following structure, and while 

the inflections are labeled as optional, at least one of them is required in each verb: 

(Subject agreement)-(TAM)-(TAM)-Root-(Extension)-(TAM) 

Ipulo has two tone classes of verbs, currently hypothesized as HL and L. The root 

of a monosyllabic HL verb has a surface falling tone. If the root has two or more 

syllables, or the stem has a verbal extension, the first vowel is H and the rest are L. What 

appears to be an association of L to all syllables beyond the first in a HL verb indicates a 
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phonological unity between the root and extension. This is evidence that the extension is 

bound to the verb root.  

There is also a semantic unity between a verb root and its extension. While in 

some cases the extension gives a particular sense to a verbal root of particular meaning, 

often the root plus extension has a unique meaning. There are five extensions: /-iki/, /-ili/, 

/-ini/, /-isi/, /-iti/, and the following table lists an example of each. The vowel /i/ 

alternates with /u/ in the suffix if the vowel of the verb root is /u/, in accordance with 

rounding harmony. The phonological influence of the root vowel on the rounding of the 

suffix vowel further indicates that these extensions are bound morphemes: 

 Verb roots with lexical extensions Table 30: 

Root with 3sg subject-

agreement marking and 

meaning 

Lexical extension: Stem and meaning 

/u-ᵐbîs/ ‘he winked’ -iki /u-ᵐbîsiki/ ‘he blinked’ 

[ùmbísìkì] 

/ɔ-kì
ŋ
g/ ‘he defended/protected 

on one side’ 

-ili /ɔ-kì
ŋ
gili/ ‘he surrounded’ 

[ɔ́kìŋgìlì] 

-- -ini /ɔ-ɲîmini/ ‘he ran’ 

[ɔ̀ɲímìnì] 

-- -isi /u-sìkisi/ ‘he waved’ 

[úsìkìsì] 

/u-kûw/ ‘he covered 

(something)’ 

-iti /u-kûwutu/ ‘it capsized’ 

[ùkúwùtù] 

Subject-agreement markers seem to be toneless. Often the tone of the subject-

agreement marker is opposite of the first tone in the root, as can be seen in the examples 

in the previous table. There may, therefore, be a polarity process by which the surface 
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tone of the subject-agreement marker is assigned. However, there are exceptions. For 

example, for certain HL intransitive verbs the surface tone of subject-agreement markers 

is H and the contour on the verb root becomes H
↓
H, as in [mɛ́mi ᷆k], ‘I got up’ and [mɛ́va᷆], 

‘I came’.   

The contrast is most often evident when a verb inflected with subject-agreement 

and perfective aspect is spoken in isolation; within the context of discourse the tones 

appear to be more complicated. The following examples illustrate the tonal relationship 

between subject-agreement markers and verb roots observed thus far: 

 Subject-agreement tone assignment Table 31: 

 HL root L root 

CVC        H  L            L   H  L 

   

   u-kəl                 u-kəl 
   3SG-PFV.know 

  ‘He knows.’ 

 

        L            H  L 

         

   u-kɔt                u-kɔt 
   3SG-PFV.hang.up 

  ‘He hung (something) up.’ 

 

CVCV        HL            L  HL 

         

   u-təli                 u-təli 
   3SG-PFV.winnow.rice 

  ‘He knows.’ 

 

         L            H    L 

         

   u-
m

bihi               u-
m

bihi 
   3SG-PFV.squeeze 

  ‘He squeezed.’ 

 

CVC+extension        H L            L H  L 

         

   u-jɔkili               u-jɔkili 
   3SG-PFV.learn 

  ‘He has learned.’ 

        L         H  L 

         

   u-jɔ
ŋ
gini       u-jɔ

ŋ
gini 

   3SG-PFV.forget 

  ‘He forgot.’ 
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Although a tonal relationship between subject-agreement markers and verb roots 

seems evident, further research is needed before labeling it one of polarity, given the 

exceptions as well as limitations in context thus far observed. 

In addition to a tonal relationship between the subject-agreement prefixes and 

roots, there is allomorphy in verbal prefixes similar to that of noun prefixes. Again, these 

alternations are not usually phonologically predictable. The exception with verbs is when 

the root vowel is /ɛ/. In such cases, the higher vowel prefix is selected, but /ə/ and /ɔ/ both 

become /ɛ/. The one prediction that can be made is that if a root requires the lower vowel 

in a subject-agreement prefix, only the prefix closest to the root will take the lower vowel 

when the root is inflected with multiple prefixes. The influence of the verb root on these 

prefixes, both regarding tone and vowel quality, indicates that the affixes are 

phonologically bound to the roots. Table 32 shows subject-agreement markers according 

to person and number, and Table 33 shows them according to noun class: 

 Subject-agreement markers by person and number Table 32: 

 Singular Plural 

1
st
 person mi-/mɛ- ki-/kɛ- 

2
nd

 person wə-/wa- wunɔ-/wuna- 

3
rd

 person u-/ɔ- və-/va- 

 Subject-agreement markers by noun class Table 33: 

Vowel 

alternation 

Noun class and prefix 

i-/ɛ- 7, 9, 9a, 10 8   

i-/ɛ- vi-/vɛ-   

ə-/a- 2, 2a 6 6a1 12 

və-/va- ə-/a- mə-/ma- kə-/ka- 
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Vowel 

alternation 

Noun class and prefix 

u-/ɔ- 1, 3 6a2 14  

u-/ɔ- mu-/mɔ- wu-/wɔ-  

Ipulo verb stems can be marked with up to two TAM prefixes, slotted between the 

subject-agreement marker and the verb root (with the exception of the subjunctive), and 

one of four TAM suffixes. The perfective aspect has no segmental affix. The subjunctive 

prefix seems to be in the same slot as subject-agreement markers; the two do not co-

occur. Certain prefixes can co-occur with certain suffixes. The following table identifies 

each known TAM marker: 

 TAM markings Table 34: 

Location TAM identification 

ji/ju-ROOT subjunctive 

SBJ.AGR-ki/kɛ-ROOT imperfective, including habitual, ability, 

and present moment 

SBJ.AGR-pi/pɛ-ROOT repetition 

SBJ.AGR-ti/tɛ-ROOT emphatic (usually in contradiction to the 

belief of the hearer) 

SBJ.AGR-ROOT-ɔ/a durative, including non-present 

SBJ.AGR-ROOT-ini/unu  progressive 

SG 

ROOT-i 

(implicit SBJ.AGR)  

PL 

ROOT-ini  

(implicit SBJ.AGR) 

imperative SG imperative PL 

SBJ.AGR-ROOT –ana conditional 

As shown in the above table, there is a vowel alternation in suffixes as well as 

prefixes. The latter is usually related to height, whereas the former is related to rounding. 

The exception is the subjunctive prefix, where the alternation seems related to rounding. 
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There are insufficient examples of this TAM prefix in the available data to offer an 

explanation. There are only two examples that illustrate the alternation, (97) and (98). 

While it could be that there is a dissimilation in rounding between the root and prefix 

vowel, the third and fourth examples show that the prefix vowel can also be /ɛ/, if /ɛ/ is 

the root vowel (99), or /a/, if the suffix vowel is /a/ (100). The first and fourth 

constructions include the causative particle, while the second and third do not. Without a 

conjunction, either the causative /hí/ or the resultative /únwɔ̂/, the subjunctive has an 

optative sense, as in (98): 

(97)     /mi-wûnd  mù   hí  ju-hîk-ɔ/ 

  1SG-PFV.want  PRO.3SG  CAUS SBJV-farm-DUR 

  ‘I want him to go farming.’ 

(98)      /ɛ́-jà  ji-pû/ 

    NC9-land SBJV-do 

  ‘May the land produce.’ 

(99)     /jɛsus u-kwɔ̂  wí  ɛ́-tí   kì   Ø-kàmbí     

  Jesus 3SG-PFV.die PREP NC7-tree  PREP NC1-wickedness  

  ɔ-wah    únwɔ̂  ə́-swə́k   jɛ-mɛ̂/ 

    NC1-POSS.1PL  RES  NC6-sacrifice  SBJV-finish 

 ‘Jesus died on the cross with our wickedness, putting an end to sacrifices for sin.’ 

(100) /hi   u-kɛ-kuhuk-ɔ    mu   ɔ̀wh  ùŋgɔ̂ ki      

   CAUS SBJ.AGR-IPFV-gather-DUR PRO.3SG in  LOC  PREP   

   wɔ́-jàv    hí   ja-pîn-a    mu    jà/ 

   NC14-stomach CAUS SBJV-trap-DUR PRO.3SG  NEG 

   ‘If (the hot pepper broth) causes the afterbirth to gather together (in order to be 

   expelled), then it won’t remain inside of the woman and cause harm.’ 

Also evident in the above table is that TAM markings co-occur with subject-

agreement marking except in the case of the subjunctive and imperative moods. The 
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subjunctive mood does not take subject-agreement marking, and with the imperative 

mood subject-agreement is implicit.  

As mentioned previously, the vowel quality of verbal affixes is influenced by both 

the root vowel and co-occurring affixes. In addition to height variation, the vowel of the 

imperfective prefix becomes [+back] when there is no other [+front] vowel in the verb. 

Further, the vowels seem to merge when the subject-agreement marker is /u/ or /ɔ/, as in 

[kùtîm] /u-ki-tîm/ ‘he is digging’. At this time, whether changes in vowel quality of 

verbal affixes is entirely the result of phonological processes or also influenced by syntax 

is uncertain. In any case, the evidence of phonological processes between root and affix 

vowels in verbs indicates that the affixes are bound morphemes.  

 Co-occurrences of TAM markings Table 35: 

Verb form Example Meaning 

SBJ.AGR-IPFV-REP-ROOT /wə-ki-pɛ-vâ/ 

2SG-IPFV-REP-come 

[(wə̀)kɔ̀pɛ́và] 

counter-expectation of 

the speaker: ‘You are 

coming.’ (but I didn’t 

expect you to) 

SBJ.AGR-EMPH-ROOT-DUR /i-tɛ-ɛɛlu-a/ 

NC10-EMPH-exit-DUR 

[ìtɛ́lwá] 

emphatic with process in 

view: ‘They will surely 

be coming out.’  

SBJ.AGR-IPFV-EMPH-ROOT-

DUR 

/mi-ki-tɛ-jâᵐb-a/ 

1SG-IPFV-EMPH-pound-DUR 

[mìkìtɛ́jàmbá] 

intention with an 

imminent sense: ‘I really 

am about to pound 

(cassava).’  
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Verb form Example Meaning 

SBJ.AGR-IPFV-ROOT-COND 

+NEG 

/mi-kɛ-kpî-ana ja/ 

1SG-IPFV-tend-COND NEG 

[mìkɛ́kpìná jà] 

/ù-ⁿdwɔ̀           

NC1-someone  

ku-sùŋg-ana            wə̀ 

IPFV.3SG-see-COND 2SG.PRO   

ja/ 

NEG 

[ùndwɔ̀ kúsùŋgánà wə̀ já] 

refusal: ‘I refuse to tend 

(the chickens).’ 

 

 

negated subjunctive: 

‘No one would see you 

again.’ 

SBJ.AGR-IPFV-ROOT-DUR  /mi-ki-kût-ɔ/ 

1SG-IPFV-rest-DUR 

[míkìkùtɔ́] 

intention (or imminent 

future): ‘I am going to 

rest.’ 

ongoing present action 

in a series with durative 

IPFV-ROOT-DUR /ka-kpî-a/ 

IPFV.2SG-tend-DUR 

[kǎkpjà] 

imperative: ‘Tend (the 

chickens).’ 

IPFV-ROOT-DUR+NEG /ka-kpî-a jà/ 

IPFV.2SG-tend-DUR NEG 

[kǎkpjá já] 

prohibition: ‘Do not 

tend the chickens.’ 

The above Table 35 indicates that subject-agreement marking may be optional on 

the imperfective form. However, as mentioned previously, it could be that the subject-

agreement marking and TAM prefix merge, evidenced by the vowel change.  

A verb root may be copied for the purpose of verb focus. In such a construction, 

only the first of the two verb roots is inflected with subject-agreement and TAM, either 

imperfective or perfective. The second is inflected with a focus prefix, either /kɔ, ka/ or 

/tɔ, ta/. It seems unlikely that the former affix is the same as the imperfective and the 

latter the same as the emphatic, since the vowels are not [+front]. Although the vowel of 
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the imperfective prefix becomes [+back] when the subject-agreement marker is [-front], 

that is due to the influence of another affix.  

The difference between the two focus markers is the pragmatic intent of the 

statement. The particle /tɔ, ta/ is used to correct the truth value of the sentence, either 

countering an assumption or correcting a false statement. Therefore it can be considered a 

marker of polarity focus, also called verum focus (Leonetti & Escandell-Vidal 2009). The 

following example illustrates: 

(101)    /wə-ʃî tɔ-ʃî/ 

      1PL-PFV.steal FOC-PFV.steal 

     ‘You stole (it).’ (even though you are insisting that you did not) 

The particle /kɔ, ka/ is used for contrastive focus, to introduce new information 

for correction or clarification (Kroeger 2004). A distinction of pragmatic intent by a 

difference in morphology is known to occur cross-linguistically (Kiss 1998). The use of 

/kɔ, ka/ is illustrated in the following example: 

(102) /mɛ-nà ka-nà/ 

   1SG-PFV.give FOC-PFV.give 

  ‘I gave (it).’ (as opposed to doing something else with it) or ‘I just gave (it).’ 

  (i.e., ‘I didn’t do anything else with it.’) 

There are two exceptions to the typical verb structure, and both are existential 

predicates. One can only express existence and the other can only express non-existence, 

thus they have been labeled the predicators of existence (PEX) and non-existence (PNEX). 

The former is also used as a copula. Both of these predicates can occur without subject-

agreement marking when placed in focus position at the head of a clause: 
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(103) /jî Ø-kɛ́ᵐbùkà/ 

  PEX NC1-corn.cake 

 ‘It’s a corn cake.’ 

(104) /hwɔ̀ ɔ̀-ɔ̀tu  jà/ 

  PNEX NC1-person NEG 

 ‘It’s not a person.’ 

The predicator of existence can also occur without subject-agreement marking in 

predicate nominative or predicate adjective clauses; there are no examples to indicate that 

this construction is grammatical with the predicator of non-existence:  

(105) /wú-tǎv   jî  wútjê/ 

  NC14-strength PEX  vain 

‘Strength (alone) is useless.’ 

Further, even when inflected for subject-agreement marking, neither seems to be 

inflected for TAM. However, the predicator of non-existence can occur as the first of two 

sequential verbs in a phrase to express the ongoing duration of non-existence. The clause-

final negation particle is required in this construction. The following example is the 

closing line of a folk tale:  

(106) /i-hwɔ̀  kɛ-wɔ̂
ŋ
g   í-tǐ- ́      ɛ̀-

ŋ
gâl    

  NC9-PNEX IPFV-succeed  NC7-grinding.stone- NC7 NC9-hot.pepper  

 jì-
ŋ
gɔ̀    jà  nì/ 

 NC9.AUG-here NEG  TOP 

‘He [Pig] still can’t find that grinding stone.’ 

A possible polarity relationship between the tones of a subject-agreement marker 

and verb root has been mentioned. However, the predicator of non-existence seems to be 

an exception. When inflected for subject-agreement, both TBUs have low tone. It could 

be that the predicator of non-existence is underlyingly toneless: 
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(107) /ù-
n
dwɔ̀   ɔ̀-ɔ̀tù  u-hwɔ   jà/ 

  NC1-someone  NC1-person 3SG-PNEX   NEG 

  [ú.ndwɔ̀ɔ̀.tu̥.ù.hwɔ̀.
↓
já] 

  ‘No one is there.’ 

By contrast, subject-agreement markers do display a possible polarity relationship 

with the predicator of existence: 

(108) /Ø-kɛ́ᵐbùkà   u-jî/ 

   NC1-corn.cake  NC1-PEX 

  [kɛ́.mbù.kà.ù.jî] 

  ‘There is some corn cake.’ 

Given the mobility, lack of TAM marking, and optional subject-agreement 

marking of these existential predicates, they are considered free morphemes but 

distinguished from other verbs. 

5.2.2 Verbs in the orthography  

Due to the phonological unity between verbal affixes and roots, regarding tone 

and vowel quality, each root is written together with its affixes as one word in writing. 

Since each verb root with its affixes is written as a separate word, the focus construction 

that contains a reduplicated root is written as two words, the first with subject-agreement 

marking and the second with the appropriate focus prefix.  

The semantic unity of a verb root with its affixes influenced native speakers to 

join the affixes with the root. The first Ipulo speakers who have learned to read and write 

are those who have had formal schooling in English. They are familiar with subjects and 

verbs being separate words in English, and so many of them at first separated Ipulo 

subject-agreement markers from verb roots in writing. However, reading forms written 

this way resulted in miscues or hesitations. It was only when asked to read a verb root 
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written without inflection that, in their hesitation, they realized that a verb root written 

alone does not make any sense. From that time, they have joined affixes to roots in 

writing. The new tone marking has also helped, as it represents for native speakers the 

phonological unity of the word. Writing verbs with roots and affixes joined has resulted 

in more fluent reading.  

All affix vowels are written as they sound in complete verb forms, rather than 

according to the underlying form of the affixes. Native speakers are aware of the 

phonological changes that occur during word formation. These variant spellings have not 

posed a difficulty for reading or writing because what is written matches what is spoken, 

and native speakers are aware of the variations in the spoken forms. In fact, the 

underlying form of each affix is not clear. Therefore, while selecting one form for each 

affix would simplify the orthography, it would at the same time make learning to read 

and write more difficult.  

Marking tone on verbs has been a challenge. Tone contrast on roots is often 

neutralized in grammatical context. For example, the contrast between roots /-sâ/ ‘take’ 

and /-sà/ ‘write’ is obvious in the perfective forms [mɛ̀sâ] ‘I took’ and [mɛ́sà] ‘I wrote’. 

However, the roots have the same surface tone when inflected for imperfective aspect: 

(109)   /mi-kɛ-sâ/ 

     1SG-IPFV-take 

    [mìkɛ́
↓
sá] 

    ‘I take.’ 

(110)   /mi-kɛ-sà/ 

     1SG-IPFV-write 

    [mìkɛ́
↓
sá] 

    ‘I write.’   
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The tonal contrasts native speakers perceive while reading and writing verbs are 

between the syllables of the complete verb. For example between [mɛ́] and [sà] for 

[mɛ́sà] or between [mì], [kɛ́], and [
↓
sá] for [mìkɛ́

↓
sá]. They do not isolate the tone of verb 

roots and therefore are not aware of contrastive root tones, such as /-sâ/ ‘take’ and /-sà/ 

‘write’. Sufficient tone marking on verbs has thus far proven to be different than for 

nouns.  

During orthography testing sessions, if the first vowel was incorrectly marked for 

tone native speakers did not read the verb fluently. Instead, they either hesitated or 

misread the verb and then self-corrected. Therefore, zero tone marking on verbs does not 

facilitate fluent reading, except for verbs in which the first tone would be unmarked. By 

contrast, when the first vowel of a verb was correctly marked for tone, native speakers 

could read the verb without difficulty. Therefore, this limited marking was adopted for 

the time being. Currently, the previous examples (109) and (110) are both written in the 

same way, <mikesa>, because the first tone is L. The ambiguity is clarified by context, 

and has not yet been shown to hinder fluency. However, the reading and writing of verbs 

should be monitored over time and tested further to determine if this minimal marking is 

sufficient. If there is indeed a tonal relationship between subject-agreement markers and 

verb roots then marking the first vowel only may be a sufficient semantic trigger, along 

the lines of the cohort model of psycholinguistics (Marslen-Wilson 1987). However, the 

tonal contrast between subject-agreement prefixes and tone roots is often neutralized, and 

so for verbs with multiple affixes ambiguity could have a cumulative effect, rendering 

this limited tone marking insufficient. 
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5.3 Other syntactic categories 

Most words in other syntactic categories consist of a single free morpheme and 

therefore need little attention regarding orthography decisions. They will be described 

briefly at the end of this section in order to establish their linguistic status as free 

morphemes. Words consisting of two or more morphemes are explained in more detail. 

Relevant orthography decisions are presented in the final subsection. 

5.3.1 Morphology of other syntactic categories 

Remaining categories of orthographic words that are monomorphemic are 

associative markers, adverbs, subject and object pronouns, conjunctions, and four 

particles: /nâ/, /nì/, /jɛ̀/, and /jà/. Associative markers were explained previously in §5.1 

due to their use in participial phrases that modify nouns. Reduplicated adverbs, as well as 

relative, demonstrative and possessive pronouns, and possibly certain conjunctions, 

consist of two morphemes and are therefore relevant to orthography decisions regarding 

word boundaries. Each will be discussed in turn. 

Reduplicated adverbs can either be a reduplication of the preceding adverb (111) 

or the preceding verb root (112). Ipulo discourse has not yet been studied. The purpose of 

these reduplicated modifiers could be either as intensifiers or for emphasis regarding the 

duration of a process. In addition, further discourse study may reveal some of them to be 

ideophones: 

(111) /ɛ́-tí   kɛ-mɔ̂-ɔ    ɔ́ŋá
n
zá  ɔ́ŋá

n
zá/ 

   NC7-stick IPFV-stay-DUR  round  round 

  ‘The stick (for the rim of the net) is shaped into a circle.’ 
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(112) /kɛ-swɔ̀h   ɔ-swɔ̀h  ɔ-swɔ̀h  ki-ɛ̀gh   kì  

   1SG-PFV.pound ??-pound ??-pound 1SG-PFV.put.into PREP 

   ɔ́-hwɔ̀
ŋ
g- ́/ 

   NC3-river-NC3 

  ‘We pound (this leaf) into a paste (with a stone) and put the paste into the river.’ 

(113) /u-kî
n
d-ɔ   kɛ-jâ

m
b-a   ɲámâ~ɲámâ~ɲámâ/ 

  3SG-flee-DUR  IPFV-pound-DUR   steadily 

  ‘She begins to repeatedly pound (the fermented cassava).’ 

There are certain reduplicated adverbs that seem to have a CVCV root morpheme 

with final vowel deletion in the reduplicated form (114). The CVC morpheme does not 

have meaning on its own. Rather, the CVCV form is the non-duplicated form (115). 

Further, the CVCV form can be repeated more than once before ending with the final 

CVC portion. The motivation for its deletion in the reduplicated form is unclear. 

However, as explained in §3.3.1, coda consonants are not unusual in Ipulo, and Table 11 

shows that /t/ is one of the five possible coda consonants in the maximal syllable profile. 

(114) /pìtìpìt/ 

   ADV.gradually 

  ‘gradually’ 

(115) /pìtì/ 

   ADV.peacefully/slowly/calmly 

  ‘peacefully’ 

Certain pronouns were mentioned in §5.1 because they can function as noun 

modifiers. These pronouns are the demonstrative, possessive, and relative pronouns. All 

of these pronouns consist of two morphemes. Demonstratives and possessives can replace 

a noun phrase, in either subject or object position.  

The two morphemes in possessives and demonstratives are a concord prefix and 

either subject or number agreement in the case of possessives, or a proximity distinction 
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in the case of demonstratives. All of them take the lower vowel form of the concord 

prefix. The following table lists near and far demonstratives, as well as first person 

singular possessives, to illustrate the structure. Morphophonological processes such as 

glide epenthesis and metathesis indicate that these morphemes are bound. Noun classes 7 

and 10 have identical forms. As mentioned previously, the root morphemes seem to be 

unspecified for tone: 

 Demonstrative and possessive pronouns Table 36: 

Noun 

classes  

Concord 

prefix 

Near 

demonstrative 

‘this/these’ 

Far  

demonstrative 

‘that/those’ 

Possessive  

1SG 

‘mine’ 

1 /jɔ̀-/ ɔ̀-na ɔ̀j-u ɔ̀-[w]-am 

2, 2a /vá-/ áv-ana áv-a [á
↓
vá] áv-am 

3 /jɔ́-/ ɔ́-na  ɔ́j-u [ɔ́
↓
jú] ɔ́-[w]-am  

6 /já-/ á-na áj-a [á
↓
já] áj-am 

6a1 /mà-/ àm-ana àm-a àm-am 

6a2 /mɔ̀-/ ɔ̀m-una ɔ̀m-u ɔ̀m-[w]-am 

7, 10 /jí-/ íj-ɔ íj-i [í
↓
jí] íj-ɔm 

8 /ví-/ ív-inɔ ív-i [í
↓
ví] ív-ɔm 

9, 9a /jì-/ ìj-ɔ ìj-i  ìj-ɔm 

12 /ká-/ ká-na ká-[j]-a [ká
↓
já] ká-[j]-am 

14 /wɔ́-/ ɔ́w-una ɔ́w-u [ɔ́
↓
wú] ɔ́w-am 

There appear to be several phonological processes occurring in these forms. There 

is evidence of height, rounding, and backness harmony affecting vowels of the root 

morphemes. Also, there also seems to be glide insertion in the possessive forms of 6a2 

and 12, and possibly 1 and 3, unless the CV- prefix is selected and the glide becomes 

round following a round vowel. Further, the table suggests that the CV- prefix undergoes 
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metathesis to resolve vowel hiatus, except in the case of /ká-/ (NC12). It is not clear 

whether the underlying form of the near demonstrative root is –VCV or –CV. 

Table 37 below is given for comparison and contrast with a modifier in which the 

root is C-initial. Note that because the root vowel is /a/ the prefix vowels are all the lower 

vowel allomorphs. Also note that the (C)V- prefixes are all V-, since these are definite 

forms rather than indefinite and there is no hiatus that requires the glide for resolution: 

 Concord prefixes with C-initial root morphemes Table 37: 

Noun class Concord prefix Noun + modifier (/sâ/ ‘sharp’) 

1 /ɔ̀-/ /ɔ̀-púl ɔ̀-sâ/ ‘sharp knife’ 

2, 2a /vá-/ /və̀-kə́v vá-sâ/ ‘sharp boxes’ 
3 /ɔ́-/ /ú-kù

n
d- ́ ɔ́-sâ/ ‘sharp hoe’ 

6 /á-/ /á-púl á-sâ/ ‘sharp knives’ 
6a1 /mà-/ /mà-sá mà-sâ/ ‘sharp edge’ 
6a2 /mɔ̀-/ /mù-ŋà

n
zílí mɔ̀-sâ/ ‘sharp jiggers’ 

7 /ɛ́-/ /íŋ ɛ́-sâ/ ‘sharp tooth’ 
8 /vɛ́-/ /vɛ́-tíná vɛ́-sâ/ ‘sharp machetes’ 
9, 9a /ɛ̀-/ /ɛ̀-nûm- ̀ ɛ̀-sâ/ ‘sharp nail’ 
10 /ɛ́-/ /ɛ́-nûm-́ ɛ́-sâ/ ‘sharp nails’ 
12 /ká-/ /í-ŋà

n
zílí ká-sâ/ ‘sharp jiggers’ 

14 /wɔ́-/ /ú-wù
m

b- ́ wɔ́-sâ ‘sharp paddle’ 
  

Cross-linguistically both the place and manner of articulation of consonants 

influence whether or not metathesis is invoked (Buckley 2011). In Ipulo, the natural class 

of consonants that undergoes metathesis is voiced continuants (fricatives, nasals, liquids, 
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and glides). It could be that a motivation to preserve the quality of /k/ prevents metathesis 

in class 12, given the cross-linguistic tendency of consonants to undergo lenition between 

vowels (Gurevich 2011).   

Relative pronouns were mentioned in §5.1 and listed in Table 28. The root, /nâ/, is 

a free morpheme, as it occurs elsewhere in clauses without inflection. It is inflected with 

a concord prefix to introduce a relative clause. Concord prefixes are bound morphemes, 

with additional evidence in relative pronouns being the neutralization of tone contrast 

between high and low concord.  

The remaining words, most of which are monomorphemic, have not presented 

word boundary challenges. Conjunctions longer than one syllable could possibly consist 

of two or more morphemes, but their morphology has not yet been analyzed. 

Conjunctions are not fixed to a single position in a sentence and are therefore considered 

free morphemes. The most common conjunctions and their syntactic functions are given 

in Table 38 below. Two of them, /ɛ́sàjí/ and /nì/, can also function as complementizers to 

introduce a complement clause: 

 Ipulo conjunctions Table 38: 

Conjunction Function 

/ɛ́sàjí/ result 

/hí/ cause or purpose 

/jàl/ either/or 

/kùlùkù/ condition 

/nì/ coordination 

/únwɔ̂/ contrast or result 
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Subject and object pronouns are another group in which most forms are 

monomorphemic. However, there are two forms, /í-jwɔ̀/ and /ɔ́-jwɔ̀/, which could consist 

of two morphemes. The latter is used for mass nouns in class 6 as well as class 1/6 pairs; 

the use of the former is uncertain at this time. When personal pronouns are the object of a 

prepositional phrase, those with back vowels trigger a change in vowel quality of the 

preposition, from /i/ to [u]; a GG cluster in the pronoun prevents the change. This will be 

discussed in §5.4. The following table lists all subject and object pronouns by noun class: 

 Subject and object pronouns Table 39: 

Noun class Pronoun 

1SG /mɛ̀/ 

1PL /hù/ 

2SG /wə̀/ 

2PL /wùn/ 

3SG, NC 1 /mù/ 

3PL, NC 2/2A /wə́/ 

NC 3 /jú/ 

NC 6 /jwɔ́/ 

NC 1/6 or mass 

nouns in NC 6 

/ɔ́jwɔ́/ 

NC 6A1, 6A2 /mɔ̀/ 

NC 7, 10 /jí/ 

NC 8  /ví/ 

NC 9/9A /jwɔ̀/ 

NC 12 /kwɔ́/ 

NC 14 /wɔ́/ 
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There are four monomorphemic particles that have distinct syntactic functions. 

One is clause-initial, /nâ/, one is clause-final, /jɛ̀/, one is phrase-final, /jà/, and one takes 

multiple positions in a sentence depending upon its function, /nì/.  

As mentioned previously, /nâ/ introduces a subordinate clause. However, /nâ/ can 

occur in an independent clause, where it is not clause-initial and presumably has a 

different meaning. This seems to be a rare use of the particle, as there is only one 

example from available data, the syntax of which is not well understood at this time: 

(116) /àmɔ̀ nâ ú-lə́víkí/ 

   ADV  SC NC3-trouble 

  ‘Trouble had settled between them.’ 

The particle /nì/ is considered a free morpheme due to its mobility within clauses. 

As a particle, it is a topic and focus marker, frames the concluding formula of a narrative, 

and can mark the end of a subordinate clause. As mentioned previously, it also functions 

as a conjunction and complementizer. Further, it is also a preposition. It seems to behave 

more as a clitic when functioning as a preposition, which is discussed further in §5.4 

below with possible clitics. Given its wide usage, it could be that there is more than one 

particle /nì/.   

The remaining two particles are /jà/ for negation and /jɛ̀/ as a question tag. These 

particles are less mobile than /nâ/ and /nì/, the former always taking the final slot of the 

verb phrase it negates and the latter the final slot in an interrogative sentence. However, 

they have stable forms as well as what Kutsch Lojenga (2014b) calls “referential 

independence”. Therefore they are not considered clitics. The surface tone of these 

particles seems to vary within the context of discourse and therefore it is difficult to 
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determine the underlying tone; native speakers have said that both are L. For negation 

within a question, the two particles do not co-occur. Rather, the negation particle is 

inflected with the question clitic, which is presented in §5.4. The following example 

illustrates the construction: 

(117) /wə-kɛ-jî   kì   ú-wǔ- ́   i-hwɔ̀   kɛ-sûh   

   2SG-IPFV-eat  PREP NC3-mouth- NC3 NC9-PNEX IPFV-sting 

   wə̀   jà-a/ 

 2SG.PRO  NEG-Q 

  ‘Don’t (the hot peppers) sting your mouth when you eat them?’ 

5.3.2 Other syntactic categories in the orthography  

Reduplicated adverbs are usually written with each duplication as a separate 

word, since the forms are identical. However, those reduplicated adverbs in which the 

final vowel seems to delete, e.g., /pìtìpìt/ ‘gradually’, are written as one word; native 

speakers consider these reduplicated forms to be one word. When reduplicated forms are 

identical, native speakers prefer separating them, as with /ɔ́-swɔ̀h ɔ́-swɔ̀h/, from previous 

example (112). 

Most other words described in this section are fairly straightforward in the 

orthography. Pronouns of more than one morpheme are written with the morphemes 

joined into one word, and the remaining pronouns, conjunctions, and particles are 

independent morphemes and so written as independent words.  

The particle /nì/, however, has proven more complicated. Initially, native speakers 

decided that even though it is sometimes pronounced as [nù], the variable pronunciation 

depends on the speaker and the word is always /nì/. However, during the orthography 

workshop they began to question this conclusion. The environment of change is when /nì/ 
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is followed by personal pronouns with back vowels, unless the pronoun contains a GG 

cluster. That is discussed below in §5.4. In all other contexts the particle is written as 

<ni>.  

5.4 Possible clitics 

There are currently four morphemes that have been analyzed as clitics. One is the 

previously mentioned question particle that is an allomorph to /jɛ̀/, and the others are 

prepositions: /nì/, /kì/, and /wì/. The morphology of clitics is presented first, followed by 

an explanation of how they are written in the orthography. 

5.4.1 Morphology of possible clitics 

The prepositions /nì/, /kì/, and /wì/, as well as an allomorph of the interrogative 

marker, appear to be clitics. These morphemes are difficult to separate from their host 

phonologically. The allophonic variations are tied to the host, and this triggers a  

phonological process.  

When a preposition precedes an object pronoun with a back vowel, the vowel of 

the preposition is pronounced as a high back vowel: [nù], [kù], or [wù], as illustrated in 

the following example: 

(118) /mɛ-vâ    nì   wùn/ 

   1SG-PFV.come PREP 2PL.PRO 

  [mɛ́vâ nù wùn] 

  ‘I came to/with you.’ 

GG clusters seem to block the process. Therefore, the prepositions are not 

affected by /jwɔ̀/, /jwɔ́/, /ɔ́jwɔ́/, or /íjwɔ́/. However, a consonant cluster with only one 

glide does not block the process: [nù kwɔ́] compared with [nì jwɔ̀]. Roundness harmony 

also occurs with verbal affixes, contributing to the analysis of the affixes as bound 
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morphemes. Since these prepositions sometimes, but not always, undergo roundness 

harmony, that is an indication that these preposition morphemes are neither entirely 

bound nor entirely free.  

The other clitic is the allomorph of the clause-final /jɛ̀/. It consists of a vowel 

only. While it could underlyingly be the /ɛ̀/ from /jɛ̀/, its assimilation to its host makes the 

underlying form difficult to discern. Since the phoneme /ɛ/ seems to affect the vowel 

quality of adjacent morphemes in general, whereas this morpheme is the one affected by 

a preceding vowel, it is unlikely that the underlying form is /ɛ/. The clitic attaches to the 

final word in an interrogative clause, regardless of grammatical category, as illustrated 

below with a verb, noun, and adverb respectively: 

(119) [wə̀-kɛ́ŋ=
↓
ɛ́ː] 

   2SG-PFV.chop-Q 

  ‘Are you chopping?’ 

(120) [kɛ̀-twɔ̀t  ɛ́wúl=
↓
úː] 

   IPFV-enter NC7-rain-Q 

  ‘Did rain get inside?’ 

(121) [ɛ̀twɔ́=
↓
ɔ́ː] 

   thus-Q 

   ‘Is that so?’ 

5.4.2 Clitics in the orthography 

Native speakers have no difficulty discerning the quality of the interrogative 

vowel. The vowel is written together with the word it follows. In most cases the question 

vowel is identical to the previous vowel in the word. However, there are times in which 

the previous vowel takes grammatical tone marking, whereas the question clitic does not. 

In the following example, the final vowel of the verb is /ɔ/. However, it is the durative 
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suffix, which always takes the dieresis as its grammatical tone marking. This tone mark 

does not have a perceived phonetic value, but rather distinguishes the durative aspect 

from the perfective aspect for CV verb roots in which the vowel is [-high]. In these verb 

roots, the durative suffix elides. When this happens, the dieresis is written over the final 

verb vowel, and the durative aspect is still indicated. See §7.4.4 for an explanation of this 

writing rule. To distinguish the question vowel from the durative suffix, the question 

vowel is written without a dieresis: 

(122) /wə-kɛ-hîk-ɔ=ɔ/ 

   2SG-IPFV-farm-DUR=Q 

   <Wəkohiköo?> 

   ‘Are you going farming?’ 

The writing rule regarding /nì/, /kì/, and /wì/ needs further investigation to 

confirm spellings with all personal pronouns. However, the rule itself expresses the 

variability in the prepositions and thus the alternative spellings. When the vowel of the 

preposition undergoes rounding harmony because of a rounded vowel in the pronoun, the 

preposition is written together with the pronoun as one word. The following table shows 

the variation with /nì/: 

 Preposition clitic /nì/ with pronouns Table 40: 

Noun class /nì/ + pronoun orthographic 

representation 

1SG /nì mè/ <ni me> 

1PL /nù hù/  <nuhu>  

2SG /nì wə̀/  <ni wə>  

2PL /nù wùn/  <nuwun>  

3SG, NC 1 /nùmù/  <numu> 

3PL, NC 2/2A /nì wə́/  <ni wə̄> 
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Noun class /nì/ + pronoun orthographic 

representation 

NC 3 /nùyú/  <nuyū> 

NC 6 /nì jwɔ́/  <ni ywō> 

NC 1/6 or mass noun in 6 /nì ɔ́jwɔ́/ [nɔ́jwɔ́]  <ni ōywō> 

NC 6A1, 6A2 /nùmɔ́/  <numo> 

NC 7, 10 /nì jí/  <ni yī> 

NC 8  /nì ví/  <ni vī> 

NC 9/9A /nì jwɔ̀/  <ni ywo> 

NC 12 /nù kwɔ́/ <nukwō>  

NC 14 /nù wɔ́/  <nuwō>  

Ipulo word boundaries require further research, in particular the morphology of 

verbs, emphatic pronouns, conjunctions, and reduplicated adverbs. In addition, the 

prepositions need further testing in context to fully describe their behavior as clitics. The 

most recent orthography revisions are enabling native speakers to read and write with 

increased fluency despite the remaining gaps in analysis. It is hoped that increased 

literacy efforts will enable further orthography revisions.
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Chapter Six: Orthography testing 

Testing is an important means of evaluating the appeal and usefulness of an 

orthography (Karan 2006 and 2014). Since no outside linguists or literacy workers 

currently live among the Wopulo people, native speakers need to learn how to test the 

orthography and make subsequent revisions for ongoing improvements. 

The two trained Ipulo literacy teachers learned to test the tone orthography during 

the 2016 workshop. The old and new orthographies were tested separately with previous 

literacy class participants, rather than both orthographies being tested at once. This better 

suited both the participants and the teachers, given the overall lack of familiarity with the 

orthography and the additional challenge for the teachers of learning how to both 

implement and evaluate an orthography test. Following the testing, the teachers and 

previous literacy class participants, hereafter referred to as the workshop participants, 

worked together on orthography revisions in a workshop format. 

6.1 Preparations 

Native speakers who had previously attended a literacy class completed 

background forms prior to the workshop, as a means of providing feedback concerning 

the appeal and usefulness of the tentative orthography. The responses to the feedback 

questions were informative.  

Regarding appeal, one woman wrote that she likes how the language sounds when 

someone reads, one man wrote that it looks like his language, and two others commented 

that they like the look of the alphabet. There were no negative comments about the 

appeal.  
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Regarding the usefulness of the initial orthography, there were both positive and 

negative comments. One woman wrote that she likes being able to understand what she 

has tried to read in Ipulo, but that she finds writing difficult. Three others wrote that they 

also find writing difficult. One man wrote that he likes that tone is distinguished, but he 

finds Ipulo difficult to read. Another woman commented that she likes having the 

opportunity to understand others in writing in addition to speaking, but she has found the 

teaching of the orthography difficult to understand. Finally, one man commented that 

tone marking has been confusing to him. The feedback indicated that there were 

problems with the orthography, and the testing with subsequent revisions was intended to 

address some of the concerns.  

My own preparations included the development of testing materials. These 

materials consisted of three levels, in order to allow readers of varying abilities to 

participate, thus offering a more comprehensive evaluation (Karan 2014). The testing 

began at the word level, and then progressed to the sentence level, and finally the 

discourse level. A participant would only progress to the next level after having 

completed the previous level successfully. The discourse test was a reading test only, 

with comprehension questions following the text, while both reading and writing were 

tested at the word and sentence levels. Only one participant out of eleven was able to 

reach the discourse level, underscoring the importance of developing tests with degrees 

of difficulty. (See Appendix 4 for a sampling of the test materials.) 

Research recommendations were followed in the development of the orthography 

tests. Regarding tone writing, the recommendation is to avoid giving participants words 
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unmarked for tone. If tone is an inherent part of the word form and needs to be marked in 

order for writers to encode meaning (and for readers to decode meaning), then it should 

be marked as the word is being written (Bird 1999b, Roberts 2008). Therefore, dictation 

was selected as the most natural writing test. The word-level test consisted of five 

dictated words, and the sentence-level test consisted of four dictated sentences. 

The methodology of Kosonen (2003) was followed for the reading portion. The 

word-level test required matching pictures to words; the words selected should test the 

complete sound system of the language. In hindsight, an additional level would have been 

beneficial, testing the reading of words without pictures for those who were successful 

with matching words and pictures. The increase in difficulty from matching words and 

pictures to reading sentences seemed too high. Regarding the discourse-level test, Karan 

(2014) recommends using one text to test each orthography, rather than one text written 

in each orthography. Therefore, two texts were selected. One was written in to the old 

orthography and one according to the proposed revisions. To read the same text in two 

different orthographies can contribute to fatigue, particularly in beginning readers. As 

mentioned previously, these recommendations were amended somewhat by separating 

the two orthographies into two tests, given on different days.  

6.2 Testing procedures  

The teachers spent four days in test preparation, one day testing participants with 

the old orthography, and one half-day testing the new orthography. More time was spent 

testing the old orthography than the new because that day included the development of an 

observation sheet in Ipulo, as well as learning how to record and evaluate the test results. 
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The teachers took both tests, and from the experience of comparing the old and 

new tone orthographies, they decided to accept and present the new tone orthography to 

the others. They spent time learning the new tone orthography proposal and identifying 

potential problems; they taught the new tone orthography before giving the second test.  

During the testing sessions themselves, there was a noticeable difference between 

the first and the second session. Participants were more attentive to tone marks while 

reading words written in the new tone orthography, and verbs were read more fluently 

than during the first test. Interestingly, verbs were entirely unmarked for tone during the 

test, as it was during the workshop that we developed the idea of marking the first 

syllable. This indicates that marking the underlying tone of verb roots is less effective 

than zero marking on verbs. More attempts were made to write tone during the second 

writing test than the first, even though the marks were often incorrect; level tones were 

represented correctly more often than contour tones. This is likely due to the short time of 

exposure, instruction, and practice before the test.  

6.3 Workshop procedures 

A six-day orthography workshop followed the testing. During those sessions, the 

participants learned the new tone orthography from the teachers, and applied their 

learning to the revision of writing rules and reading materials. The workshop participants 

commented that the new tone orthography was easier to learn than the previous one. This 

was evidenced by the ease with which they revised the tone writing rules. All of the 

writing rules were reviewed even though only tone was tested.  
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Problems arose during the workshop that needed to be addressed. These included 

the challenge of accounting for upstep and downstep, marking tone on verbs, and 

deciding how to categorize words that are neither nouns nor verbs. Upstep and downstep 

became quite easy for native speakers to explain within the framework of “tone hill”, as 

explained in Chapter Four. Regarding tone marking on verbs, current research 

recommends distinguishing between lexical and grammatical tone for languages like 

Ipulo, in which grammatical tone on verbs often neutralizes lexical contrasts (Bird 1999a, 

Kutsch Lojenga 2014a). However, introducing a way of marking tones that did not fit the 

schema of “tone hill” seemed, at this stage, too difficult.  

Fluent reading seems to be facilitated by correct tone marking on the first syllable 

of a verb. When that syllable is incorrectly marked then the reader hesitates or misreads, 

but when it is marked correctly, the reader proceeds fluently, without scanning the entire 

word for meaning. 

6.4 Outcomes  

The outcomes of the workshop for orthography testing and revision were many. 

Reading materials have been revised, writing rules have been revised and extended (c.f. 

§8.4), trained teachers have a tangible means of evaluating both the orthography and the 

teaching and learning process, and the eleven people who participated in the workshop 

believe they can begin to put the revised orthography into practice. 

One indication that the revised orthography is more teachable than the initial 

orthography is that the related writing rules are much simpler than they were previously. 

While some problems remain, others were solved. This enables those presently 
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committed to language development and literacy efforts to use the orthography and teach 

others how to use it, which is crucial for the spread of literacy and the further 

development of the Ipulo orthography.   
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Chapter Seven: Orthography revisions 

A first Ipulo Orthography Guide was drafted in 2015 (Tuinstra 2015b). A 

simplified version has been revised and translated into Ipulo for use within the language 

community, as a beginning record of orthography decisions. The guide is called Wukpi yi 

Osani Īpulo (Ākūlūkū) [Ipulo Writing Guide (Draft)]. This chapter presents the revisions 

made to the initial Ipulo orthography during and following the 2016 orthography 

workshop. These revisions are the content of the Ipulo writing guide. Teaching materials 

are being developed based upon this guide. The orthography revisions are organized into 

the following four categories: vocabulary, tone, grammatical categories, and writing 

rules. 

7.1 Orthography vocabulary 

Ipulo alphabet letters have been divided into three groups by native speakers. 

Vowels are called <ēyav yi ōhūŋg> “letters with tone”, and consonants have been divided 

into two groups: those with sounds that can be stretched out in pronunciation and those 

with sounds that cannot. The workshop participants sorted all consonants into the two 

categories, using a rubber band and a piece of paper to represent each category. Letters 

that could be pronounced while stretching the rubber band were considered letters that 

“stretch”. Otherwise, the paper was torn for the brief sound of a letter that “breaks”: 

 Consonant groups in Ipulo Table 41: 

Ēyav yi elimbini: “Letters that 

stretch” 

F f, Gh gh, L l, Mm, N n, Ny ny, Nz nz, Ŋ ŋ, S s, 

Sh sh, V v, W w, Y y 

Ēyav yi ikeŋini: “Letters that 

break” 

Gb gb, H h, K k, Kp kp, Mb mb, Nd nd, Ŋg ŋg, T t 
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 This classification provided, in part, the rationale for the order of letters taught in 

the beginning primer, which the workshop participants revised. Since “letters that 

stretch” are easier to teach, most of those were put into the first primer. The exceptions 

are digraphs or those with a low frequency of distribution. One “letter that breaks”, <k>, 

has been put into the beginning primer due to its high frequency, but it is one of the last 

letters introduced. 

Tone had been previously defined, but only in terms of high, since that was the 

only tone marked in the tentative orthography.
13

 All melodies are now included in the 

orthography: rising, falling, high, low, downstep, and “peak”. Despite the incomplete 

analysis of upstep, the mark is defined in terms of a tone above high, which corresponds 

to native speaker perceptions in the words marked as such. Native speakers defined all 

tones according to their position on “tone hill”.  

Nouns have been distinguished from other grammatical categories. Verbs were 

separated from nouns because of their variability in structure according to subject-

agreement and TAM marking, which results in tone changes. Verbs were then given a 

name: “parts of words”, since neither the root nor its affixes can stand alone as a separate 

word. While the root is the core morpheme in a verb, a verb consists of at least two 

morphemes, namely the root inflected with a minimum of one affix. Additional revision 

is needed to describe other grammatical categories.  

                                                 
13

 This is another reason why introducing the circumflex accent at the end of the initial 

orthography development stage was problematic, as it was not integrated into the definition of tone in 

general. 
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The workshop participants also considered how to discuss syllabification and 

what to call syllables in Ipulo. They decided to call the action of syllabification “dishing 

out the word”, as one would dish out a meal. They do this by clapping. They then return 

to the first clap and determine the correct tone marking for the vowel in that syllable. 

They did not choose a word for “syllable”, as it is more natural for them to describe the 

action rather than name the parts. 

All marks of punctuation have now been named. The usage of each follows 

English writing conventions. At least one example sentence for each of the following 

marks of punctuation, in each of its uses, has been listed in the writing guide: period, 

question mark, exclamation mark, comma, colon, semicolon, quotation marks, and 

parentheses. See Appendix 5 for these examples. Writers will become more familiar and 

proficient with usage as they spend time reading, writing, and revising. 

7.2 Tone 

Lexical tone contrasts are distinguished on most words, except syllables beyond 

the first in verbs, and certain functors such as the associative marker. Tone is taught from 

the first lesson in both the transfer and beginning primers. Transfer primers are the 

beginning point for native speakers who have learned to read English during their years 

of schooling and can therefore transfer their reading and writing skills from English to 

Ipulo.  

Vowel sounds are taught together with tone changes. Native speakers perceive 

tone as the shape of a vowel sound. Therefore those learning are taught to read vowels 

according to how they are marked for tone; when there is no tone mark on a vowel in 
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isolation it is read with low tone. When learning to write vowels, writers mark tone as 

they write vowels, not continuing on to the next letter in a word unless both the segment 

and tone of the vowel have been written. In other words, Ipulo speakers are taught to see 

a vowel with its tone as a single unit that cannot be separated. That has to be modified 

somewhat once the student begins learning to read and write verbs. 

Teaching a vowel with its tone as a single unit is a crucial aspect of instruction. 

Time was spent during the workshop to examine and practice the differences between the 

surface tones, both in sound and in writing. The sound-symbol correspondence is clear to 

native speakers, but those who can write do so in English and so they are not used to 

writing tone marks. Even if they had not previously learned to write English, discipline 

would be required to write tone since it is an additional step; it is easier to leave tone 

marks off of vowels than to include them. For the habit to become natural it needs to be 

reinforced and practiced. Readers immediately see the problem if writers neglect tone 

marks. Therefore the best practice seems to be for writers to let someone else read their 

writing aloud immediately. This practice has been encouraged to continue through a 

weekly writing group, which is discussed further in §8.1.1 under the future possibilities 

for literacy.  

Tone marks are used for rising, high, falling, and downstepped high following 

low tones; the circumflex accent distinguishes high tones on certain plural noun forms, as 

explained in §4.3. Also mentioned in §4.3, the writing rules indicate that a tone stepping 

down from high, no matter how many levels, is unmarked along with low. However, a 

downstepped high that follows a low is marked as high. There is, therefore, a certain 
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degree of underrepresentation (ambiguity) in tone marking, between low and 

downstepped high following high. The following chart, with English glosses, is from the 

Ipulo writing guide. The use of the term ‘upstep’ is for simplicity. Examples that show 

lexical distinctions based on tone were chosen when possible: 

 Ipulo tone names Table 42: 

Məkúm mi ōhūŋg 

(tone name) 

Ēyav yi ōhūŋg 

(vowel) 

Ēpwòmb 

(example) 

Woyum 

(rising) 

á, é, ə́, í, ó, ú ekúnd ‘baby sling’ 

ikyé ‘crab’ 

Wōŋgo 

(high) 

ā, ē, ə̄, ī, ō, ū ēkund ‘boiled finger food’ 

ēkūnd ‘baby slings’ 

īkye ‘basket’ 

īkyē ‘crabs’ 

īhə̀v ‘bed’ 

Ītūku 

(upstep) 

â, ê, ə̂, î, ô, û îhə̀v ‘beds’ 

Woswòl 

(falling) 

à, è, ə̀, ì, ò, ù ēkùnd ‘stopper/plug’ 

Wusum 

(downstep) 

a, e, ə, i, o, u ōwo ‘hand/arm’ 

Nowh 

(low) 

a, e, ə, i, o, u ombala ‘frog’ 

Since grammatical tone influences the surface tone of verbs forms and speakers 

are aware of this change, the tone of verbs is marked differently than the tone of nouns. 

Contrary to the initial teaching of how to write Ipulo vowels, verbs are written in their 

entirety without tone marks. The writer then parses the word into syllables and writes 

tone over the first vowel only. This is tedious for beginning writers, and it is not taught 
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immediately. Over the course of the workshop many participants were beginning to mark 

tone on the first syllable as they wrote the verb. Writers will likely become more fluent 

with practice.   

As explained in §4.3 regarding tones in the orthography, the underlying tones of 

verbal roots and affixes often change during word formation. Native speakers are aware 

of the tone contrasts between the syllables in words. Therefore, consistency in the writing 

of these final forms facilitates fluent reading and writing. Since observation of native 

speakers reading indicated that correct tone marking on the first syllable of a verb was 

sufficient for fluency, the proposal was to mark tone on the first syllable of verbs. The 

reason for the efficacy of this minimal tone marking on verbs is not yet known. It could 

perhaps have to do with the phonological relationship between tones on verbal 

morphemes or the grammatical tone associated with particular segmental affixes, or 

perhaps corresponds with semantic cues. Further research on tone in Ipulo verbs is 

needed.  

7.3 Grammatical categories 

Currently, Ipulo words have been classified into three categories in the writing 

guide and primers. Nouns correspond with the English classification of nouns. This is 

logical to native speakers because words in this category can be called “things”, since 

they are conceivable if not tangible. Verbs include words that contain verb roots, such as 

participles and certain adverbs. As stated previously, this category is called “parts of 

words” because they are changing combinations of roots and affixes joined to form 

words.  
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Unlike verb roots, which can take a variety of inflectional affixes, each noun root 

takes particular affixes. The structure is fixed and therefore the tone is more stable. Even 

compound nouns and those with lexical suffixes are perceived by native speakers as 

words rather than “parts of words”. 

There remains a category, however, that is neither nouns nor verbs, and is 

currently only distinguished from “parts of words” with the modifier meaning “of a 

different kind”. This category currently contains primarily functors and words that 

modify the meanings of nouns and verbs. They are similar to and also different from both 

nouns and verbs. Like nouns they have a stable tone pattern and a fixed construction. 

However, like verbs they are semantically more abstract, not tangible or conceivable 

“things”. Ipulo speakers conceptualize them more like verbs because they lack a concrete 

image, and yet native speakers perceive them differently from verbs with regard to 

structure and tone. The intuition of writers is to mark tone over each vowel in these 

words, except the functors, and the expectation of readers is that tone marking matches 

the surface melody of the word. A simple example is the adverb /káká/ ‘so much so’. 

When that word is treated like a verb it is written as <kāka>, and when treated like a noun 

it is written as <kākā>. The workshop participants disagreed about the spelling of such 

words, which is an indication that the matter is not settled. For the time being, there was 

agreement to mark these words for tone in the same that nouns are marked. Since these 

words have similarities and differences with each of the two established grammatical 

categories thus far, additional categories are likely needed, perhaps one for functors and 

one for modifiers.  
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7.4 Writing rules 

There were eleven writing rules in the tentative Ipulo orthography, and the revised 

orthography has fifteen. Some of the initial rules remained, although changes were made 

to many of them. Only two rules transferred from the initial to the revised orthography 

without change, one stating the spelling of <mgb> and one stating the grammatical tone 

marking for the durative suffix. The rules have been divided into the following 

categories: consonants, vowels, tones, word boundaries, and elision. 

7.4.1 Consonant writing rules 

Consonant writing rules are related to the spelling of consonant clusters and the 

status of glides. Specifically, the rules dictate which nasal is written before prenasalized 

<gb> and that glides instead of vowels have been selected in G position for CGV and 

VGC clusters; VG spellings are also included under the rule concerning /w/. The 

selection of glides in Ipulo clusters, with words such as <ītyē> ‘stone’ and <ūswō> 

‘sack’, is different from similar orthography decisions in neighboring languages. This has 

to do with how Ipulo speakers naturally syllabify words, the complication of tone if 

vowel diphthongs are written, and the relative importance of the Tiv orthography.  

Ipulo speakers, generally speaking, do not speak Tiv. Further, they are not 

familiar with the Tiv orthography. However, certain Tivoid languages are linguistically 

closer to Tiv than others, and certain Tivoid language groups live in proximity to the Tiv 

language area. This is particularly true for Ugare and Iyive. The Tiv orthography 

primarily, although not exclusively, uses vowel diphthong spellings rather than consonant 

blends for possible CG clusters, and Ugare speakers have made the same decision. The 
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Ugare word <kuambe> ‘all’ is one example. In Iyive CiV has been selected except for 

<ty>, and in Iceve CiV and CwV have both been selected, as in <cia> [t͡ ʃja] ‘to fear’ and 

<cwa> [t͡ ʃwa] ‘to draw water’. Ipulo speakers are not familiar with the developing 

orthographies of other Tivoid languages. 

There was some debate between native speakers over these spellings in Ipulo. 

However, there was a clear preference for blends over diphthongs among those who had 

spent time practicing the orthography. Consonant blends seem to fit native speaker 

intuition regarding syllable structure and tone. The previous Ipulo examples syllabified 

are: <ī.tyē> and <ū.swō>. When native speakers slow down in pronunciation they 

pronounce two consecutive consonants in the onset of the second syllables, and they do 

not accept [ti-ɛ] or [su-ɔ] as accurate pronunciations of the second syllables. When 

discussing the tone of these syllables, there is no indication of a contour or more than one 

vowel. In fact, when comparing the two possible orthographic representations, either a 

diphthong or a consonant cluster, words written with diphthongs reduced reading fluency. 

The change in this rule during orthography revisions was to combine Cw and Vw, which 

had previously been written as two rules. The revised rule is categorized under consonant 

rules based upon the use of /w/. 

Concerning the digraph <gb>, when it is prenasalized Ipulo speakers know that 

both /m/ and /ŋ/ are present. They decided to spell the prenasalized stop with <m> 

initially, and they kept this in the revised orthography. Below is a translation of the 

consonant writing rules: 
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 Consonant writing rules Table 43: 

1. If you hear <m> and <ŋ> before <gb> always write <mgb>. 

2. Do not confuse <u> and <w>. The letter <w> can come after a vowel: aw, ow, uw, 

as in <āwh> ‘days’, <òwŋ> ‘sheep’, and <eyuw>  ‘fence’. If you hear <u> or <w> 

after a consonant write <w>, as in <ōhwòŋg> ‘river’ and <aŋwà> ‘cat’. 

3. If you hear <i> or <y> after a consonant write <y>, as in <utyè> ‘father’ and <āvya> 

‘chatter’. 

 

7.4.2 Vowel writing rules 

There are two vowel writing rules, one of which was added during the most recent 

orthography revisions. There had also been two in the tentative orthography. However, 

native speakers are, for the most part, unaware of final vowel devoicing, as it is a 

postlexical process. Therefore, that rule was removed.  

The rule which remained states a spelling change from <ə> to <e> in certain noun 

class prefixes when the root vowel is /ɛ/.  Although that is a phonological change in the 

prefix vowel caused by /ɛ/ in the root, native speakers opted to keep the rule as a spelling 

aid. The only change made to the rule was with regard to tone marking.  

The new rule gives a list of subject-agreement prefixes for verbs. Native speakers 

have noticed in their use of the orthography that it can be difficult to discern the subject-

agreement vowel. Therefore a list was developed, separating those prefixes that denote 

human subjects from those that denote non-human subjects. The following table gives the 

English translations of vowel writing rules: 

 Vowel writing rules Table 44: 

1. If a singular noun begins with <u> or <ū> then the plural form begins with <ə> or 

<ə̄> unless there is an <e>, <é>, <ē>, or <è> in the noun. In that case, the plural form 

begins with <e> or <ē>. 
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2. Write subject-agreement vowels correctly so as not to confuse the subject of the 

verb. Subject-agreement vowels in prefixes designating humans are different from 

those designating non-humans: 

Humans Non-humans Examples 

mi/me mə/ma Mīwe. ‘I went away.’ 

Mol mə̄yit. ‘Water spilled.’ 

ki/ke kə/ka Hu vəətu keelu. ‘We all went out.’ 

Īnwon kaalu. ‘A bird went out.’ 

wə/wa wu/wo Wə̄suŋg. ‘You saw.’ 

Wūyìv wūme. ‘The food is gone.’ 

və/va vi/ve Vəkayi vākund. ‘Once they have killed [it] 

they cook [it].’ 

vēkan vekwolunu īhū ‘things that catch fish’ 

u/o either ə/a or 

i/e 

Ómi. ‘He swallowed.’ 

Ātūnd ānyimini. ‘Soldier ants ran.’ 

Ekuŋga etiŋ ekwok. ‘The hawk grabbed the 

chicken.’ 
 

7.4.3 Tone writing rules 

All tone writing rules changed. There are now three: one to explain tone in 

general, and two to explain “parts of words”. The first rule for “parts of words” is for 

verbs and the other is for all other words that are not nouns or verbs. There is not an 

explicit writing rule about nouns; it could be that one will need to be added later when 

grammatical categories are more thoroughly defined. The following table presents the 

English translations of Ipulo tone writing rules: 
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 Tone writing rules Table 45: 

1. When tone rises place a rising line above the vowel, <ú>. When tone is high place a 

horizontal line above the vowel, <ū>. When tone falls, either a lot or a little, place a 

falling line above the vowel, <ù>. As tone steps down from high until it rests at low, 

do not place a line above the vowel <u>. This is called “tone hill”. If tone rises above 

the high plateau to the peak, add a peak above the vowel, <û>:               

                                                                      

 

2. Verb forms: Combine all parts of the word. Parse the word into syllables and 

identify the vowels. Mark tone over the first vowel only. 

3. For words that modify the meanings of nouns and verbs, write all tone marks. These 

words are in the following tone categories: 

A. High tone: ōŋānzā ‘round’, kākā ‘until/so much so’ 

B. Either rising or falling at the end: òów ‘also’, niŋgìh ‘over’, nyāŋà ‘fast’ 

C. Ends with <nà> (relative clause markers): yinà, minà, munà, vinà, kinà, wunà 

D. Falling at the beginning and high at the end (demonstrative pronouns): ònā, ìnō, 

kànā, ànā 

7.4.4 Word boundary writing rules  

There are five writing rules related to word boundaries. These are in reference to 

separating prepositions from their objects, when /nì/ is a separate word and when, along 

with the other prepositions /kì/ and /wì/, it is written as a prefix before certain personal 

pronouns, and the spelling of the interrogative clitic. 

Previously, a writing rule governed the separation of prepositions from their 

objects, despite their contraction in speech. However, that rule has now been divided into 

two rules. Some of the workshop participants began to think that there are two different 

types of Ipulo, comparing the one with contractions to Pidgin English. The trained 

teachers wanted to show that the language is the same, but that there is a difference 

between spoken and written language. The rule that identified underlying forms has 
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remained the same, and a rule was added to state that words contracted in speech are 

written out in full. The majority of the workshop participants agreed with the previous 

decision to separate the words and write them in full, rather than using hyphens or 

apostrophes to match the spoken forms in writing, as was explained in §3.3.2 regarding 

syllable orthography decisions.  

The remaining writing rules in this category involve the spelling of clitics. Clitics 

were not identified in the initial orthography. There was much uncertainty over the 

particle /nì/ in particular, as explained in §5.4. The rule stated above about the underlying 

forms of <ki>, <ni> and <wi> had previously been extended to insist that they should 

never be written with /u/ instead of /i/, even though the change frequently occurs in 

speech. However, [nù] and [kù] are often substituted for /nì/ and /kì/ in speech; [wù] for 

/wì/ occurs as well, but less often because /wì/ is a less frequent preposition. There was 

insufficient time to investigate the matter during the orthography workshop. Two rules 

have been drafted, one to identify the uses of <ni> and the other to explain when and how 

to write <nu->, <ku->, and <wu->, together with a following pronoun, as one word rather 

than as separate words. These are rules three and four in the table below.  

The fifth rule in the table below governs spelling of the question clitic. As 

explained in §5.4, this clitic is a clause-final vowel and can surface as any of the six 

phonemic vowels. Since its quality is affected by its host, it is written as a suffix on the 

end of that word. The table below presents the clitic writing rules: 
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 Word boundary writing rules Table 46: 

1. When you speak you contract words. When you write, you separate these 

contractions and write words completely. 

2. Write prepositions separately from nouns. Each preposition is spelled with a 

consonant followed by a vowel: ki, ni, wi. 

3. The following uses of <ni> require that it always be spelled as <ni>: 

A. Mīwe ki ēpu ni ūkùnd ni etama.  

Preposition and conjunction: ‘I went with my hoe and hat.’ 

B. Hu vāmbūtū ni kikipu eta ni.  

Focus: ‘It is we men who do this.’ 

C. Nà mīwe kisuŋg mu ni uhwo ya.  

Subordinate clause: ‘When I went to see him, he was not there.’ 

D. Etwo ni vəkakwol ēsīv ni. 

Topic: ‘That’s how to catch termites.’ 

4. When <ni> is pronounced as [nu] before certain pronouns, write <nu> as a prefix on 

the pronoun. Do the same with <ki> and <wi>. The following list shows you how to 

spell the words: 

Ova nuwun/nuhu/numu/numo/nukwo/nuwō 

‘He arrived with you/with us/with him/with it.’ 

Okpaliki ki opúl. Okpaliki kumu. 

‘He peeled with a knife. He peeled with it.’ 

Do not join a pronoun to <ni>, <ki>, or <wi>: 

Ova ni me/ni ywo. ‘He arrived with me/with it.’ 

5. When the letter <y> elides from the question particle <ye>, the remaining vowel 

becomes a duplicate of the final vowel in the sentence. However, it does not take the 

tone marking of that vowel. It is written attached to the word.  

Ketwot ēwūlu? 

‘Has rain gotten inside?’ 

Wəkohiköo? 

‘Are you going farming?’ 

Wəyi ni ēkwòt ihúu? 

‘Do you eat fish heads?’ 
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7.4.5 Elision writing rules 

There are two elision writing rules. One of them was carried over from the initial 

orthography, regarding the durative suffix. The durative suffix is a vowel. Therefore, it is 

often in hiatus with a V-final verb root. In the case of a CV verb root inflected with the 

durative suffix, the suffix elides unless the vowel is high. High vowels undergo glide 

formation to resolve hiatus at this morpheme boundary. In the case of a CVCV root, the 

final root vowel elides instead of the suffix. To prevent durative forms of CV verbs from 

being confused with perfective forms, the durative suffix is always written with 

grammatical tone marking. A dieresis was chosen, which writers rarely use. They realize 

the importance and agree with the rule, but it will take a significant amount of practice to 

develop the habit of writing the durative suffix completely. Similar to adding tone marks 

to vowels, it is easier to leave a diacritic off than to include it. 

The second rule regarding elision refers to the spelling of imperative forms. 

Again, a situation of vowel hiatus occurs when a V-final verb root is inflected with the V-

initial imperative suffix. In such cases, the first vowel of the suffix deletes, unless the 

verb root is CV in which the vowel has a low tone. In that case, the quality of the first 

vowel of the suffix is the same as the root vowel, although the tone is rising instead of 

low. For singular imperatives in which the suffix is a vowel only, the suffix elides. No 

grammatical tone marker is needed because the form is not ambiguous with any other 

form. However, a spelling rule is helpful to native speakers. 

The following table presents the English translations of the Ipulo elision writing 

rules: 
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 Elision writing rules Table 47: 

1. The durative suffix has a dieresis over the vowel. If the suffix vowel deletes, the 

dieresis is shifted to be over the final root vowel: 

 Mīkuhu mu ohutä ūswō. ‘When I came upon him, he was filling his sack.’  

 Mīkuhu mu uhikö. ‘When I came upon him, he was farming.’  

 Mīkuhu mu ukpələkə̈ ānyō. ‘When I came upon him, he was peeling 

cocoyams.’ 

 Mīkuhu mu uhë. ‘When I came upon him, he was laughing.’ 

2. The form of the imperative depends upon the verb root. A vowel is added to the root 

for singular forms unless the root is a CV syllable of high tone. In that case the tone 

needs to be marked because it is the first vowel of the verb. Tone is also marked for 

CV roots of low tone even though an additional vowel is added; the vowel is 

duplicated, becoming a long first vowel in the word: 

Sg Pl  Gloss 

Sumu. Sumuni. Jump. 

Hiko. Hikoni. Farm. 

Tiŋi. Tiŋini. Pick (it) up. 

Saá. Saáni. Write 

Sā. Sāni. Take (it). 
 

7.5 Conclusion 

This summary of orthography revisions reveals some remaining questions. 

Specifically, there are questions regarding grammatical categories, tone marking, and the 

spelling of prepositional clitics in all possible contexts. Deciding how to classify words 

that are not nouns and verbs could aid in spelling decisions, particularly with regard to 

tone marking. Nouns and words formed with verb roots seem to be two clear categories, 

but further work is needed to determine Ipulo syntactic categories for all other words. 

Separating modifiers from functors for a total of four categories, along with nouns and 

verbs, may be a solution. 
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Related to categorizing words is the decision regarding tone marking. It is clear 

that zero marking in Ipulo is not appropriate, and it seems that full marking is not 

necessary. However, the current proposal must be tested in order to determine if it 

recommends an appropriate amount of tone marking. The focus during revisions has been 

on meaningful tone marking. The analogy of tone to heights and positions on a hill seems 

to make the concept meaningful to native speakers, however its application needs to be 

tested. In light of these two issues, grammatical categories and tone marking, the tone 

rules related to tone marking on words that are not nouns may need future revision. 

The status and spelling of possible clitics is the other remaining issue. These 

possible clitics, the prepositions <ni>, <ki>, and <wi>, as well as the elided question 

particle, need to be more fully evaluated and their spellings determined. The current 

proposal has not been thoroughly investigated. Increased use of the orthography and 

revision of writing samples will help with the evaluation. The more native speakers spend 

time writing and revising one another’s writing the easier it will be for them to consider 

how best to write these morphemes. Future orthography testing, modeled after the testing 

on tone marking, or a future workshop in which texts and writing samples are studied and 

examples of these morphemes are systematically examined, could be a help with the 

evaluation of these morphemes.  

Despite the remaining issues and concerns, it is hoped that this recent round of 

orthography revisions will assist the Wopulo people in developing a useful orthography, 

one that they can and will put to use and test for continued improvements. It seems, thus 
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far, to be an improvement on the first orthography, but its effectiveness will only be 

known with time.  

At the close of the 2016 orthography workshop, the participants expressed 

increased confidence in reading and writing Ipulo. However, they also recognize a long 

and formidable task ahead of them, both to improve as readers and writers themselves 

and also to spread literacy throughout the Ipulo language community.  While this revised 

orthography may be a better tool for improving literacy among the Wopulo than the 

tentative orthography, it is still merely a tool, and a developing one at that. Those who are 

learning to use the orthography will need to maintain a commitment toward improving 

their own literacy skills, teaching others, producing reading materials, and making future 

orthography decisions and revisions. The next chapter presents the current plans for the 

further use and development of the Ipulo orthography.
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Chapter Eight: Conclusion and future possibilities  

This thesis has presented the beginning stages of linguistic research and 

orthography development for the Ipulo language. A great deal of work remains in the 

areas of linguistic analysis, literacy, and orthography development. There are currently no 

outside linguists or literacy workers living in the Ipulo language community. One couple 

lives among the Iceve and is currently working with four Tivoid communities: Iceve, 

Ipulo, Iyive, and Ugare. Also, one Iceve co-worker is employed full-time with language 

development efforts. Given these realities, the extent to which Ipulo speakers themselves 

take initiative in future language development efforts will be the most critical factor in 

the success of such efforts. The Ipulo Language Committee (ILC) has been reorganized 

and tentative plans have been made for additional literacy classes. It is hoped that the 

revised orthography will serve as a tool for continued efforts in literacy and orthography 

development.  

8.1 Literacy 

8.1.1 Weekly writing group 

People become better readers and writers by reading and writing. Proficient Ipulo 

readers and writers will be crucial to the success of literacy and orthography development 

efforts. Their skills will be needed to develop reading materials, teach others to read and 

write, and make future orthography revisions.  

A weekly writing hour has been established to encourage the ongoing habit of 

reading, writing, and revising. Our Iceve co-worker spoke to the workshop participants of 

his own participation in a writing group that meets in his village, emphasizing that the 
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consistency of this meeting has inspired in him the discipline of writing regularly in 

Iceve. While a commitment to this weekly hour was expressed at the end of the 

workshop, it has not been put into practice. 

8.1.2 Transfer literacy classes 

Literacy classes have taken place only in the village of Manko. Two literacy class 

graduates have been trained to teach, and one workshop participant has agreed to go 

through teacher training. The workshop participants decided that the teachers would 

travel to each village in turn to offer transfer literacy classes. These are classes for native 

speakers who have learned to read and write English and can therefore transfer their 

literacy skills to Ipulo. Itinerant classes are not pedagogically ideal, given that the 

teachers will need to stay in the village where they are teaching for the duration of the 

class, therefore preferring longer class sessions over fewer days. The success of this 

proposed literacy endeavor seems questionable, given that the activity requiring less of a 

commitment, namely the weekly writing hour, has yet to become a regular practice. A 

self-instruction book for transfer literacy has been developed so that, once purchased by 

those who have attended the class, literacy class graduates can informally teach others in 

their village to read and write Ipulo; the workshope participants decided that the book is 

best implemented after initial instruction from a teacher rather than as a substitute for 

formal instruction. This exercise, together with establishing a weekly writing hour in each 

village, could increase Ipulo literacy throughout the Wopulo community.  
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8.1.3 Beginning literacy classes 

Beginning literacy classes have not yet taken place in the Ipulo language 

community. While many adults would benefit from a class at this level, particularly older 

women who have never had the chance to go to school, beginning literacy is also the 

most suitable for children. Since the language that the children in the villages speak when 

they begin school is Ipulo, it takes many years for them to learn to read English. If they 

could become literate in Ipulo first, that would give them literacy skills to transfer to the 

official languages of English and French. Additionally, they could then contribute to 

furthering the work of Ipulo language development in general. They could become the 

future teachers, language committee members, and advocates for Ipulo language 

development. There is the possibility that this could create friction with an older 

generation not literate in Ipulo, but the elders may view it instead as a preservation of 

their language and culture for future generations.  

Most of the children living in the villages have not successfully learned to read 

English in primary school and would therefore not yet have reading skills to transfer to 

Ipulo. However, the development of transfer literacy classes was prioritized because 

those who have transferrable literacy skills could more quickly learn to read Ipulo and 

participate in literacy and language development efforts. If transfer literacy expands into 

other Wopulo villages, then in time more teachers can be trained for both transfer and 

beginning literacy classes.  
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8.2 Orthography improvements 

In order to effectively steer future orthography revisions and decisions, the ILC 

was in need of reorganization. As stated in Chapter Two, the workshop participants 

selected, from among themselves, each member of the committee. Given the 

impracticality of including members from various villages and also the sociolinguistic 

issue of community decision-making, Manko would be the center of language 

development work with ILC members and literacy teachers going out to other villages for 

conversation and instruction. Since the restructuring of the committee, neither the 

community-wide meeting for inauguration nor regular committee meetings have taken 

place. Therefore the extent to which native Ipulo speakers will steer future language 

development efforts remains uncertain. 

8.3 Linguistic Research 

The need for further research has been mentioned repeatedly throughout this 

thesis. While linguistic research done thus far has led to an orthography that is increasing 

in usefulness, potential problem areas have been noted. For instance, further linguistic 

analysis could help clarify morpheme status and word structure, thus offering 

improvements in the areas of grammatical categories, spelling of possible clitics, and tone 

marking. Research concerning tone, compounding, and morpheme status would further 

the linguistic analysis of Ipulo. Syntax and discourse studies could be of significant 

benefit to tone analysis. This increased understanding of Ipulo linguistics would in turn 

offer useful input into future orthography decisions.  
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Who could engage in such research efforts is at this point unknown. It is hoped 

that this present work can serve as a step beyond the initial Ipulo phonology sketch 

(Tuinstra 2015a) and give researchers ideas for further analysis. The natural texts in 

Appendices 8-11 could provide fodder for further discourse studies, and the presentation 

of the orthography decisions to date offer some insight into how linguists could cooperate 

with the psycholinguistic and sociolinguistic realities of the Ipulo context. To engage the 

emerging Ipulo readers and writers in the tasks of language development requires 

participation with them in all aspects of research and its applications. This work has been 

an attempt to collaborate with Ipulo speakers, for the purpose of ongoing language 

development throughout the Wopulo community. 
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Appendix 1: Maps of southwestern Cameroon and the Ipulo language area 
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A: Divisions of the South West Region of Cameroon 

Cameroon is shown in the inset map, with the South West Region outlined by the 

box. The Ipulo language area is within the Manyu division of the South West Region, 

which is the northernmost division on the map below. This map is adapted from: 

http://maps.thefullwiki.org/Southwest_Region_%28Cameroon%29.  

 

Figure 7: Map of the division of the South West Region of Cameroon 

 

  

http://maps.thefullwiki.org/Southwest_Region_%28Cameroon%29
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B. Subdivisions of the Manyu division 

The Ipulo language area is within the Akwaya subdivision of the Manyu division. 

Akwaya is the northernmost subdivision in the Manyu division. The map is taken from: 

Carte Administrative République du Cameroun. 1984. Centre Géographique and IMA, 

Yaoundé:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Map of the subdivisions of the Manyu Division 
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C: Ipulo villages and hamlets 

Akwaya town is the headquarters for the Akwaya subdivision. Map C identifies 

the Wopulo villages and hamlets within the Akwaya subdivision, with Akwaya town 

indicated as a reference point. The map was created from GPS data that I gathered 

between October 2010 and January 2011; the boundary of the language community has 

been sketched but not verified with GPS points: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Map of the Ipulo language community 
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Appendix 2: Segmental contrast 
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  Consonantal contrast Table 48: 

Stops  [ɔ̀-pǔl] 

[ɔ̌-ᵐbùt]  

‘knife’ 

‘male’ 

 [ɛ́-va᷆t] 

[ɛ́-va᷆
n
d] 

‘weed species’ 

‘breast’ 

 [ɔ́-kìlì] 

[ɔ́-
ŋ
gìlì] 

‘he turned around’ 

‘he singed (something)’ 

 [ú-k͡pu᷆] 

[à-g͡bùg͡bù] 

‘boat’ 

‘towel’ 

 [ù-k͡pɛ̀] 

[ù-
ŋm

g͡bɛ̀] 

‘lizard’ 

‘mother’ 

 [ɛ́-
↓
pú] 

[ɛ́-
↓
tú] 

[ú-
↓
kú] 

[ú-k͡pu᷆] 

‘field for cultivation’ 

‘fireplace’ 

‘valley’ 

‘boat’ 

Nasals  [ɔ́-mà] 

[ɔ́-nà] 

[ɔ́-ɲàh] 

[ɔ́-ŋà] 

‘he molded pottery’ 

‘he gave’ 

‘he reacted harshly’ 

‘he became fat’ 

Fricatives, Liquids and Glides  [ú-fɛ̀] 

[ù-vɛ̂] 

[ú-ɣɛ̀] 

[ù-hɛ̂] 

[ù-lɛ̂] 

[ù-wɛ̂] 

[ú-jɛ̀] 

‘he fastened’ 

‘he married’ 

‘he cried’ 

‘he laughed’ 

‘he told’ 

‘he went’ 

‘he lost’ 

  [ə́-swɔ́] 

[á-
n
zwɔ́] 

‘bags’ 

‘cliffs’ 

 Marginal phoneme contrast Table 49: 

[í-pì] 

[ì-bɛ́] 

[í-ᵐbɔ́] 

‘hole’ 

‘law’ 

‘yard surrounding a compound’ 

[á-
↓
tú] 

[à-dù] 

[á-âⁿdù] 

‘ears’ 

‘headcold’ 

‘kola pods’ 

[ú-ku᷆nd] 

[ù-gùⁿd] 

[ú-
ŋ
gùnù] 

‘hoe’ 

‘cow’ 

‘image’ 

[ì-sìm] 

[ì-ʃì] 

‘back’ 

‘path’ 
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 Short vowel contrast Table 50: 

Vowels Word-initial Word-medial Word-final 

/ɔ/ /u/ (back) [ɔ́tín] ‘stalks of corn’ 

[útín] ‘waist’ 

[úwɔ̀t] ‘he chopped’ 

[ùwût] ‘he beat’ 

[ɔ́pɔ̀] ‘he conquered’ 

[ùpû] ‘he did 

(something)’ 

/i/ /ɛ/ (front) [í
↓
tí] ‘grinding stone’ 

[ɛ́tí] ‘tree’ 

[útín] ‘waist’ 

[útɛ̌n] ‘tree species’ 

[ùlî] ‘he cooled off’ 

[úlɛ̀] ‘he said’ 

/i/ /u/ (high) [íwùw] ‘bark of tree’ 

[ú
↓
wú] ‘mouth’ 

[ùhît] ‘he reached the 

end’ 

[ɔ̀hût] ‘he filled up’ 

[ɔ́mì] ‘he 

swallowed’ 

[ùmû] ‘he drank’ 

/ɛ/ /ə/ /ɔ/ /a/  

(mid and 

back, [-

high]) 

[ɛ́
↓
tú] ‘fireplace’ 

[ə́ːtu̥] ‘all’ NC6  

[ɔ́
↓
tú] ‘ear’ 

[á
↓
tú] ‘ears’ 

[ìhɛ̀k] ‘monkey’ 

[úhə̂m]‘termite mound’ 

[íhɔ̂k] ‘hiccough’ 

[íhátǔl] ‘serving dish’ 

[úwə̀] ‘fever’ 

[íwɛ̂] ‘bird species’ 

[ɛ́wɔ̂] ‘dog’ 

[ɛ̀wâ] ‘young man’ 

 

 Long vowel contrast Table 51: 

Short  

vowel 

Word Gloss Long  

vowel 

Word Gloss 

/i/ /í-tǐ- ́/ 

[í
↓
tí] 

<īti> 

grinding 

stone 

/iː/ /í-íti/ 

[íːti̥] 

<īīti> 

scar 

/ɛ/ /ɛ́-tǔ- ́/ 

[ɛ́
↓
tú] 

<ētu> 

fireplace /ɛː/ /ɛ́-ɛ̀tu/ 

[ɛ̂:tu̥] 

<ēetu> 

billy goat 

/ə/ /ə́-kǔ- ́/ 

[ə́
↓
kú] 

<ə̄ku> 

valleys /əː/ /ə́-ə́tu/ 

[ə́:tu̥] 

<ə̄ə̄tu> 

all (NC6) 

/a/ /á-à
m

b/ 

[âmb] 

<àmb> 

shins /aː /á-àmu/ 

[â:mu̥] 

<āamu> 

fat (noun) 

/u/ /ú-nùt/ 

[únùt] 

<ūnut> 

bottom /uː/ /ú-ùni/ 

[û:ni̥] 

<ūuni> 

honey 

/ɔ/ /ɔ́-tǔ- ́/ 

[ɔ́
↓
tú] 

<ōtu> 

ear /ɔː/ /ɔ̀-ɔ̀tu/ 

[ɔ̀:tu̥] 

<ootu> 

person 
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Appendix 3: Comparison of old and new tone orthography 
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 Basis for tone marking:  

o Initial tone orthography: Underlying forms  

o Revised tone orthography: Results of word formation  

 Tone marks:  

o Initial tone orthography: Acute accent for H /á/, (circumflex for short 

falling /â/, briefly introduced) 

o Revised tone orthography: Acute accent for rising /á/, macron for H and 

for downstepped H following L /ā/, grave accent for falling /à/, circumflex 

for upstep /â/ 

 Comparison of level tone orthographies Table 52: 

Environment Initial  Revised  Example 

High á ā [útín] 

‘waist’ 

old: <útín> 

new: <ūtīn> 

Low a a [ɔ̀nìl] 

‘elephant’ 

old: <onil> 

new: <onil> 

Downstep a (following H) a (following H) [í
↓
nwɔ́n] 

bird’ 

old: <ínwon> 

new: <īnwon> 

á (following L) ā (following L) [mù
↓
nwɔ́n] 

‘birds’ 

old: <munwón> 

new: <munwōn> 

Upstep 

(perceived by 

native 

speakers) 

not accounted for â [íwi᷆ʃ] 

new: <îwìsh> 
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 Comparison of contour tone orthographies Table 53: 

Environment Initial  Revised  Example 

Falling  

due to HTS 

a à [wɔ́sɔ᷆
m

b] 

‘plum tree’ 

old: <wósomb> 

new: <wōsòmb> 

Rising due to 

LTS 

á á [ìkjɛ̌] 

‘crab’ 

old: <ikyé> 

new: <ikyé> 

Rising short 

vowel prefixes 

a á [ɔ̌n] 

‘baby’ 

old: <on> 

new: <ón> 

Two tones one 

TBU 

aá (rising) á [ítɛ̌] 

‘story’ 

old: <íteé> 

new: <īté> 

áa (falling) à [úkwə᷆l] 

‘house’ 

old: <úkwə́əl>, <úkwə̂l> 

new: <ūkwə̀l> 
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Appendix 4: Sampling of tone orthography testing material 
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Word-level test: Matching words and pictures, writing dictated words 

 Pictures, like the sampling shown below, were printed for each word 

tested. The facilitator ensured recognition of each picture before laying out 

words and giving test instructions. 

 For each participant, the facilitator recorded: the first three words 

matched, the last three words matched, and words that were not matched 

easily or at all 

 Word level testing material for the old orthography Table 54: 

 
 

éh = eyes 

əv = mouse 

íkóŋg = pot 

úkwə̂l = house 

úfwaŋanz = umbrella 

mansá = comb 

iŋgéleŋge = peanuts 

éwêŋ = firewood 

ukpe = lizard 

tíndyeé = guitar 

ényam = animals 

úghe = streambed 

émgbi = pigs 

ishi = road 

ombut = man 

opúl = knife 
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 Word level testing material for the revised orthography Table 55: 

 
 

uŋkò = cup 

ūpə̄p = dove 

ēetu = male 

goat 

munwōn = 

birds 

afamgbā = 

scissors 

ihú = fish 

ūkpù = boat 

ēnzuŋā = 

horse 

ew = lion 

īvì = goat 

ēwò = dog 

ōghìn = bat 

ēywò = 

snake 

ēsūl = thatch 

īhū = fish 

(pl) 
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Sentence-level test: Reading sentences, writing dictated sentences 

 Participants were not permitted to scan sentences before beginning to read. 

Once handed the card of sentences, they were instructed with which 

number to read. Continued reading depended upon success with the 

sentence selected. 

 The facilitator allowed each participant to read at a natural pace, noting 

the following: hesitations, misreads, self-corrections, repetitions 

A sampling of testing sentences is shown below. Those written in the old 

orthography are marked with *.  Only nouns are marked for tone in the new orthography, 

as additional tone marking decisions were made during the revisions that followed the 

testing. 

1. Vāmbūtū vewe. (The men went away.) 

*2. Mikekpá vəŋkú. (I am washing clothes.) 

3. Mikehut ūswō. (I am filling a sack.) 

4. Ēmgbi eva etiŋg ānyō. (The pigs came and took the cocoyams.) 

*5. Iŋgéleŋge ivíli kimə́l ki épu ya. (The peanuts have not yet sprouted on the 

farm.) 

Below is a sampling of the dictated sentences. Unlike with reading, all sentences 

were dictated to participants who reached this test level. 

1. Mikekaŋg āsòmb. (I am roasting plums.) 

2. Melop ētīnā ki ākwot. (I left the machete in the forest.) 

3. Nà miwe kisuŋg mu omö. (He was there when I went to see him.) 
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Discourse-level test: Reading a text, answering comprehension questions 

 Two texts were written in the old orthography and two in the new. Each 

participant would read one story in each orthography. 

 The participant is to begin reading when handed the text. The participant 

reads and answers orally the comprehension questions that follow. 

 Portions of discourse level orthography tests Table 56: 

Old orthography: Keeping chickens New orthography: Catching termites 

Ékwok wəkasuku emo ləm ləm. Wəkamo 

ni uhúlúkpa. Wamo ni ə́wə́ŋg ná vəkavíl 

émíné ni. Wamo ni óywo. Wamo ni ílîs. 

Yi 

vékan viná vəkana ékwok ni. Wamak 

éyiŋgá íkóŋg owh úkwə̂l. Wagh mol nowh 

uŋgwo. Wəkana wúyív ówu ni iyi ni. Imu 

mol ama hi emo ləm ləm. Etwo ni vəkakpí 

ékwok ni. 

(You want to see that your chickens 

remain healthy. You can give them corn, a 

certain seed called ēmīnē, and rice. These 

are the things you can feed to chickens. 

Place the bottom of a broken pot outside 

their house and put water into it. You can 

give them that food and this water. They 

will drink the water and remain healthy. 

This is how to keep chickens.) 

 

1. Wana ékwok vékan vani wəkasuku emo 

ləm ləm? (What four things do you give to 

chickens in order to keep them healthy?) 

2. Kindiki wamak éyiŋgá íkóŋg owh 

úkwə̂l? (Why do you place the bottom of 

a broken pot outside of their house?) 

Mīndìm kohu yina ēsīv keelu ni. 

Wəkewe. Wəsuŋgu āhilā yina otwoŋguhu 

ēsīv eeluna ni. Wapal ilúk. Wətim īpi wi 

ukpi yina waghna akpāŋkpā nowh uŋgwo 

ni. Wəkotim īpi wayav ki īyìm wum. 

Wese. Wəsuŋg mīndìm. Wəkəl owutana 

itelwä.  

(The season for catching termites has 

arrived. You set out to find them. You 

locate the place where termites will 

emerge from the ground. You cut back 

the grass. You dig a hole in the place 

where you want to set a dish as a trap. 

Once you have dug the hole you return 

home to sleep. You startle awake, 

realizing the time has come when the 

termites will indeed be emerging.) 

 

1. Ēsīv keelu ki ndiki? (From where do 

the termites emerge?)  

2. Wewe ni ndiki kenyak ilúk? (What do 

you take with you to prepare the 

location?) 

3. Wəkopu vēkan vema hi wekimb ikul 

keyav? (What three things do you do 

before returning home to sleep?) 
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Appendix 5: Orthography vocabulary 
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Punctuation use in Ipulo follows English conventions. The following list provides 

the term for each mark in Ipulo that has thus far been determined, along with an example 

of how each mark of punctuation is used. 

 Wuhit ‘Full stop, lit.: finished’: Wəhit ūlwōnd yi ēpwòmb ki wuhit. ‘The full stop 

(.) in Ipulo marks the end of a statement.’ 

o Mēyam wə īwulə yénu. ‘I bought you a new cloth.’ 

 Ekav yi iŋkwē ‘Question mark’: Wəkovihiti iŋkwē wəhit ki ekav yi iŋkwē. ‘The 

question mark (?) marks the end of a question.’ 

o Mīshi ūvīn hi wəvini? [yal] Mīshi ūvīn hi wəvin ye? ‘If I strum a tune will 

you dance?’ [yal = or, as either form is grammatically correct] 

 Ekav yi āyaŋgītī ‘Exclamation mark’: Wəkasa ēpwomb yal kile ootu upu ēkan 

yēmo yal kile kpāŋ wəhit ki ekav yi āyaŋgītī. ‘The exclamation mark (!) is written 

at the end of a command or words or phrases that are expressions of surprise, 

excitement or force.’ 

o Mili! ‘Swim!’ 

o Mīluk kēwo eŋgàl ni ēmgbì eva etiŋ īti! ‘While I was grinding peppers, 

Pig came and took the grinding stone!’ 

 Ōki nowh ‘Comma, lit.: a tail below’: Ōki nowh ukevav yal ēpwomb vīŋgā vīŋgā 

yal ūlwōnd yi ēpwòmb. ‘Commas (,) are used to separate clauses or items in a 

list.’ 

o Át kókwol ētī, īhū kīto kéva utoohi. ‘As the woman holds the stick and the 

fish begin to enter, she scoops them into the net.’ 
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o Vēkan vekwolunu īhū ŋgò: kahà, untūfū, uhúŋg. ‘We use these things to 

catch fish: a flat net, a casting net, and a rimmed net.’ 

 Vīpot vīyàl wūlwònd ‘Colon, lit.: two dots in a line’: Vīpot vīyàl yiŋgò kehwo 

ēpwòmb vīŋgā vīŋgā. ‘Colons (:) are used to introduce a list.’ 

o Vēkan vekwolunu īhū ŋgò: kahà, untūfū, uhúŋg. ‘We use these things to 

catch fish: a flat net, a casting net, and a rimmed net.’ 

 Īpot ni ōki wūlwònd ‘Semicolon, lit.: dot and tail in a line’: Wəkasa ūlwōnd yi 

ēpwomb uvili kehit ya wagh īpot ni ōki. ‘Semicolons (;) are used to separate 

longer clauses within a long sentence.’ [The English statement is the English 

convention in the orthography guide. ‘The Ipulo statement is an explanation of 

use in Ipulo written by native speakers: When writing a sentence that is not yet 

complete, use a semicolon before the final part.’] 

o Mīkiwe ki ūkwə̀l ya; kāli. ‘I’m not going to the house; it’s too far away.’ 

 Āki nuwoŋgō ‘Quotation marks, lit.: tails above’: Wəkasa ēpwòmb yinà ootu ule 

wagh āki nuwoŋgō. ‘Quotation marks (“ … ”) occur at the beginning and end of 

direct speech.’ 

o Īkpōkō ēsuku, “Amo mīkiwe ye?” ‘Turtle said, “Maybe I could go?”’ 

[Suŋgo: Wasuŋg wəhit ūlwōnd nesim ni āki niŋgìh. ‘Note: In English and 

Ipulo, other punctuation marks always precede closing quotation marks 

when they occur next to each other.’] 
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 Ə̄lwōnd yi aŋgwotukunu ‘Parentheses, lit.: curved lines’: Wəwund wule vāatu 

vēkan vinà vəvili kikəl ya nà vəsuŋg iŋgwe ni wagh ə̄lwōnd yi aŋgwotukunu. 

‘Parentheses (brackets) are used to add background information.’ 

o Étiŋ owutana īti eŋgàl yi át yi īkpōkō. Émal nowh iŋgi (nà émal etwo ni 

sanīŋgā émal īkpōkō yiŋgò). ‘At that instant he grabbed the woman’s 

grinding stone. He threw it outside (actually throwing Turtle away 

instead).’ 

o Vēkan īvi vīkewun (uhūlūkpa ni kokūl oyu), át kóondu ūwund kokūl. 

‘When these crops have matured (that is, the corn and yams that were 

planted), a woman will come to harvest the yams.’ 
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Appendix 6: Nouns by class 
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The Ipulo phonology sketch published as a manuscript by SIL Cameroon 

(Tuinstra 2015a) contains appendices of language data. The intention was to make Ipulo 

language data publically available. However, much of that material has since been 

revised based upon continued linguistic study.   

Nouns listed here are from those native speakers have sorted for tone patterns and 

written orthographically. Most obvious compounds have been excluded, although many 

with lexical extensions, which could be compounds, have been included.  

The nouns are listed by class pair if there is both a singular and a plural form; 

single classes are listed before pairs. Within each single class or pair, affix and root tones 

have been posited. Where there is a toneless segmental prefix, the affix is marked as null 

in the affix tone column and by a toneless segment in the phonemic column. Words are 

grouped by phonetic tone pattern, in the phonemic columns indicated at the head of each 

column by a pitch diagram; phonemic refers to the representation of each individual 

word. The phonemic representation of vowel-initial roots is speculative at this point, due 

to the need for further investigation regarding vowel coalescence and deletion in hiatus 

situations.  
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Single classes: 

Class 1: L 

Affix and root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

L-L-Ø [11]   
 à-dù adu epidemic 

 à-kàmù akamu mushy food 

 Ø-kùmà
n
d kumand leprosy 

 ɔ̀-
m

bàt ombat soaked ground 

corn 

 ɔ̀-ùk owk nasal mucus 

Ø-H-Ø [33]   

 Ø-hítíhít hītīhīt truth 

 Ø-
ŋ͡m

g͡báŋgálá mgbāŋgālā clearing 

 Ø-ʃíʃí shīshī morning 

L-H-Ø [13]   

 ɔ̀-vílə́ ovīlə̄ boiled palm nuts 

Ø-H-L [3i]   

 Ø-mí
n
dìm mīndìm time 

 ɔ-lə̂m ōlə̀m broth 

Ø-LH-Ø [1I]   

 Ø-kɛ̀kút kekút elephantisis 

 [13]   

 Ø-kùmámá kumāmā deaf mute 

 Ø-nùjwɛ́ nuywē evening 

Ø-HL-Ø [311]   

 Ø-kɛ́
m

bùkà kēmbuka corn cake 

Ø-HLH-Ø [3b]   

 ɔ-swɔ̂l ōswòl intestine(s) 
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Class 3: H 

Affix and root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

H-L-Ø [31]   

 ɔ́-və̀
ŋ
g ōvəŋg game 

  [i]   

 ú-ùni ūuni honey 

Ø-L-H [12]   

 Ø-kɔ̀kùl- ́ kokūl yam variety 

H-L-H [3b]   

 ú-jìk- ̀ ūyìk smoke 

H-H-Ø [33]   

 ú-kú ūkū air 

 ú-lúwə́ ūlūwə̄ blessing 

 ú-mə́k ūmə̄k poison/venom 

 ú-pə́pílí ūpə̄pīlī wind 

H-LH-H [32]   

 ú-wə̌- ́ ūwə chill/fever 

 ú-wǔ- ́ ūwu price 

Class 6: H 

Affix and  root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

H-L-Ø [31]   

 á-tà
n
d ātand horizon 

H-L-H [3b]   

 á-àmu- ́ āàmu fat 

 á-kàm- ́ ākàm chaff 

 á-kà
ŋ
g- ́ ākàŋg roots 

 á-lìm- ̀ ālìm tears 

 á-lɔ̀w- ̀ ālòw beans 

H-H-Ø [33]   

 á-k͡pátíkí ākpātīkī obstruction 
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 á-kwá ākwā lie 

 á-ní
n
dá ānīndā argument 

 á-swɔ́kú āswōkū suffering 

 á-jí
ŋ
g āyīŋg blood 

H-LH-H [32]   

 á-vǎ- ́ āva broom (pl of  

palm needles) 

 [3i]   

H-HL-Ø á-
ŋ
gîs āŋgìs headscarf 

Class 6a1: L 

Affix and root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

L-L-Ø [11]   

 mɔ̀-ɔ̀l mol water 

 mɔ̀-tùkɔ̀ motuko peace 

L-H-Ø [1I]   

 mà-sá masá edge 

 mɔ̀-ɔ́t mót palm oil 

L-LH-L [231]   

 mà-màlá- ́ mamāla spark 

L-HL-Ø [1a]   

 mɔ̀-nɔ̂ monò salt 

Class 6a2: L 

Affix and root tones Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

L-H-Ø [1I]   

 mù-ʃí mushí bitterleaf 

Ø-H-L [2i]   

 mɔ-túm- ̀ mōtùm ashes 
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Class 7: H 

Affix and root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

Ø-L-Ø [11]   

 ɛ-kwɔ̀t ekwot forest 

 ɛ-ɛ̀
n
z enz gums 

 i-kɔ̀m ikom palm wine 

 i-k͡pàtà ikpata corn beer 

H-L-Ø [31]   

 ɛ́-wù
n
z ēwunz sorrow/pity 

 í-
ŋ
gɔ̀m īŋgom flour 

H-L-H [3b]   

 ɛ́-twɔ̀- ́ ētwò sunrise 

 ɛ́-vàt- ́ ēvàt weed variety 

 í-kìt- ́ īkìt hair/fur 

 í-
ŋ
gɛ̀s- ́ ī

ŋ
gès circumcision 

 í-jìm- ́ īyìm night 

 í-jì
n
d- ́ īyìnd corn and bean 

hash 

 í-jùk- ́ īyùk greens (gen.) 

H-H-Ø [33]   

 ɛ́-hún ēhūn rainy season 

 ɛ́-ká
ŋ
gílí ēkāŋgīlī weed variety 

 ɛ́-tá
ŋ
gílí ētāŋgīlī sun 

 ɛ́-tíná ētīnā silver 

 ɛ́-wúl ēwūl rain 

 í-jɛ́ īyē paint (crushed 

redwood) 

H-HL-Ø [3311]   

 ɛ́-sákìlì ēsākili chewable food 
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Class 8: H 

Affix and root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

H-L-Ø [31]   

 vɛ́-wà vēwa necklace 

 ví-wùw vīwuw bubbles/phlem/saliva 

H-L-H [3b]   

 ví-hə̀k- ́ vīhə̀k insult 

 ví-jìv- ́ vīyìv lungs 

H-H-Ø [33]   

 vɛ́-k͡pálá vēkpālā seeds from utén tree 

 vɛ́-táv vētāv war 

 vɛ́-ə́ŋg və̄ŋg gill/jaw 

H-HL-Ø [331]   

 vɛ́-tálà vētāla ladder 

 ví-lí
m

bùnù vīlīmbunu dew 

H-LH- Ø [313]   

 ví-wɛ̀kí vīwekī breath 

Class 9: L 

Affix and root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

L-L-Ø  [11]   

 ɛ̀-jùm eyum dry season 

 ɛ̀-wùw ewuw sugarcane 

 ì-jì
n
d iyind the end 

L-H-Ø [1I]   

 ɛ̀-ɲúm enyúm witchcraft 

 [13]   

 ɛ̀-jwɔ́h eywóh palm kernel oil 

 ì-nswát inswāt corn and bean 

hash 

 ì-nswɔ́ inswō shame 
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 [133]   

 ì-
n
dú

n
dú indūndū sweat 

Ø-LH-Ø [13]   

 Ø-ɲàkɲák nyaknyāk potato 

L-LH-Ø [113]   

 ì-núkɔ́ inukō honor 

L-HL-Ø [2i]   

 ɛ̀-kwɔ̂ɲ ekwòny slime 

 ɛ̀-
ŋ
gâl eŋgàl hot pepper 

Class 10: H 

Affix and root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

H-L-Ø [31]   

 ɛ́-sɛ̀
n
z ēsenz excrement/bile 

 ɛ́-jà ēya soil 

H-L-H [3b]   

 ɛ́-jɔ̀w- ́ ēyòw weeds 

H-H-Ø [33]   

 ɛ́-kɛ́nɛ́
ŋ
gɛ́ ēkēnēŋgē miracles 

 ɛ́-kút ēkūt satiation 

 ɛ́-sɛ́tí ēsētī fear 

Class 14: H 

Affix and root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

H-H-Ø [33]   

 wɔ́-
n
díní wōndīnī diarrhea 

 wɔ́-tám wōtām seed species 

 wɔ́-júnú wōyūnū weight 

H-HL-Ø [331]   

 wú-lɔ́lɔ̀ wūlōlo beard/mane/corn 

silk 
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H-LH- Ø [313]   

 wú-pùtúlú wūputūlū dust 

Common pairings: 

Class 1/2: L 

Affix and root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

L-L-Ø [11]   

 à-g͡bùg͡bù/và-g͡bùg͡bù agbugbu/vagbugbu towel 

 à-wà
n
zà/và-wà

n
zà awanza/vawanza skirt 

 ɔ̀-
n
za/và-

n
zà onza/vanza net basket 

 ù-gù
n
d/və̀-gù

n
d ugund/vəgund cow 

 ù-k͡pɛ̀/vɛ̀-k͡pɛ̀ ukpe/vekpe lizard 

 ù-
ŋ͡m

g͡bà
ŋ͡m

g͡bà/ 

và-
ŋ͡m

g͡bà
ŋ͡m

g͡bà 

umgbamgba/vəmgbamgba cockroach 

 ù-
ŋ͡m

g͡bɛ̀/vɛ̀-
ŋ͡m

g͡bɛ umgbe/vemgbe mother 

L-H-Ø [1I]   

 ù-kə́v/və̀-kə́v ukə́v/vəkə́v box 

 ù-
m

bɛ́l/və̀-
m

bɛ́l umbél/vəmbél garden 

 ù-
m

bwɔ́/və̀-
m

bwɔ́ umbwó/vəmbwó master 

 [13]   

 à-k͡páŋk͡pá/ 

và-k͡páŋk͡pá 

akpāŋkpā/vakpāŋkpā bowl 

 ù-lím/vɛ̀-lím ulīm/velīm ancestral 

spirit 

Ø-H-Ø/L-H-Ø [33]/ [133]   

 Ø-kálə́m/və̀-kálə́m kālə̄m/vəkālə̄m rabbit 

 Ø-mú
ŋ
gúnɛ́/ 

və̀-mú
ŋ
gúnɛ́ 

mūŋgūnē/vəmūŋgūnē bird species 

Ø-H-L/L-H-L [3i]/[13i]   

 Ø-kúbɔ́- ̀/və̀-kúbɔ́- ̀ kubò/vəkubò mat 

Ø-LH-Ø/L-LH- 

Ø 
[13]/[113]   

 Ø-kìkɔ́w/və̀-kìkɔ́w kikōw/vəkikōw shoulder 

blade 

 Ø-kìlàlí/və̀-kìlàlí kilalī/vəkilalī midrib of 
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palm frond 

 Ø-kɔ̀mù
n
dɔ́/ 

və̀-kɔ̀mù
n
dɔ́ 

komundō/vəkomundō monitor lizard 

 Ø-kùsút/və̀-kùsút kusūt/vəkusūt calf (of leg) 

 Ø-mànsá/və̀-mànsá mansā/vəmansā comb 

Ø-LH-L/L-LH-L [1a]/ [11a]   

 Ø-kàhá- ̀/və̀-kàhá- ̀ kahà/vəkahà net/spider 

web 

L-HL-Ø [1a]   

 à-ŋwâ/và-ŋwâ aŋwà/vaŋwà cat 

 ù-hə̂m/və̀-hə̂m uhə̀m/vəhə̀m termite 

mound 

 ù-
n
dúfɔ̀l/və̀-

n
dúfɔ̀l undufòl/vəndufòl loincloth 

 ù-
ŋ
kɔ̂/və̀-

ŋ
kɔ̂ uŋkò/vəŋkò cup 

 ù-
ŋ
kû/və̀-

ŋ
kû uŋkù/vəŋkù clothing 

 ù-sû/və̀-sû usù/vəsù hat 

Ø-HLH-Ø [3b]   

 Ø-mú
n
du᷆/və̀-mú

n
du᷆ mūndù/vəmūndù ghost 

 Ø-múju᷆/və̀-múju᷆ mūyù/vəmūyù tusk 

Ø-HLH-Ø/ 

L-HLH-Ø 
[313]   

 Ø-tə́
n
zə̀lə́/və̀-tə́

n
zə̀lə́ tə̄nzələ̄/vətə̄nzələ̄ ram 

L-HLH-Ø/ 

L-HLH- Ø 
[1b]/ [1b]   

 ù-tjɛ᷆/vɛ̀-tjɛ᷆ utyè/vetyè father 

Class 1/2a: L/H 

Affix and root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

L-L-Ø/H-L-Ø [11]/[31]   

 ɔ̀-kàm/vá-kàm okam/və̄kam namesake 

 ɔ̀-kwɔ̀nɔ̀/vá-kwɔ̀nɔ̀ okwono/vākwono bachelor 

L-L-Ø/H-L-H [11]/[3b]   

 ɔ̀-là
m

b/vá-là
m

b- ́ olamb/vālàmb orphan 

 ɔ̀-ɔ̀tu/vá-àtu- ́ ootu/vāatu person 

 ɔ̀-sùw/vá-sùw- ́ osuw/vāsùw slave 

 ù-lùn/vá-lùn- ́ ulun/vālùn old person 
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 ù-ɲɛ̀/vɛ́-ɲɛ̀v- ́ unye/vényèv in-law 

L-H-Ø/H-H-Ø [1I]/[33]   

 ɔ̀-ɔ́n/wɔ́-ɔ́n- ́ ón/wōn baby 

 ù-kɔ́n/və́-kɔ́n ukón/və́kón guest/stranger 

 ù-kúh/və́-kúh ukúh/və̄kūh widow/widower 

 [1133]/[3333]   

 ɔ̀-tavíní/vá-tavíní otavīnī/vātāvīnī elder 

 [13]/[33]   

 ù-wú/və́-wú uwū/və̄wū co-wife 

L-H-L/H-H-H [I1]/[333]   

 ɔ̀-
m

bút- ̀/vá-
m

bút-ú ómbut/vāmbūtū male 

L-HL-Ø/H-HL-H [1a]/[3b]   

 ù-nə̂l/və́-nə̂l- ́ unə̀l/və̄nə̀l child 

Ø-HL- Ø / 

H-HL-H 
[3i]/[3b]   

 u-ʃî- ̀/və́-ʃîv- ́ ūshì/və̄shìv thief 

 [i]/[3b]   

 Ø-jûm/vá-jûm yùm/vāyùm husband 

L-HLH- Ø/ 

H-HLH- Ø 
[Bb]/[b]   

 à-a᷆t/vá-a᷆t át/vàt woman 

Class 3/6: H 

Affix and 

root tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

H-L-Ø [31]   

 ɔ́-kwɔ̀
ŋ
g/á-kwɔ̀

ŋ
g ōkwoŋg/ākwoŋg village 

 ɔ́-lìnìnì/á-lìnìnì ōlinini/ālinini boundary 

 ɔ́-lù
n
d/á-lù

n
d ōlund/ālund tendon/muscle 

 ɔ̀-lwɔ̀
ŋ
gɔ̀/á-lwɔ̀

ŋ
gɔ̀ ōlwoŋgo/ālwoŋgo antenna 

 ɔ́-mà/á-mà ōma/āma wall 

 ɔ́-mì/á-mì ōmi/āmi neck 

 ɔ́-nàm/á-nàm ōnam/ānam thigh 

 ɔ́-ɲàh/á-ɲàh ōnyah/ānyah grinder (person) 

 ɔ́-ɲɔ̀
m

b/á-ɲɔ̀
m

b ōnyomb/ānyomb bird species 

 ɔ́-pàpìlì/á-pàpìlì ōpapili/āpapili wing 
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 ɔ́-sàm/á-sàm ōsam/āsam song 

 ɔ́-swɔ̀
n
d/á-swɔ̀

n
d ōswond/āswond rooster 

 ɔ́-tàv/á-tàv ōtav/ātav branch 

 ɔ́-tìŋ/á-tìŋ ōtiŋ/ātiŋ load 

 ɔ́-ùŋ/á-ùŋ òwŋ/àwŋ sheep 

 ú-ɣɛ̀/ɛ́-ɣɛ̀ ūghe/ēghe stream bed 

 ú-kɔ̀l/ə́-kɔ̀l ūkol/ə̄kol fish trap 

 ú-lù
ŋ
g/ə́-lù

ŋ
g ūluŋg/ə̄luŋg stinger 

 ú-nùt/ə́-nùt ūnut/ə̄nut bottom 

 ú-jìm/ə́-jìm ūyim/ə̄yim grave 

H-L-H [3b]   

 ɔ́-ɣìn- ́/á-ɣìn- ́ ōghìn/āghìn bat 

 ɔ́-hwɔ̀
ŋ
g- ́/á-hwɔ̀

ŋ
g- ́ ōhwòŋg/āhwòng river 

 ɔ́-kùl- ́/á-kùl- ́ ōkùl/ākùl horn 

 ɔ́-mà
ŋ
g- ́/á-mà

ŋ
g- ́ ōmàŋg/āmàng side 

 ɔ́-ɔ̀
m

b- ́/á-à
m

b- ́ òmb/àmb shin 

 ɔ́-
n
dàm- ́/á-

n
dàm- ́ ōndàm/āndàm eagle 

 ɔ́-ɔ̀
ŋ
g- ́/á-à

ŋ
g- ́ òŋg/àŋg palm frond 

 ɔ́-pàn- ́/á-pàn- ́ ōpàn/āpàn rib/armpit 

 ɔ́-pù
m

b- ́/á-pù
m

b- ́ ōpùmb/āpùmb bark of palm 

frond 

 ɔ́-tà
n
d- ́/á-tà

n
d- ́ ōtànd/ātànd beam/rafter 

 ɔ́-tà
ŋ
g- ́/á-tà

ŋ
g- ́ ōtàŋg/ātàŋg moon/month 

 ɔ́-tɔ̀
m

b- ́/á-tɔ̀
m

b- ́ ōtùmb/ātùmb new plant shoot 

 ɔ́-tùl- ́/á-tùl- ́ ōtùl/ātùl pestle 

 ɔ́-wɔ̀ɲ- ́/á-wɔ̀ɲ- ́ ōwòny/āwòny hailstone 

 ɔ́-wùl- ́/á-wùl- ́ ōwùl/āwùl foot/leg 

 ɔ́-jàh- ́/á-jàh- ́ ōyàh/āyàh cheek 

 ɔ́-jà
n
d- ́/á-jà

n
d- ́ ōyànd/āyànd funeral 

 ɔ́-jàv- ́/á-jàv- ́ ōyàv/āyàv leaf 

 ú-kù
n
d- ́/ə́-kù

n
d- ́ ūkùnd/ə̄kùnd hoe 

 ú-kwə̀l- ́/ə́-kwə̀l- ́ ūkwə̀l/ə̄kwə̀l house 

 ú-lì
ŋ
g- ́/ə́-lì

ŋ
g- ́ ūlìŋg/ə̄ìŋg vein 

 ú-lìv- ́/ə́-lìv- ́ ūlìv/ə̄lìv door 

 ú-swə̀k- ́/ə́-swə̀k- ́ ūswə̀k/ə̄swə̀k sacrifice 

 ú-və̀k- ́/ə́-və̀k- ́ ūvə̀k/ə̄və̀k half 

 ú-vɛ̀s- ́/ɛ́-vɛ̀s- ́ ūvès/ēvès boulder 

 ú-wɛ̀ŋ- ́/ɛ́-wɛ̀ŋ- ́ ūwèŋ/ēwèŋ firewood 

 ú-wùs- ́/ə́-wùs- ́ ūwùs/ə̄wùs fire 

H-H-Ø [33]   

 ɔ́-hú
ŋ
g/á-hú

ŋ
g ōhūŋg/āhūŋg received message 
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 ɔ́-hwɔ́
ŋ
gúlú/ 

á-hwɔ́
ŋ
gúlú 

ōhwōŋgūlū/āhwōŋgūlū throat 

 ɔ́-kál/á-kál ōkāl/ākāl string 

 ɔ́-kɔ́w/á-kɔ́w ōkōw/ākōw skin 

 ɔ́-
m

bál/á-
m

bál ōmbāl/āmbāl palm rat 

 ɔ́-ɲɔ́/á-ɲɔ́ ōnyō/ānyō cocoyam 

 ɔ́-ɲɔ́m/á-ɲɔ́m ōnyōm/ānyōm neighborhood 

(sg), life (pl) 

 ɔ́-ɲúŋá/á-ɲúŋá ōnyūŋā/ānyūŋā intestinal worm 

 ɔ́-páŋgílí/á-páŋgílí ōpāŋgīlī/āpāŋgīlī courtyard 

 ɔ́-swɔ́kɔ́/á-swɔ́kɔ́ ōswōkō/āswōkō roof 

 ɔ́-swɔ́n/á-swɔ́n ōswōn/āswōn sap/milk/juice 

 ɔ́-tím/á-tím ōtīm/ātīm heart/middle 

 ɔ́-tú
n
d/á-tú

n
d ōtūnd/ātūnd army ant 

 ɔ́-twɔ́
n
d/á-twɔ́

n
d ōtwōnd/ātwōnd lip 

 ɔ́-úh/á-úh ōwh/āwh day 

 ú-hə́vílí/ə́-hə́vílí ūhə̄vīlī/ə̄hə̄vīlī splinter 

 ú-k͡púm/ə́-k͡púm ūkpūm/ə̄kpūm bottle 

 ú-lə́víkí/ə́-lə́víkí ūlə̄vīkī/ə̄lə̄vīkī trouble/noise 

 ú-lím/ə́-lím ūlīm/ə̄līm scale 

 ú-
ŋ
gɔ́k/ə́-

ŋ
gɔ́k ūŋgōk/ə̄ŋgōk seed species 

 ú-pə́p/ə́-pə́p ūpə̄p/ə̄pə̄p dove 

 ú-sɔ́lí/ə́-sɔ́lí ūsōlī/ə̄sōlī current of stream 

 ú-swɔ́/ə́-swɔ́ ūswō/ə̄swō sack 

 ú-tín/ə́-tín ūtīn/ə̄tīn waist/hip 

 ú-túm/ə́-túm ūtūm/ə̄tūm regime (bananas, 

palm nuts) 

 ú-ú
m

bi/ə́-ə́
m

bi ūūmbi/ə̄ə̄mbi arrow 

 ú-vín/ə́-vín ūvīn/ə̄vīn dance 

 ú-wɛ́/ɛ́-wɛ́ ūwē/ēwē kidney 

 ú-wɔ́lɔ́hɔ́/ə́-wɔ́lɔ́hɔ́ ūwōlōhō/ə̄wōlōhō spitting cobra 

 ú-jíp/ə́-jíp ūyīp/ə̄yīp lake 

H-HL-Ø [3i]   

 ú-k͡pîl/ə́-k͡pîl ūkpìl/ə̄kpìl small drum 

 ú-k͡pû/ə́-k͡pû ūkpù/ə̄kpù boat 

H-HL-Ø/ 

H-HL-H 
[3i]/[3b]   

 ɔ́-sûmb/á-sûmb- ́ ōsùmb/āsùmb umbilical cord 

H-LH-Ø [313]   

 ɔ́-lìpíní/á-lìpíní ōlipīnī/ālipīnī sent message 

 ɔ́-nù
ŋ
gúlú/ ōnuŋgūlū/ānuŋgūlū worm 
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á-nù
ŋ
gúlú 

 [3I]   

 ɔ́-mǔnz/á-mǔnz ōmúnz/āmúnz lightening 

 ú-tɛ̌n/ɛ́-tɛ̌n ūtén/ētén tree species 

H-LH-H [32]   

 ɔ́-kǐ- ́/á-kǐ- ́ ōki/āki tail (not bird) 

 ɔ́-lwə̌- ́/á-lwə̌- ́ ōlwə/ālwə fish species 

 ɔ́-tǔ- ́/á-tǔ- ́ ōtu/ātu ear 

 ɔ́-vǎ- ́/á-vǎ- ́ ōva/āva palm needle 

 ɔ́-wɔ̌- ́/á-wɔ̌- ́  ōwo/āwo hand/arm 

 ú-k͡pɛ̌- ́/ɛ́-k͡pɛ̌- ́ ūkpe/ēkpe hill/mountain 

 ú-kǔ- ́/ə́-kǔ- ́ ūku/ə̄ku valley 

 ú-tǐ- ́/ə́-tǐ- ́ ūti/ə̄ti forge 

 ú-wǔ- ́/ə́-wǔ- ́ ūwu/ə̄wu mouth 

Class 7/8: H 

Affix and root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

H-L-Ø [31]   

 ɛ́-bì/vɛ́-bì ēbi/vēbi needle 

 ɛ́-ɛ̀tu/vɛ́-ɛ̀tu ēetu/vēetu billy goat 

 ɛ́-hàl/vɛ́-hàl ēhal/vēhal shelter 

 ɛ́-kàn/vɛ́-kàn ēkan/vēkan thing 

 ɛ́-kù
n
d/vɛ́-kù

n
d ēkund/vēkund boiled finger 

food 

 ɛ́-kwɔ̀
ŋ
g/vɛ́-kwɔ̀

ŋ
g ēkwoŋg/vēkwoŋg bump 

 ɛ́-nà/vɛ́-nà ēna/vēna gift 

 ɛ́-nùh/vɛ́-nùh ēnuh/vēnuh pimple 

 í-kɔ̀
m

b/ví-kɔ̀
m

b īkomb/vīkomb razor 

 í-kù
n
d/ví-kù

n
d īkund/vīkund knuckle 

 í-kjɛ̀/ví-kjɛ̀ īkye/vīkye basket 

 í-lù
n
d/ví-lù

n
d īlund/vīlund barren woman 

 í-pɔ̀t/ví-pɔ̀t īpot/vīpot point 

 í-sɔ̀t/ví-sɔ̀t īsot/vīsot journey 

 í-tù
m

b/ví-tù
m

b ītumb/vītumb nest 

 í-wùw/ví-wùw īwuw/vīwuw bark/kiln 

 í-wùlə̀/ví-wùlə̀ īwulə/vīwulə cloth 

 í-wù
ŋ
g/ví-wù

ŋ
g īwuŋg/vīwuŋg owl 
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H-L-H [3b]   

 ɛ́-ɛ̀ɣ- ́/vɛ́-ɛ̀ɣ- ́ ègh/vègh python 

 ɛ́-hɔ̀w- ́/vɛ́-hɔ̀w- ́ ēhòw/vēhòw leopard 

 ɛ́-kù
n
d- ́/vɛ́-kù

n
d- ́ ēkùnd/vēkùnd stopper 

 ɛ́-pàp- ́/vɛ́-pàp- ́ ēpàp/vēpàp ant 

 ɛ́-pwɔ̀
m

b- ́/vɛ́-pwɔ̀
m

b- ́ ēpwòmb/vēpwòmb word 

 í-tɔ̀m- ́/ví-tɔ̀m- ́ ītòm/vītòm axe 

 í-tù
ŋ
g- ́/ví-tù

ŋ
g- ́ ītùŋg/vītùŋg navel 

 í-vɛ̀v- ́/ví-vɛ̀v- ́ īvèv/vīvèv tongue 

 í-wù
n
d- ́/ví-wù

n
d- ́ īwùnd/vīwùnd self/soul 

H-H-Ø [33]   

 ɛ́-kátíki/vɛ́-kátíkí ēkātīkī/vēkātīkī bundle 

 ɛ́-kɔ́w/vɛ́-kɔ́w ēkōw/vēkōw shoe 

 ɛ́-kúm/vɛ́-kúm ēkūm/vēkūm corpse 

 ɛ́-
ŋ͡m

g͡bímə́/vɛ́-
ŋ͡m

g͡bímə́ ēmgbīmə̄/vēmgbīmə̄ tree trunk 

 ɛ́-númúnú/vɛ́-númúnú ēnūmūnū/vēnūmūnū flea 

 ɛ́-pátí/vɛ́-pátí ēpātī/vēpātī leech 

 ɛ́-sásá/vɛ́-sásá ēsāsā/vēsāsā whip 

 ɛ́-tám/vɛ́-tám ētām/vētām mushroom 

 ɛ́-túm/vɛ́-túm ētūm/vētūm work 

 ɛ́-twɔ́hɔ́/vɛ́-twɔ́hɔ́ ētwōhō/vētwōhō tail of bird 

 ɛ́-twɔ́
ŋ
g/vɛ́-twɔ́

ŋ
g ētwōŋg/vētwōŋg marsh 

 ɛ́-wɔ́/vɛ́-wɔ́ ēwō/vēwō base of palm 

frond 

 í-hí
ŋ
gɔ́/ví-hí

ŋ
gɔ́ īhīŋgō/vīhīŋgō floor 

 í-hɔ́/ví-hɔ́ īhō/vīhō market 

 í-íti/ví-íti īīti/vīīti scar 

 í-kɔ́
ŋ
g/ví-kɔ́

ŋ
g īkōŋg/vīkōŋg pot 

 í-k͡pí/ví-k͡pí īkpī/vīkpī flock/coop 

 í-k͡pɔ́kílí/ví-k͡pɔ́kílí īkpōkīlī/vīkpōkīlī stool 

 í-k͡pɔ́kɔ́/ví-k͡pɔ́kɔ́ īkpōkō/vīkpōkō turtle 

 í-kúh/ví-kúh īkūh/vīkūh inheritance 

 í-kú
m

bɔ́/ví-kú
m

bɔ́ īkūmbō/vīkūmbō herd 

 í-kú
ŋ
g/ví-kú

ŋ
g īkūŋg/vīkūŋg thread 

 í-lí
m

bə́/ví-lí
m

bə́ īlīmbə̄/vīlīmbə̄ yam variety 

 í-lúmɔ́/ví-lúmɔ́ īlūmō/vīlūmō goiter 

 í-ljɛ́kɛ́/ví-ljɛ́kɛ́ īlyēkē/vīlyēkē open field (not 

for farming) 

 í-mɔ́ŋíɲí/ví-mɔ́ŋíɲí īmōŋīnyī/vīmōŋīnyī wrist/ankle 

 í-swɛ́lí/ví-swɛ́lí īswēlī/vīswēlī eggshell 

 í-tɔ́wúlú/ví-tɔ́wúlú ītōwūlū/vītōwūlū puddle 
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 í-túkúnú/ví-túkúnú ītūkūnū/vītūkūnū gathering 

 í-vɛ́vɛ́/ví-vɛ́vɛ́ īvēvē/vīvēvē crust 

H-H-Ø [33]   

 ɛ́-tí/vɛ́-tí-v ētī/vētīv tree 

H-LH- Ø [313]   

 ɛ́-hàhí/vɛ́-hàhí ēhahī/vēhahī toothbrushing 

stick 

 ɛ́-
n
zùŋá/vɛ́-

n
zùŋá ēnzuŋā/vēnzuŋā horse 

 ɛ́-sìhá/vɛ́-sìhá ēsihā/vēsihā fin 

 í-kù
n
dɔ́/ví-kù

n
dɔ́ īkundō/vīkundō yam variety 

 í-pùpúlú/ví-pùpúlú īpupūlū/vīpupūlū blister 

 í-tùhúkú/ví-tùhúkú ītuhūkū/vītuhūkū piece 

H-LH-Ø [3I]   

 í-tɛ̌/ví-tɛ̌ īté/vīté story 

H-LH- H [32]   

 ɛ́-
n
dǎ- ́/vɛ́-

n
dǎ- ́ ēnda/vēnda rubbish 

 ɛ́-pǔ- ́/vɛ́-pǔ- ́ ēpu/vēpu cultivated field 

 ɛ́-tǔ- ́/vɛ́-tǔ- ́ ētu/vētu fireplace 

 í-kwɔ̌- ́/ví-kwɔ̌- ́ īkwo/vīkwo death 

 í-tǐ- ́/ví-tǐ- ́ īti/vīti grinding stone 

H-HL-Ø [31]   

 ɛ́-hwɔ́
n
dɔ̀/vɛ́-hwɔ́

n
dɔ̀ ēhwōndo/vēhwōndo toad 

 ɛ́-kúwà/vɛ́-kúwà ēkūwa/vēkūwa shield 

 í-twɔ́
n
dɔ̀/ví-twɔ́

n
dɔ̀ ītwōndo/vītwōndo worm variety 

 [31]/[331]   

Ø-HL-Ø/ 

H-HL-Ø 

Ø-kɛ́kɔ̀m/ví-kɛ́kɔ̀m kēkom/vīkēkom plantain 

 [3i]   

 í-lîs/vi-lîs īlìs/vīlìs rice/rice fields 

H-HL-Ø/ 

H-HL-H 
[3i]/[3b]   

 í-kûl/ví-kûl- ́ īkùl/vīkùl family 
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Class 9/10: L/H 

Affix and root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

L-L-Ø/H-L-Ø [11]/[31]   

 ɛ̀-ɣìl/ɛ́-ɣìl eghil/ēghil body/illness 

 ɛ̀-kàlìmì/ɛ́-kàlìmì ekalimi/ēkalimi green mamba 

 ɛ̀-kù
ŋ
gà/ɛ́-kù

ŋ
gà ekuŋga/ēkuŋga hawk 

 ɛ̀-kùp/ɛ́-kùp ekup/ēkup antelope 

 ɛ̀-ɲàm/ɛ́-ɲàm enyam/ēnyam animal (gen.)/ 

meat 

 ɛ̀-
n
zwɔ̀/ɛ́-

n
zwɔ̀ enzwo/ēnzwo cliff 

 ɛ̀-swɔ̀l/ɛ́-swɔ̀l eswol/ēswol fish trap 

 ɛ̀-tàmà/ɛ́-tàmà etama/ētama hat 

 ɛ̀-jàl/ɛ́-jàl eyal/ēyal bitter kola 

 ɛ̀-jàv/ɛ́-jàv eyav/ēyav voice 

 ɛ̀-jùw/ɛ́-jùw eyuw/ēyuw fence 

 ɛ̀-jwɔ̀h/ɛ́-jwɔ̀h eywoh/ēywoh spoon 

 ì-hɛ̀k/í-hɛ̀k ihek/īhek monkey 

 ì-kù/í-kù iku/īku room 

 ì-
n
dà/í-

n
dà inda/īnda rubber object 

 ì-
n
d͡ʒɛ̀ŋ/í-

n
d͡ʒɛ̀ŋ inzeŋ/īnzeŋ cricket 

 ì-pɛ̀
n
zɛ̀/í-pɛ̀

n
zɛ̀ ipenze/īpenze palm bark strips 

 ì-sìm/í-sìm isim/īsim back 

 ì-sɔ̀lɔ̀sɔ̀/í-sɔ̀lɔ̀sɔ̀ isoloso/īsoloso chin 

 ì-wùnɔ̀/í-wùnɔ̀ iwuno/īwuno feather 

L-L-Ø/H-L-H [11]/[3b]   

 ɛ̀-ɛ̀mu/ɛ́-ɛ̀mù- ́ eemu/ēèmu mortar 

 ɛ̀-kàm/ɛ́-kàm- ́ ekam/ēkàm drum 

 ɛ̀-kwɔ̀k/ɛ́-kwɔ̀k- ́ ekwok/ēkwòk chicken 

 ɛ̀-ə̀v/ɛ́-ə̀v- ́ əv/ə̀v mouse 

 ɛ̀-ɛ̀w/ɛ́-ɛ̀w- ́ ew/èw lion 

L-H-Ø/H-H-Ø [1I]/[33]   

 ɛ̀-híŋ/ɛ́-híŋ ehíŋ/ēhīŋ span 

 ɛ̀-kúl/ɛ́-kúl ekúl/ēkūl mole 

 ɛ̀-kú
n
d/ɛ́-kú

n
d ekúnd/ēkūnd baby sling 

 ɛ̀-kwɔ́l/ɛ́-kwɔ́l ekwól/ēkwōl snail 

 ɛ̀-mál/ɛ́-mál emál/ēmāl flute 

 ɛ̀-
n
dúŋ/ɛ́-

n
dúŋ endúŋ/ēndūŋ needle 

 ɛ̀-ɲúm/ɛ́-ɲúm enyúm/ēnyūm witch 
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 ɛ̀-sív/ɛ́-sív esív/ēsīv termite 

 ɛ̀-súl/ɛ́-súl esúl/ēsūl thatch 

 ɛ̀-ví/ɛ́-ví eví/ēvī marmot 

 ɛ̀-jú/ɛ́-jú eyú/ēyū bee 

 ì-fɛ́/í-fɛ́ ifé/īfē glass/mirror 

 ì-hí/í-hí ihí/īhī container 

 ì-hú/í-hú ihú/īhū fish 

 ì-índi/í-índi iíndi/īīndi chest 

 ì-k͡pɛ́/ík͡pɛ́ ikpé/īkpē scabies 

 ì-kjɛ́/í-kjɛ́ ikyé/īkyē crab 

 ì-ŋgál/í-ŋgál iŋgál/īŋgāl family 

compound 

 ì-ŋgwúk/í-ŋgwúk iŋgwúk/īŋgwūk bird variety 

 ì-tíl/í-tíl itíl/ītīl grass 

 ì-jɛ́l/í-jɛ́l iyél/īyēl habit/custom 

 ì-júk/í-júk iyúk/īyūk porcupine 

 ì-jwɔ́t/í-jwɔ́t iywót/īywōt dream 

 [13]/[33]   

 ɛ̀-sálí
ŋ
gí/ɛ́-sálí

ŋ
gí esalīŋgī/ēsālīŋgī turkey 

 ì-bɛ́/í-bɛ́ ibē/ībē law 

 ì-kjɛ́n/í-kjɛ́n ikyēn/īkyēn small of back 

L-HL-Ø/ 

H-HL-Ø 
[2B1]/[331]   

 ɛ̀-kɔ́kɔ̀
m

b/ɛ́-kɔ́kɔ̀
m

b ekōkomb/ēkōkomb anteater 

L-HL-Ø/ 

Ø-HL-H 
[1i]/[3b]   

 ɛ̀-jât/ɛ́-jât- ́ eyàt/ēyàt buffalo 

L-HLH-Ø/ 

H-HLH- Ø 
[1b]/[3b]   

 ì-
n
dɛ᷆/í-

n
dɛ᷆ indè/īndè large sack 

Class 9a/10: L/H 

Affix and root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

H-L-L/H-L-Ø [31]   

 í-jwɛ̀- ̀/í-jwɛ̀ īywe/īywe wild pepper 

H-HL-L/ 

H-HL-H 
[3i]/[32]   

 ɛ́-hâ- ̀/ɛ́-hâ- ́ ēhà/ēha palm nut 

 ɛ́-kâ- ̀/ɛ́-kâ- ́ ēkà/ēka baboon 
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 ɛ́-
ŋ͡m

g͡bî- ̀/ ɛ́-
ŋ͡m

g͡bî- ́ ēmgbì/ēmgbi pig 

 ɛ́-wɔ̂- ́/ɛ́-wɔ̂- ́ ēwò/ēwo dog 

 ɛ́-jwɔ̂- ̀/ɛ́-jwɔ̂- ́ ēywò/ēywo snake 

 í-vî- ̀/í-vî- ́ īvì/īvi goat 

 í-wɛ̂- ̀/í-wɛ̂- ́ īwè/īwe bird variety 

 í-jwɛ̂- ̀/í-jwɛ̂- ́ īywè/īywē fingernail 

H-HL-L/ 

Ø-HL-H 
[3i]/[4c]   

 ɛ́-kât- ̀/ɛ́-kât- ́ ēkàt/êkàt head pad 

 ɛ́-nûm- ̀/ɛ́-nûm- ́ ēnùm/ênùm nail 

 ɛ́-sû
m

b- ̀/ɛ́-sû
m

b- ́ ēsùmb/êsùmb caterpillar 

 ɛ́-vâv- ̀/ɛ́-vâv- ́ ēvàv/êvàv quiver/sheath 

 í-hə̂v- ̀/í-hə̂v- ̀ īhə̀v/îhə̀v bed 

 í-mîl- ̀/í-mîl- ́ īmìl/îmìl mudfish 

 í-wîʃ- ̀/í-wîʃ- ́ īwìsh/îwìsh louse 

Class 12/6a2: H/L 

Affix and root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

Ø-LH-Ø/ 

L-LH-Ø 
[113]/[113]   

 i-kìkí
n
z/mù-kìkí

n
z ikikīnz/mukukīnz heel 

 i-ŋà
n
zílí/mù-ŋà

n
zílí iŋanzīlī/muŋanzīlī jigger 

H-LH-H/ 

L-LH-Ø 
[32]/[12]   

 í-nwɔ̌n- ́/mù-nwɔ̌n īnwon/munwōn bird 

 í-swɛ̀
n
dɛ́- ́/mù-swɛ̀

n
dɛ́ īswende/muswēndē grasshopper 

H-LH- Ø/ 

Ø-LH-Ø 
[3I]/[1I]   

 í-
m

bɔ̀k- ́/mù-
m

bɔ̀k- ́ īmbók/mumbók rat 

 í-jɛ̀l- ́/mù-jɛ̀l- ́ īyél/muyél ear lobe 

Ø-HL-Ø/  

Ø-HL-L 
[31]/[3i]   

 i-k͡pə̂m/mu-k͡pə̂m- ̀ īkpəm/mūkpə̀m xylophone 

H-HL-Ø/ 

L-HL-Ø 
[33i]/[13i]   

 í-tákàt/mù-tákàt ītākàt/mutākàt small squirrel 
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Class 14/6a1: H/L 

Affix and root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

H-L-Ø/L-L-Ø [31]/[11]   

 wɔ́-lùp/mà-lùp wōlup/malup adultery 

 wɔ́-jàv/mà-jàv wōyav/mayav stomach 

 wú-mpì/mə̀-mpì wūmpi/məmpi color 

H-L-H/L-L-Ø [3b]/[11]   

 wɔ́-sɔ̀
m

b- ́/mà-sɔ̀
m

b wōsòmb/masomb plum tree 

H-H-Ø/L-H-Ø [33]/[1I]   

 wú-kúm/mə̀-kúm wūkūm/məkúm name 

 wú-ɲív/mə̀-ɲív wūnyìv/mənyìv daylight 

 wú-jív/mə̀-jív wūyīv/məyív food 

 wú-tjɛ́v/mɛ̀-tjɛ́v wūtyēv/metyév cave 

 [333]/[113] 
  

 wú-lɔ́
ŋ
gɔ́/mə̀-lɔ́

ŋ
gɔ́ wūlōŋgō/məloŋgō bush mango 

H-HL-H/  

Ø-HL-Ø 
[3b]/[3i]   

 ú-wɔ̀
ŋ
g- ́/mə̀-wɔ̀

ŋ
g ūwòŋg/məwoŋg brain/wisdom 

 ú-wùmb- ́/mə̀-wùmb ūwùmb/məwumb paddle 

H-LH-Ø/  

L-LH-Ø 
[3I]/[1I]   

 wú-wɔ̌t/mə̀-wɔ̌t wūwòt/məwot pus 

Less common pairings: 

Class 1/6: L/H 

Affix and root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

L-L-Ø/H-L-Ø [11]/[31]   

 ɔ̀-
m

bàlà/á-
m

bàlà ombala/āmbala frog 

 ɔ̀-
m

bɔ̀n/á-
m

bɔ̀n ombon/āmbon track 

 ɔ̀-nìl/á-nìl onil/ānil elephant 

Ø-L-Ø/H-L-H [11]/[32]   

 ɔ̀-k͡pì/á-k͡pì- ́ okpi/ākpi talking drum 
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L-H-Ø/H-H-Ø [1I]/[33]   

 ɔ̀-púl/á-púl opúl/āpūl knife 

Class 7/6: H 

Affix and root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

H-L-Ø [31]   

 ɛ́-pàn/á-pàn ēpan/āpan bead 

 í-kùl/ɔ́-kùl īkul/ōkul hoof 

 í-k͡pə̀m/ɔ́-k͡pə̀m īkpəm/ōkpəm badger 

 í-pì/ɔ́-pì īpi/ōpi hole 

 í-jù/ɔ́-jù īyu/ōyu knee 

H-L-H [3b]   

 ɛ́-ɛ̀ɣ- ́/á-àɣ- ́ ègh/àgh egg 

 ɛ́-hà
ŋ
g- ́/á-hà

ŋ
g- ́ ēhàŋg/āhàŋg seed 

 ɛ́-kwɔ̀t- ́/á-kwɔ̀t- ́ ēkwòt/ākwòt head 

 ɛ́-và
n
d- ́/á-và

n
d- ́ ēvànd/āvànd breast 

 ɛ́-jùn- ́/á-jùn- ́ ēyùn/āyùn nose 

 ɛ́-jùp- ́/á-jùp- ́ ēyùp/āyùp sky/year 

 í-ìh- ́/ɛ́-ɛ̀h- ́ ìh/èh eye 

 í-ìŋ- ́/ɛ́-ɛ̀ŋ- ́ ìŋ/èŋ tooth 

 í-lìɣ- ́/ɔ́-lìɣ- ́ īlìgh/ōlìgh kola nut 

 í-vìl- ́/ɔ́-vìl- ́ īvìl/ōvìl oil palm tree 

H-H-Ø [33]   

 í-twɔ́
n
d/ɔ́-twɔ́

n
d ītwōnd/ōtwōnd palm sapling 

 í-tú
n
d/ɔ́-tú

n
d ītūnd/ōtūnd knot 

 í-tjɛ́/ɛ́-tjɛ́ ītyē/ētyē rock/stone 

 í-kú/ɔ́-kú īkū/ōkū bone 

 ɛ́-váv/á-váv ēvāv/āvāv wound 

H-LH-H [32]   

 í-jǔ- ́/ɔ́-jǔ- ́ īyu/ōyu knee 
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Class 9/6: L/H 

Affix and root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

L-L-Ø/H-L-H [11]/[3b]   

 ɛ̀-sɔ̀
m

b/á-sɔ̀
m

b- ́ esomb/āsòmb plum 

L-L-Ø/H-L-Ø [11]/[31]   

 ɛ̀-
ŋ
gàŋ/á-

ŋ
gaŋ eŋgaŋ/āŋgaŋ chief 

L-H-Ø/H-H-Ø [1I]/[33]   

 ɛ̀-ɛ́ndu/á-ándu eéndu/āāndu kola nut pod 

 ɛ̀-
n
zwɔ́/á-

n
zwɔ́ enzwó/ānzwō debt 

 ì-tín/ɔ́-tín itín/ōtīn stem/stalk of 

corn 

 ì-túm/ɔ́-túm itúm/ōtūm cob of corn with 

kernels 

 [1333]/[3333]   

 ɛ̀-túpúlú/á-túpúlú etupūlū/ātūpūlū fruit 

Class 9/8: L/H 

Affix and root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

L-L-Ø/H-L-Ø [11]/[31]   

 ɛ̀-kùw/vɛ́-kùw ekuw/vēkuw beggar 

 ì-ʃì/ví-ʃì ishi/vīshi path/road 

L-H-Ø/H-H-Ø [1I]/[33]   

 ì-lúk/ví-lúk ilúk/vīlūk place 

 ì-túm/ví-túm itúm/vītūm lesser god 

 [133]/[33]   

 ɛ̀-háná/vɛ́-háná ehānā/vēhānā payment 
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9a/6: L/H 

Affix and root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

H-HL-L/H-HL-

H 
[3i]/ [3b]   

 ɛ́-
ŋ
gwɔ̂l- ̀/á-

ŋ
gwɔ̂l- ́ ēŋgwòl/āŋgwòl money 

 ɛ́-hâ
ŋ
g- ̀/á-hâ

ŋ
g- ́ ēhàŋg/āhàŋg seed 

Rare pairings: 

1/6a2: L 

Affix and root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

??-LH??-?? [3b]/[12]   

 ɔ-jǐ
ŋ
g/mɔ̀-jǐ

ŋ
g ōyìŋg/moyīŋg hook 

7/6a1: H/L 

Affix and root 

tone 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

H-LH-H/ 

L-LH-Ø 
[3b]/[12]   

 ɛ́-jǎn- ́/mà-jǎn ēyàn/mayān medicine/charm 

12/6a1: H/L 

Affix and root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

H-H-Ø/L-H-Ø [33]/[1I]   

 í-kúh/mù-kúh īkūh/mukúh maggot variety 

14/6: H 

Affix and root 

tones 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

H-H-Ø [33]   

 wə́-və́lí/á-və́lí wə̄və̄lī/āvə̄lī pain (sg)/ 

hardship/distress (pl) 
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Appendix 7: Verbs by syllable profile and tone 
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As with nouns, verb data was published in Tuinstra (2015a) but has since been 

revised. The orthographic representations are still under revision, particularly those 

marked with H tone in the first syllable. Further testing has indicated that many of these 

have a phonetic rising contour on the first syllable. 

Verb root tones contrast when verbs are in the perfective aspect and inflected for 

subject agreement. The forms shown here are 3sg perfective. 

It is assumed that roots longer than two syllables have lexical extentions, or 

suffixes that have been lexicalized. Therefore, those are listed closest to the presumed 

root. Where V is written instead of a specific vowel there is an assumption of vowel 

hiatus. This is indicated by the voiceless high vowel at the end of such forms, indicating 

that the prior vowel is long. Vowel length needs further investigation. 

 V-initial verbs with root tone L (posited) Table 57: 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

ɔ-ɣ ógh 

  

he packed 

ɔ-h óh 

 

he carved 

ɔ-Vlu oólu 

 

he came out 

u-Vlu uúlu he borrowed/he lent 

ɔ-Vᵐbu oómbu he shaved 

ɔ-Vⁿdi oóndi 

 

he fetched water 

ɔ-Vⁿdu oóndu 

 

he cultivated 

ɔ-V
ŋ
gi oóŋgi 

 

he forbade 

ɔ-V
ŋ
gu oóŋgu 

 

he drowned 

ɔ-Vtu oótu he crushed 
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 Verbs of C(w)V profile, root tone HL Table 58: 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

u-hɛ̂ uhe he laughed 

ɔ-hû ohu he arrived 

ɔ-hwɔ̂ ohwo he led 

ɔ-kâ oka he planted tubers 

u-kwɔ̂ ukwo he died 

ɔ-k͡pâ okpa he pounded 

ɔ-k͡pî okpi he looked after 

u-lî uli he cooled  

u-lû ulu he shot 

u-mû umu he drank 

ɔ-ᵐbî ombi he ruined 

ɔ-sâ osa he took 

u-ʃî ushi he stole 

ɔ-tâ ota he slapped 

u-twə̂ utwə he spit 

u-twɔ̂ utwo he sold 

ɔ-twɔ̂ otwo he poured liquid 

ɔ-vâ ova he came 

u-vɛ̂ uve he married 

u-vî uvi he gave birth (fathered) 

u-jî uyi he ate 

ɔ-jî oyi he killed 

 Verbs of C(w)V profile, root tone L Table 59: 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss 

u-fɛ̀ ūfe he fastened 

u-ɣɛ̀ ūghe he wailed 

u- hwɛ̀ ūhwɛ he scratched 

u-hwɔ̀ uhwo he was not 

ɔ-kù ōku he begged 

ɔ-kwɔ̀ ōkwo he grated 

u-lɛ̀ ūle he told 

u-lù ūlu he soaked 

ɔ-mà ōma he molded pottery 

u-mɛ̀ ūme he finished 

ɔ-mì ōmi he swallowed 

ɔ-mɔ̀ ōmo he stayed/ he was 

ɔ-nà ōna he gave 

ɔ-ŋà ōŋa he enlarged 

u-pə̀ ūpə he moved 
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ɔ-pɔ̀ ōpo he conquer 

u-pù ūpu he did/made 

ɔ-sà ōsa he wrote/drew 

u-sɛ̀ ūse he startled 

u-ʃì ūshi he strummed 

u-wɛ̀ ūwe he left 

ɔ-wì ōwi he knocked over 

ɔ-wɔ̀ ōwo he grinded 

u-wɔ̀ ūwo he butchered 

u-jɛ̀ ūye he lost 

u-jì ūyi he was 

 Verbs of C(w)VC profile, root tone HL Table 60: 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss Extensions 

ɔ-hâl ohal he pulled down ohaliki 

(scatter) 

ɔ-hâŋ ohaŋ he stayed behind  

u-hɛ̂ⁿz uhenz he spread uhenziki 

(strew) 

u-hə̂l uhəl he sliced  

u-hîk uhik he did manual labor  

u-hɔ̂k uhok he insulted  

ɔ-hût ohut he filled  

u-hwɔ̂ⁿd uhwond he hanged (a person)  

ɔ-hwɔ̂
ŋ
g ohwoŋg he blew a whistle  

(cock crow) 

 

ɔ-kâl okal he marked out  

ɔ-kâm okam he wrung out  

ɔ-kâᵐb okamb he chased  

ɔ-kâ
ŋ
g okaŋg he fried  

ɔ-kátìkì  he deceived okatiki 

u-kɛ̂ŋ ukeŋ he chopped/tore  

u-kə̂l ukəl he knew  

u-kîⁿd ukind he fled  

u-kît ukit he clotted  

ɔ-kîv okiv he brooded  

(as hen over chicks) 

okiviti 

(shell peanuts) 

u-kɔ́ᵐbìlì  he picked peanuts off the 

roots 

ukombili 

ɔ-kɔ̂w okow he carried in arms  

ɔ-kûh okuh he burned/ spread (fire, 

disease) 

okuhuku 

(gather) 

ɔ-kûl okul he sewed  
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u-kûl ukul he returned home  

ɔ-kûm okum he satisfied  

u-kûm ukum he built  

ɔ-kûn okun he planted (seeds)  

ɔ-kûⁿd okund he stopped up  

u-kû
ŋ
g ukuŋg he hugged ukuŋgutu 

(embrace) 

ɔ-kût okut he tied  

u-kût ukut he rested  

ɔ-kúwùnù  he changed okuwunu 

u-kûw ukuw he covered ukuwutu 

(capsize) 

ɔ-kwɔ̂h okwoh he coughed  

ɔ-kwɔ̂k okwok he cackled  

ɔ-kwɔ̂l okwol he caught/held/accused  

ɔ-

kwɔ́
ŋ
gùlù 

 he made smooth okwoŋgulu 

ɔ-k͡pâk okpak he clapped  

u-k͡pɛ̂s ukpes he separated/ carried 

away/subtracted 

 

u-k͡pɔ́hìtì  he sharpened to a point ukpohiti 

u-k͡pɔ̂l ukpol he scooted (baby)/ 

scraped skin 

ukpoliki 

(peel with a knife) 

u-k͡pɔ́tìlì  he crossed over ukpotili 

u-lɛ̂ⁿz ulenz he shone  

u-lə̂v uləv he harmed uləviki 

(disturb) 

ɔ-lîᵐb olimb he pulled/lengthened  

ɔ-lí
ŋ
gìlì 

 

 he leaned against oliŋgili 

 

ɔ-lɔ̂
ŋ
g oloŋg he strolled oloŋgutu 

(drip) 

ɔ-lwɔ̂s olwos he harvested corn  

u-lûm ulum he thundered/rumbled ulumuku 

(hum) 

ɔ-mîk omik he arose omiŋgiti 

(stand something upright) 

u-mɔ́mìkì  he stuttered umomiki 

ɔ-mûⁿd omund he tripped/slipped  

ɔ-ᵐbât ombat he followed  

u-ᵐbə̂k umbək he cut off  

u-ᵐbîs umbis he winked/blinked  

(to remove something 

umbisiki 

(blink naturally) 
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from the eye) 

u-ᵐbɔ́lùkù  he shivered umboluku 

u-

ᵐbúᵐbùlù 

 he stumbled umbumbulu 

ɔ-nûm onum he bit  

u-nût unut he folded unutuku 

(crumple) 

ɔ-ⁿdwâs ondwas he undressed/unloaded  

ɔ-ŋákìkì   oŋakiki 

(boast) 

ɔ-
ŋ
gâk oŋgak he stiffened  

ɔ-
ŋ
gítìkì  he diminished oŋgitiki 

u-
ŋ
gɔ̂l uŋgol he cut one branch uŋgoliki 

(fetch firewood) 

ɔ-
ŋ
gûs oŋgus he became angry oŋgusuku 

(break off pieces) 

ɔ-
ŋ
gwɔ̂ŋ oŋgwoŋ he hardened  

ɔ-ɲímìnì  he ran onyimini 

u-ɲîm unyim he quenched  

u-pɛ̂s upes he kicked  

u-pə́
ŋ
gìlì  he explained upəŋgili 

u-pə́pìlì  he blew upəpili 

ɔ-pɔ̂ⁿz oponz he fell  

ɔ-pûl opul he set out early  

ɔ-sákìlì  he chewed osakili 

u-sə̂p usəp he was lacking  

ɔ-sîk osik he over-seasoned  

u-sûl usul he tethered  

u-swə̂k uswək he pecked (chicken)  

ɔ-swɔ̂l oswol he went down  

(river flow) 

 

u-swɔ̂l uswol he buried  

ɔ-tâŋ otaŋ he hatched  

ɔ-tât otat he settled/lay something 

down 

 

u-tə̂k utək he began   

u-tîh utih he tucked in  

u-tîl util he stood  

u-tîm utim he dug  

ɔ-tîn otin he broke  

u-tûːkù  he met utuuku 

ɔ-tûl otul he hired  

ɔ-tûm otum he sent  
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u-tûm utum he braided  

ɔ-tûn otun he refused  

u-tû
ŋ
g utuŋg he strung beads  

(pig routing) 

 

ɔ-vâh ovah he returned (when 

finished) 

ovahiki 

(detour) 

ɔ-vât ovat he carried on back  

u-və̂l uvəl (wəkovəl 

ɔɔtu) 

he spoke insultingly to  

u-víhìtì  he asked uvihiti 

ɔ-vîl ovil he called/ beckoned  

u-vîn uvin he danced  

u-vî
ŋ
g uviŋg he expanded uviŋgili 

(roll) 

ɔ-wâl owal he rescued  

ɔ-wɔ̂
ŋ
g owoŋg he found owoŋgiti 

(see a distance) 

u-wûk uwuk he opened up  

u-wûᵐb uwumb he plucked/uprooted  

ɔ-wûn owun he grew, raised (child)  

u-wût uwut he beat   

ɔ-jâl oyal he melted  

ɔ-jâm oyam he bought  

ɔ-jâᵐb oyamb he suckled  

ɔ-jâv oyav he slept  

u-jɔ́kìlì  he learned uyokili 

ɔ-jɔ̂w oyow he weeded  

u-jûk uyuk he smelled  

ɔ-jûm ɔjum he dammed (river)  

ɔ-jûⁿd oyund he peeled oyunduku 

peel repeatedly (as with 

corn) 

u-júwùlù  he stocked up uyuwulu 

ɔ-jwɔ̂l oywol he tired  

ɔ-jwɔ̂h oywoh he hovered  

ɔ-jwɔ̂t oywot he poured  
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 Verbs of C(G)VC profile, root tone L Table 61: 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss Extensions 

ɔ-hàt ōhat he completed   

u-hìl ūhil he put one thing inside 

another 

  

u-hùk ūhuk he swung   

u-hùn ūhun he broke wind   

ɔ-hùⁿd ōhund he stripped   

ɔ- hùw ōhuw he washed   

ɔ-kàk ōkak he taught   

ɔ-kàl ōkal he accompanied ōkaliki 

(shout) 

 

ɔ-kàn ōkan he tried/imitated   

ɔ-kà
ŋ
g ōkaŋg he closed   

u-kɛ̀ⁿz ūkenz he waited   

ɔ-kìk ōkik he murdered   

u-kìᵐb ūkimb he returned ūkimbiti 

(redo 

something 

poorly done) 

 

u-kìⁿd ūkind he ran away   

ɔ-kì
ŋ
g ōkiŋg he defended/covered on 

one side 

ōkiŋgili 

(surround) 

 

ɔ-kì̀vìlì  ??  ōkivili 

u-kɔ̀
ŋ
giti  he decreased ūkoŋgiti  

u-kɔ̀t ūkot he hung up   

u-kùh ūkuh he overtook   

ɔ-kùk ōkuk he gathered trash   

ɔ-kùm ōkum he befitted   

u-kùᵐb ūkumb he choked ūkumbutu 

(kindle fire) 

 

ɔ-kùⁿd ōkund he cooked   

u-kù
ŋ
gùnù  he adapted ūkuŋgunu  

u-kùtùkù  he sprinkled ūkutuku  

ɔ-kwɔ̀n ōkwon he loved   

ɔ-làⁿd ōland he pointed   

u-lìⁿd ūlind he welded   

ɔ-lìpìnì  he invited ōlipini  

ɔ-lì
ŋ
gìnì  he showed ōliŋgini  

u-lɔ̀
ŋ
gìlì  he slid ūloŋgili  

ɔ-lɔ̀p ōlop he abandoned   

u-lùk ūluk he sat   
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u-lùmùnù  he agreed ūlumunu  

u-lùᵐb ūlumb he growled   

ɔ-màk ōmak he set aside   

ɔ-màl ōmal he threw away   

u-mə̀l ūməl he sprouted   

u-mìl ūmil he swam   

u-mɔ̀mìlì  he flew ūmomili  

ɔ-mùt ōmut he swelled   

ɔ-ᵐbàt ōmbat he soiled   

ɔ-nàt ōnat he stretched   

ɔ-nɔ̀w ōnow he fought   

u-nùm ūnum he struck/stamped   

ɔ-ɲàh ōnyah he snapped (reacted 

harshly) 

  

u-ɲɛ̀ŋ ūnyeŋ he vomitted   

u-ɲìk ūnyik he shook/swayed ūnyikili 

(stir/shake) 

 

u-ŋìn ūŋin he wove   

u-
ŋ
gùlùkù  he kneeled ūŋguluku  

ɔ-pàᵐb ōpamb he dried   

ɔ-pàn ōpan  he counted/judged   

upɛ̀tìkì  he hesitated/quarreled 

(without resolution) 

ūpetiki  

u-pə̀t ūpət he touched   

ɔ-pìn ōpin he trapped   

ɔ-pwɔ̀ᵐb ōpwomb he spoke, he greeted   

ɔ-pɔ̀n ōpon he sorted chose   

u-pùlùkù  he paddled ūpuluku  

ɔ-pùt ōput he united ōputuku 

(extract) 

 

ɔ-sàl ōsal he lit a fire ōsaliki 

(shake 

hands, move 

logs by 

dragging) 

 

ɔ-sàᵐbìnì  he whispered/conversed ōsambini  

ɔ-sàv ōsav he passed   

u-sɛ̀kìlì  he sifted ūsekili  

u-sə̀v ūsəv he protected by charm   

u-sɛ̀ⁿz ūsenz defecate  ūsendili 

(urinate) 

 

ɔ-sìh ōsih sneeze   

u-sìkìsì  he waved ūsikisi  
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u-sìt ūsit he placed (for use)   

u-sɔ̀t ūsot he walked   

u-sùm ūsum he placed firewood   

u-sùᵐb ūsumb he dipped   

u-sù
ŋ
g ūsuŋg he saw   

ɔ-swə̀k ōswək he pounded palm nuts   

u-swə̀k ūswək he poured libation   

ɔ-swɔ̀h ōswoh he punched   

u-tə̀vìlì  he flattened ūtəvili  

u-tìl ūtil he wiped   

u-tìn ūtin he heated   

ɔ-tìŋ ōtiŋ he carried a load   

u-tɔ̀h?? ūtoh (ūtohi?) he remembered   

u-tùh ūtuh he plucked (fruit)   

ɔ-tùk ōtuk he pierced   

u-tùk ūtuk he congratulated   

u-tùl ūtul he dragged   

ɔ-twɔ̀t ōtwɔt he entered   

ɔ-vàh ōvah he returned (when 

finished) 

  

ɔ-vàv ōvav he divided   

u-vìl ūvil  

(uvili more 

common 

form) 

he remained ūviliki 

(remain for a 

purpose) 

 

ɔ-wàk ōwak he sharpened blade   

ɔ-wə̀m ōwəm he paid/paid back   

u-wɔ̀t ūwot he wounded   

u-wɔ̀wùlù  he crawled ūwowulu  

u-wùⁿd ūwund he wanted/searched   

ɔ-jàh ōyah he opened out/untied   

ɔ-jà
ŋ
g ōyaŋg he rebuked ōyaŋgiti 

(frighten) 

 

u-jìⁿd ūyind he stirred   

u-jìt ūyit he spilled   

u-jɔ̀gìlì  he loosened ūyogili  

u-jɔ̀hìkì  he swept ūyohiki  

u-jɔ̀
ŋ
gìnì  he forgot ūyoŋgini  

u-jɔ̀t ūyot he hid   

ɔ-jɔ̀w ōyow he rubbed oil   

ɔ-jùm ōyum he climbed/went up   

ɔ-jùⁿd ōyund he peeled slightly ōyunduku  
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(peel) 

ɔ-jwɔ̀h ōywoh he cast (net)   

ɔ-jwɔ̀k ōywok he stung   

 Verbs of C(G)VCV profile, root tone HL Table 62: 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss Extensions 

u-kíhì ukihi he erased  

ɔ-látì olati he licked  

ɔ-lwɔ́tù olwotu he plucked (from 

ground) 

 

ɔ-ᵐbɔ́kù omboku he condoled  

u-ᵐbɔ́tù umbotu he bowed  

ɔ-
ŋ
gíhì oŋgihi he straddled  

u-
ŋ
gɔ́lì uŋgoli he harvested and roasted 

corn 

uŋgoliki 

(fetch firewood) 

u-
ŋ
gwúnù uŋgwunu he resembled  

u-pə́tì upəti he winnowed rice  

ɔ-swɔ́kù oswoku he punished/suffered  

u-tə́lì utəli he harvested rice  

u-jútù uyutu he listened/tasted/ tested 

out 

 

 Verbs of C(C)VCV profile, root tone L Table 63: 

Phonemic Orthographic Gloss Extensions 

ɔ-kìlì ōkili turn around ōkiliti 

?? 

u-lɔ̀lì ūloli disappear  

ɔ-lwɔ̀lù ōlwolu stop, cease  

u-mùtù ūmutu think  

u-ᵐbìhì ūmbihi tighten, squeeze  

u-ᵐblìsì ōmblisi break into smaller parts  

u-ᵐbùtù ūmbutu add, shorten, bind load  

ɔ-
ŋ
gìlì ōŋgili singe  

u-
ŋ
gɔ̀lì ūŋgoli burst, belch  

u-
ŋ
gùnù ūŋgunu copy  

ɔ-
ŋ
gwɔ̀lù ōŋgwolu snore  

ɔ-ⁿzìlì ōnzili moisten  

ɔ-ɲàkì ōnyaki arrange, repair  

u-tɔ̀ːhì ūtoohi he scooped/handed  

u-wɛ̀kì ūweki breathe  

ɔ-vìtì ōviti yawn  
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Appendix 8: Interlinearized text “Why pigs rout with their snouts” 
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Each number contains the following four lines: 

 Orthographic 

 Phonemic 

 Interlinear glosses 

 Free translation 

1 Īkpōkō 

í-kpɔ́-kɔ́ 

NC7-turtle 

 īluku 

i-lùk-u 

NC7-sit-?? 

 ni 

nì 

PREP 

 wōnūmgbēkal 

wɔ́-ɔ̌n-ù͡
ŋm͡

gbɛ̀-kàl 

NC14-friendship 

 ni 

nì 

TOP 

 ēmgbì. 

ɛ́-
ŋ͡m͡

gbî- ̀ 

NC9A-pig-NC9A 

  

Turtle and Pig were friends. 

2 Vēmo 

və-mɔ̀ 

3PL-PFV.be 

 wōnūmgbēkal 

wɔ́-ɔ̌n-ù͡
ŋm͡

gbɛ̀-kàl 

NC14-friendship 

 kākā 

káká 

PREP 

 īkpōkō 

í-kpɔ́-kɔ́ 

NC7-turtle 

 ēsuku 

ɛ-sùkù 

NC7-COMP 

 ni 

nì 

PREP 

 ēmgbì 

ɛ́-
ŋ͡m͡

gbî- ̀

NC9A-pig-NC9A 

 

ilu 

i-ìlu 

INF-lend 

 mu 

mù 

PRO.3SG 

 ēŋgwòl. 

ɛ̀-
ŋ
gwɔ̂l- ̀ 

NC9A-money-NC9A 

  

They had been friends for so long that one day Turtle asked Pig to lend him some money. 

3 Ēmgbì 

ɛ́-
ŋ͡m͡

gbî- ̀ 

NC9A-pig-NC9A 

 iilu 

i-ìlu 

NC9-PFV.lend 

 īkpōkō 

í-kpɔ́-kɔ́ 

NC7-turtle 

 ēŋgwòl. 

ɛ̀-
ŋ
gwɔ̂l- ̀ 

NC9A-money-NC9A 

  

Pig lent Turtle the money. 

4 Īkpōkō 

í-kpɔ́-kɔ́ 

NC7-turtle 

 ēsa 

ɛ-sâ 

NC7-PFV.take 

 ēŋgwòl 

ɛ̀-
ŋ
gwɔ̂l- ̀ 

NC9A-money-NC9A 

 iyi. 

ì-ji 

NC9-DEM.FAR 

  

Turtle took the money. 
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5 Iki 

i-kî 

NC7-PFV.remain 

 ghili 

ɣìl-ì 

ADV 

 ghil 

ɣìlì 

ADV 

 ēmgbì 

ɛ́-
ŋ͡m͡

gbî- ̀ 

NC9A-pig-NC9A 

 ī́we 

i-wɛ̀ 

NC9-PFV.go.away 

 kīvihiti 

ki-víhìtì 

INF-ask 

 

ēŋgwòl 

ɛ̀-
ŋ
gwɔ̂l- ̀ 

NC9A-money-NC9A 

 iye. 

ì-jɛ 

NC9-POSS.3SG 

  

Turtle stayed away for so long that Pig went to ask about his money. 

6 Īkpōkō 

í-kpɔ́-kɔ́ 

NC7-turtle 

 kīlumunu 

ki-lùmùnù 

IMPV-agree 

 máh 

mǎh 

indeed 

 wowəm 

wɔ-wə̀m 

INF-reimburse 

 ēŋgwòl 

ɛ̀-
ŋ
gwɔ̂l- ̀ 

NC9A-money-NC9A 

 iyi 

ì-ji 

NC9-DEM.FAR 

 

ēmgbì 

ɛ́-
ŋ͡m͡

gbî- ̀

NC9A-pig-NC9A 

 ya. 

jà 

NEG 

  

Turtle would not agree to pay back Pig's money. 

7 Ēmgbì 

ɛ́-
ŋ͡m͡

gbî- ̀

NC9A-pig-NC9A 

 ivihitö 

i-víhìtì-ɔ 

NC9-ask-DUR 

 īkpōkō 

í-kpɔ́-kɔ́ 

NC7-turtle 

 kīlumunu 

ki-lùmùnù 

INF-agree 

 wowəm 

wɔ-wə̀m 

INF-reimburse 

 ya 

jà 

NEG 

 kākā 

káká 

PREP 

 

ōwh 

ɔ́-úh 

NC3-day 

 yōmo 

jɔ́-mɔ̀ 

NC3.AUG-one 

 ōtīm 

ɔ́-tím 

NC3-heart 

 ōŋgus 

ɔ́-
ŋ
gùs 

NC3-PFV.anger 

 ēmgbì. 

ɛ́-
ŋ͡m͡

gbî- ̀

NC9A-pig-NC9A 

  

Pig asked and Turtle refused so many times that Pig became angry. 

8 Ēmgbì 

ɛ́-
ŋ͡m͡

gbî- ̀

NC9A-pig-NC9A 

 esuku 

ɛ-sùkù 

NC9-COMP 

 īvin 

í-vìn 

NC7-today 

 nà 

nâ 

SC 

 iywo 

ì-jwɔ̀ 

NC9-PRO 

 kiwe 

ki-wɛ̀ 

INF-go.away 

 kīvihiti 

ki-víhìtì 

INF-ask 

 

ēŋgwòl 

ɛ̀-
ŋ
gwɔ̂l- ̀ 

NC9A-money-NC9A 

 iye 

ì-jɛ 

NC9-POSS.3SG 

 ni. 

nì 

SC 

  

Pig decided one day that on that day he would get his money. 
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9 Īkpōkō 

í-kpɔ́-kɔ́ 

NC7-turtle 

 kīluku 

ki-lùk-u 

INF-sit-?? 

 kewəm 

kɛ-wə̀m 

INF-reimburse 

 ēŋgwòl 

ɛ̀-
ŋ
gwɔ̂l- ̀ 

NC9A-money-NC9A 

 iye 

ì-jɛ 

NC9-POSS.3SG 

 ya. 

jà 

NEG 

  

Turtle stubbornly refused to return the money. 

10 Amo 

àmɔ̀ 

ADV 

 nà 

nâ 

SC 

 ūlə̄və̄kī. 

ú-lə́víkí 

NC3-trouble 

  

Trouble had settled between them. 

11 Nà 

nâ 

SC 

 īkpōkō 

í-kpɔ́-kɔ́ 

NC7-turtle 

 īsuŋg 

i-sù
ŋ
g 

NC7-see 

 ēmgbì 

ɛ́-
ŋ͡m͡

gbî- ̀

NC9A-pig-NC9A 

 keva 

kɛ-vâ 

INF-come 

 ni 

nì 

SC 

 ēkili 

ɛ-kìlì 

NC7-turn.around 

 .   

When Turtle saw Pig coming he turned around. 

12 Ēyav 

ɛ-jâv 

NC7-sleep 

 ēsh. 

ɛ́ʃ 

ADV.false 

 

He played dead. 

13 Ēsuku 

ɛ-sùkù 

NC7-COMP 

 ni 

nì 

PREP 

 át 

à-át 

NC1-woman 

 uwe,

ù-wɛ̀ 

NC1-POSS.3SG 

   "Ēmgbì 

ɛ́-
ŋ͡m͡

gbî- ̀

NC9A-pig-NC9A 

 keva 

kɛ-vâ 

INF-come 

 

wele 

wə-lɛ̀ 

2SG-PFV.tell 

 ni 

nì 

PREP 

 eywo 

ɛ̀-jwɔ̀ 

NC9-PRO 

 ūnwò 

únwɔ̂ 

CONN 

 mīhwo 

mi-hwɔ̀ 

1SG-PNEX 

 ya." 

jà 

NEG 

 

He said to his wife, "When Pig comes, tell him that I am not here." 

14 Át 

à-át 

NC1-woman 

 ukindö 

u-kî
n
d-ɔ 

3SG-flee-DUR 

 kipo 

ki-pɔ̂ 

INF-conquer 

 ūnwò. 

únwɔ̂ 

CONN 

  

His wife therefore developed a scheme. 
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15 Ōwutana 

ɔ́wùtá-nà 

now-immediate 

 nà 

nâ 

SC 

 kōwo 

ɔ-kɛ-wɔ̂ 

3SG-IPFV-grind 

 eŋgàl 

ɛ̀-
ŋ
gâl 

NC9-hot.pepper 

 iyi 

ì-ji 

NC9-DEM.FAR 

 ni, 

nì 

SC 

 

ēmgbì 

ɛ́-
ŋ͡m͡

gbî- ̀

NC9A-pig-NC9A 

 eva 

ɛ-vâ 

NC9-PFV.come 

 ivihiti 

i-víhìtì 

INF-ask 

 ni 

nì 

PREP 

 át 

à-át 

NC1-woman 

 yi 

jì 

NC1.AM 

 īkpōkō 

í-kpɔ́-kɔ́ 

NC7-turtle 

  

As she was grinding hot peppers, Pig arrived and asked Turtle's wife, 

16 Ēsuku, 

ɛ-sùkù 

NC9-COMP 

  "Yùm 

jûm 

NC1.husband 

 owa 

ɔ̀-wà 

NC1-POSS.2SG 

 óni?" 

ɔ̀-nǐ 

NC1-where 

  

"Where is your husband?" 

17 Át 

à-át 

NC1-woman 

 yi 

jì 

NC1.AM 

 īkpōkō 

í-kpɔ́-kɔ́ 

NC7-turtle 

 osuku, 

ɔ-sùkù 

3SG-COMP 

  "Yùm 

jûm 

NC1.husband 

 owam 

ɔ̀-wàm 

NC1-POSS.1SG 

 uhwo 

u-hwɔ 

3SG-PNEX 

 

ya." 

jà 

NEG 

  

Turtle's wife said, "My husband ̂is not here." 

18 Ēmgbì 

ɛ́-
ŋ͡m͡

gbî- ̀

NC9A-pig-NC9A 

 esuku, 

ɛ-sùkù 

NC9-COMP 

  "Īvin 

í-vìn 

NC7-today 

 eta 

ɛ̀tá 

ADJ 

 nà 

nâ 

SC 

 meva 

mɛ-vâ 

1SG-PFV.come 

 ni, 

nì 

SC 

  meva 

mɛ-vâ 

1SG-PFV.come 

 

hi 

hí 

CAUS 

 mesa 

mɛ-sâ 

1SG-PFV.take 

 ēŋgwòl 

ɛ̀-
ŋ
gwɔ̂l- ̀ 

NC9A-money-NC9A 

 iyom 

ì-jɔm 

NC9-POSS.1SG 

 iyi." 

ì-ji 

NC9-DEM.FAR 

  

Pig said, "On this very day that I have come, I intend to take my money." 
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19 Át 

à-át 

NC1-woman 

 yi 

jì 

NC1.AM 

 īkpōkō 

í-kpɔ́-kɔ́ 

NC7-turtle 

 osuku, 

ɔ-sùkù 

3SG-COMP 

   "Yùm 

Ø-júm- ̀ 

NC1-husband-NC1 

 owam 

ɔ̀-wam 

NC1-POSS.1SG 

 

uhwo 

u-hwɔ 

3SG-PNEX 

 ya." 

jà 

NEG 

 

Turtle's wife said, "My husband is not here." 

20 Nà 

nâ 

SC 

 ēmgbì 

ɛ́-
ŋ͡m͡

gbî- ̀

NC9A-pig-NC9A 

 iluk 

i-lùk 

NC9-PFV.sit 

 kēva 

kɛ-vâ 

INF-come 

 ni 

nì 

SC 

 ōtīm 

ɔ́-tím 

NC3-heart 

 ōŋgus 

ɔ́-
ŋ
gùs 

NC3-anger 

 ni. 

nì 

FOC 

  

Pig became furious. 

21 Etiŋ 

ɛ-tîŋ 

NC9-PFV.pick.up 

 ōwutana 

ɔ́wùtá-nà 

now-immediate 

 īti 

í-tǐ- ́ 

NC7-grinding.stone-NC7 

 eŋgàl 

ɛ̀-
ŋ
gâl 

NC9-hot.pepper 

 yi 

jí 

NC7.AM 

 

át 

à-át 

NC1-woman 

 yi 

jì 

NC1.AM 

 īkpōkō. 

í-kpɔ́-kɔ́ 

NC7-turtle 

  

So he grabbed the grinding stone belonging to Turtle's wife. 

22 Émal 

ɛ-màl 

NC9-PFV.throw 

 nowh 

nɔ̀wh 

down 

 ŋgi. 
ŋ
gì 

there 

  

He threw it outside. 

23 Nà 

nâ 

SC 

 ēmal 

ɛ-màl 

NC9-PFV.throw 

 etwo 

ɛ̀twɔ̀ 

thus 

 ni, 

nì 

SC 

  saniŋga 

sànì
ŋ
gà 

ADV 

 emali 

ɛ-màl-i 

NC9-throw-?? 

 īkpōkō 

í-kpɔ́-kɔ́ 

NC7-turtle 

 yiŋgo. 

jí-
ŋ
gɔ 

NC7-there 

  

It was actually Turtle that he threw outside. 

24 Át 

à-át

NC1-woman 

 oyu 

ɔ̀-ju 

NC1-DEM.FAR 

 utək 

u-tə̂k 

3SG-PFV.begin 

 wughe 

wu-ɣɛ̂ 

INF-cry 

 vān   iŋgo. 

ván    i-
ŋ
gɔ̀ 

over  ??-here 

  

The woman began to cry. 
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25 Úghe, 

u-ɣɛ̂ 

3SG-PFV.cry 

  úghe, 

u-ɣɛ̂ 

3SG-PFV.cry 

  úghe. 

u-ɣɛ̂ 

3SG-PFV.cry 

 

She cried and cried and cried. 

26 Īkpōkō 

í-kpɔ́-kɔ́ 

NC7-turtle 

 īkimb 

i-kì
m

b 

NC7-PFV.return 

 eelu 

ɛ-ɛ̀lu 

NC7-PFV.come.out 

 nowh 

nɔ̀wh 

down 

 ŋgi. 
ŋ
gì 

there 

  

Turtle got up from where he had been thrown. 

27 Īkpōkō 

í-kpɔ́-kɔ́ 

NC7-turtle 

 īkindö 

i-kî
n
d-ɔ 

NC7-flee-DUR 

 keva 

kɛ-vâ 

INF-come 

 nà 

nâ 

SC 

 ēva 

ɛ-vâ 

NC7-PFV.come 

 ētwot 

ɛ-twɔ̀t 

NC7-PFV.enter 

 ni 

nì 

SC 

 ēsuku 

ɛ-sùkù 

NC7-COMP 

 

ni 

nì 

PREP 

 át, 

à-át 

NC1-woman 

   "Ndiki 
n
dìkì 

what 

 ōyam?" 

ɔ́-jàm 

NC3-problem 

 

As Turtle entered the house, he asked his wife what was the matter. 

28 Át 

à-át 

NC1-woman 

 osuku 

ɔ-sùkù 

3SG-COMP 

 ēsayi 

ɛ́sàjí 

therefore 

 muluk 

mu-lùk 

3SG-sit 

 kewo 

kɛ-wɔ̂ 

IPFV-grind 

 eŋgàl 

ɛ̀-ŋgâl 

NC9-hot.pepper 

 iye 

ì-jɛ 

NC9-POSS.3SG 

 

ni 

nì 

and 

 ēmgbì 

ɛ́-
ŋ͡m͡

gbî- ̀ 

NC9A-pig-NC9A 

 eva 

ɛ-vâ 

NC9-PFV.come 

 étiŋ 

ɛ-tìŋ 

NC9-PFV.pick.up 

 īti 

í-tǐ- ́ 

NC7-grinding.stone-NC7 

 

iyè 

í-jɛ 

NC7-POSS.3SG 

 emal 

ɛ-màl 

NC9-PFV.throw 

 nowh 

nɔ̀wh 

down 

 ŋgi 
ŋ
gì 

there 

 ni. 

nì 

SC 

 

She said that as she was grinding her peppers, Pig came and took the grinding stone. He 

threw it outside. 

29 Ōyam 

 ɔ́-jàm

NC3-problem 

 ūnwò 

únwɔ̂ 

CONN 

 wukakwol 

wu-kɛ-kwɔ̂l 

NC14-IPFV-catch 

 enzwó. 

ɛ̀-
n
zwɔ́ 

NC1-debt 

 

Now there was a mutual debt. 
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30 Īkpōkō 

í-kpɔ́-kɔ́ 

NC7-turtle 

 ēsuku 

ɛ-sùkù 

NC7-COMP 

 ni 

nì 

PREP 

 ēmgbì, 

ɛ́-
ŋ͡m͡

gbî- ̀ 

NC9A-pig-NC9A 

  "Vā

vâ-?? 

come-IMP.SG 

 ni 

nì 

PREP 

 

īti 

í-tǐ- ́ 

NC7-grinding.stone-NC7 

 eŋgàl 

ɛ̀-
ŋ
gâl 

NC9-hot.pepper 

 yi 

jí 

NC7.AM 

 át 

à-át 

NC1-woman 

 owam 

ɔ̀-wàm 

NC1-POSS.1SG 

 hi 

hí 

CAUS 

 

miwəmu 

mi-wə̀m-u 

1SG-reimburse-?? 

 ēŋgwòl 

ɛ̀-
ŋ
gwɔ̂l 

NC9A-money-NC9A 

 iyo." 

ì-jɔ 

NC9-POSS.2SG 

  

Turtle said to Pig, "Come back with my wife's grinding stone and I will return your 

money." 

31 Etwo 

ɛ̀twɔ̀ 

thus 

 ni 

nì 

FOC 

 wəsuŋg 

wə-sù
ŋ
g 

2SG-PFV.see 

 ni 

nì 

FOC 

 īvin 

í-vìn 

NC7-today 

 ēmgbì 

ɛ́-
ŋ͡m͡

gbî- ́

NC10-pig-NC10 

 eelu 

ɛ-ɛ̀lu 

NC10-PFV.come.out 

 

kiloŋg 

ki-lɔ̂
ŋ
g 

INF-stroll 

 ituŋgö 

i-tû
ŋ
g-ɔ 

INF-rout-DUR 

 ūwu 

ú-wǔ- ́ 

NC3-mouth-NC3 

 nowh 

nɔ̀wh 

down 

 esow. 

ɛ́-sɔ̀w 

NC7-ground 

  

This is why to this day you see pigs moving along pushing the dirt with mouth to the 

ground. 

32 Ihwo 

i-hwɔ 

NC9-PNEX 

 kewoŋg 

kɛ-wɔ̂
ŋ
g 

IPFV-succeed 

 īti 

í-tǐ- ́ 

NC7-grinding.stone-NC7 

 eŋgàl 

ɛ̀-
ŋ
gâl 

NC9-hot.pepper 

 yiŋgo 

jí-
ŋ
gɔ 

NC7-here 

 ya 

jà 

NEG 

 

ni. 

nì 

TOP 

  

They still can't find that grinding stone. 
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Appendix 9: Interlinearized text “How Olilu got its name” 
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1 Və̄kavil 

və-kɛ-vîl 

3PL-IPFV-call 

 hu 

hù 

PRO.1PL 

 Vihekwot, 

vìhɛ́kwɔ̀t 

Vihekwot 

  wūkūm 

wú-kúm 

NC14-name 

 ōwunā 

wɔ́-una 

NC14-DEM.NEAR 

 wi 

wí 

PREP 

 Olilu 

ɔ̀lílù 

Olilu 

 ni 

nì 

FOC 

 

woolu 

wɔ-ɛ̀lu 

NC14-come.out 

 ni 

nì 

PREP 

 Ololo. 

ɔ̀-lɔ́lì-ɔ 

3SG-disappear-DUR 

  

We call ourselves Vihekwot. The name Olilu (that outsiders call us) comes from from 

Ololo. 

2 Nà 

nâ 

SC 

 ukə́v 

ù-kə́v 

NC1-box 

 yi 

jì 

NC1.AM 

 uŋgány 

ù-ŋgáɲ 

NC1-white.man 

 yi 

jì 

NC1.AM 

 Nzaman 

ndʒámàn 

German 

 ni 

nì 

SC 

 ohaŋ 

ɔ-hâŋ 

NC1-remain 

 nowh 

nɔ̀wh 

down 

 

ŋgwo. 

ŋgwɔ̀ 

under 

  

The trunk of a certain German remains underground here. 

3 Omik 

ɔ-mîk 

3SG-PFV.arise 

 ūnwò 

únwɔ̂ 

CONN 

 mukova 

mù-kɛ-vâ 

3SG-IPFV-come 

 kisuŋg 

ki-sùŋg 

INF.see 

 Vihekwot 

vìhɛ́kwɔ̀t 

Vihekwot 

 ovani, 

ɔ-vâ-ini 

3SG-come-PROG 

 enzwo 

ɛ̀-nzwɔ̀ 

NC9-cliff 

 

yemo 

yɛ̀-mɔ̀ 

NC9.AUG-one 

 iyi, 

ì-jî 

NC9-PEX 

  ukə́v 

ù-kə́v 

NC1-box 

 uwe 

u-wɛ̀ 

3SG-PFV.go.away 

 uviŋgili 

u-víŋgìlì 

3SG-PFV.roll 

 nowh 

nɔ̀wh 

down 

 ŋgwo. 

ŋgwɔ̀ 

under 

  

He came to see Vihekwot, and his trunk went rolling down a certain cliff. 
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4 Ilúk 

ì-lúk 

NC9-place 

 iyi 

ì-ji 

NC9-DEM.FAR 

 nà 

nâ 

SC 

 uviŋgili 

u-víŋgìlì 

3SG-PFV.roll 

 ni 

nì 

SC 

 ēkan 

ɛ́-kàn 

NC7-thing 

 iyò

í-jɔ 

NC7-POSS.2SG 

 īwe 

i-wɛ̀

NC7-go.away 

 

nowh 

nɔ̀wh 

 down

 ŋgwo 

ŋgwɔ̀ 

under 

 yal 

jàl 

or 

 wə 

wə̀ 

you.SG 

 ēmba 

ɛ́-mbà 

??-PRO.EMPH 

 ni 

nì 

FOC 

 wəviŋgili 

wə-víŋgìlì 

2SG-PFV.roll 

 oyu 

ɔ̀-ju 

NC1-DEM.FAR 

 ni, 

nì 

FOC 

 

undwo 

ù-ndwɔ̀ 

NC1-someone 

 kusuŋgana 

u-kɛ-sùŋg-ana 

3SG-IPFV-see-COND 

 ēkum 

ɛ́-kùm 

NC7-corpse 

 iyò 

í-jɔ 

NC7-POSS.2SG 

 ya. 

jà 

NEG 

 

That place where [the object] rolled [is such that] if you rolled there, either you yourself 

or something belonging to you, no one would ever see your corpse again. 

5 Yal 

jàl 

or 

 īkū 

í-kú 

NC7-bone 

 iyò 

í-jɔ 

NC7-POSS.2SG 

 undwo 

ù-ndwɔ̀ 

NC1-someone 

 kimbö 

kìmb-ɔ 

return-DUR 

 isuŋg 

i-sùŋg 

INF.see 

 ya. 

jà 

NEG 

  

Even your bones, they would never be seen again. 

6 Nà 

nâ 

SC 

 Nzaman 

ndʒámàn 

German 

 uvihiti 

u-víhìtì 

3SG-PFV.ask 

 ilúk 

ì-lúk 

NC9-place 

 ino 

ì-nɔ 

NC9-DEM.NEAR 

 və̄kavil 

və-kɛ-vîl 

3PL-IPFV-call 

 nwo 

nwɔ̀ 

how 

 vāsuku 

va-sùkù 

3PL-COMP 

 

ēsayi 

ɛ́sàjí 

therefore 

 lóló. 

lɔ̀lì-ɔ 

disappear-DUR 

  

When the German asked the name of this place, they answered (misunderstanding the 

question) that it had disappeared. 

7 Ana 

ánà 

ADV 

 ukö 

u-kî-ɔ 

3SG-remain-DUR 

 kēvilä 

kɛ-vîl-a 

INF-call-DUR 

 máh 

mǎh 

indeed 

 wūkūm 

wú-kúm 

NC14-name 

 wi 

wì 

PREP 

 Vihekwot 

vìhɛ́kwɔ̀t 

Vihekwot 

 Olilu 

ɔ̀lílù 

Olilu 

 

Ololo 

ɔ̀-lɔ́lɔ̀ 

3SG-PFV.disappear 

 ni. 

nì 

TOP 

  

That is how our name was changed from Vihekwot to Olilu (from Ololo). 
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Appendix 10: Interlinearized text “A former way of life” 
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1 Ki 

kì 

PREP 

 tata 

tàtà 

long.ago 

 niŋgo 

nì-ŋgɔ̀ 

??-here 

 ni 

nì 

TOP 

 vetyè 

vɛ̀-tjê 

NC2-father 

 āvâh, 

vá-ah 

NC2-POSS.1PL 

  Ēkwot Omgbà 

ɛ́kwɔ̂t.ɔ̀ŋmgbâ 

Ekwot Omgba 

 ni, 

nì 

FOC 

  

uvi 

u-vî 

3SG-PFV.give.birth 

 Ekumbulu 

ɛ̀kùmbùlù 

Ekumbulu 

 ni. 

nì 

FOC 

  

Long ago during the time of our fathers, Ekwot Ongba, who fathered Ekumbulu, 

2 Wəkoondu 

wə-kɛ-ɔ̀ndu 

2SG-IPFV-cultivate 

 ēpu 

ɛ́-pǔ- ́ 

NC7-farm.field-NC7 

 vakun 

və-kûn 

3PL-PFV.plant.seeds 

 uhūlukpa. 

ù-húlúkpà 

NC1-corn 

  

they cultivated fields and planted corn. 

3 Vāka 

və-kâ 

3PL-PFV.plant.tubers 

 kokūl. 

Ø-kɔ̀kúl 

NC3-yam.variety 

  

They planted our most common yam. 

4 Vakun 

və-kûn 

3PL-PFV.plant.seeds 

 ānyō. 

á-ɲɔ́ 

NC6-cocoyam 

  

They planted cocoyams. 

5 Vakun 

və-kûn 

3PL-PFV.plant.seeds 

 vīlīmbə̄. 

ví-límbə́ 

NC8-yam.variety 

  

They planted other varieties of yams. 

6 Vakun 

və-kûn 

3PL-PFV.plant.seeds 

 ālòw 

á-lɔ̂w 

NC6-bean 

 ni 

nì 

and 

 īkundō. 

í-kúndɔ̀- ́ 

NC7-yam.variety-NC7 

  

They planted beans and yams. 
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7 Vēkan 

vɛ́-kàn 

NC8-thing 

 īvi 

ví-i 

NC8-DEM.FAR 

 kēwun, 

kɛ-wûn 

IPFV-grow 

  uhūlukpa 

ù-húlúkpà 

NC1-corn 

 ni 

nì 

and 

 kokūl 

Ø-kɔ̀kúl 

NC1-yam.variety 

 oyu, 

ɔ́-ju 

NC1-DEM.FAR 

  

át 

à-át 

NC1-woman 

 koondu 

u-kɛ-ɛ̀ndu 

3SG-IPFV-cultivate 

 ūwund 

u-wùnd 

3SG-PFV.want 

 kokūl. 

Ø-kɔ̀kúl 

NC3-yam.variety 

   

When the things they had planted grew (the corn and yams), a woman would harvest the 

yams. 

8 Ova 

ɔ-vâ 

3SG-PFV.come 

 numu. 

nì 

with 

  

mù 

PRO 

    

She would return home with them. 

9 Ukpəliki. 

u-kpə́lìkì 

3SG-PFV.peel 

 .   

She would peel them. 

10 Kutikpələkə̈ 

u-ki-ti-kpə́lìkì-ə 

3SG-IPFV-EMPH-peel-DUR 

 opusulu 

ɔ-púsùlù 

3SG-PFV.shuck 

 uhūlukpa. 

ù-húlúkpà 

NC1-corn 

    

Once she had peeled the yams, she would shuck the corn. 

11 Ogh 

ɔ-ɛ̀ɣ 

3SG-PFV.add 

 ki 

kì 

PREP 

 mol. 

mɔ̀-ɔ̀l 

NC6A1-water 

    

She would mix it with water. 

12 Ōtiŋ 

ɔ-tìŋ 

3SG-PFV.pick.up 

 ki 

kì 

PREP 

 īkōŋg. 

í-kɔ́ŋg 

NC7-pot 

   

She would take a cooking pot. 
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13 Ūsit 

u-sìt 

3SG-PFV.place 

 niŋgi 

nì-ŋgì 

??-there 

 wi 

wí 

PREP 

 ētu. 

ɛ́-tǔ- ́ 

NC7-fireside-NC7 

    

She would set it on the fireplace. 

14 Kokūl 

Ø-kɔ̀kúl 

NC3-yam.variety 

 ōyu 

ɔ́-ju 

NC3-DEM.FAR 

 ni 

nì 

FOC 

 ukpəliki 

u-kpə́lìkì 

3SG-PFV.peel 

 ni, 

nì 

FOC 

   otul. 

ɔ-tùl 

3SG-PFV.drag 

    

She would take the yams she had peeled 

15 Ogh 

ɔ-ɛ̀ɣ 

3SG-PFV.add 

 nowh 

nɔ̀wh 

down 

 uŋgwo. 

ù-ŋgwɔ̀ 

??-under 

    

and add them to the pot. 

16 Ukumbutu 

u-kúmbùtù 

3SG-PFV.kindle 

 ūwùs. 

ú-wùs- ́ 

NC3-fire-NC3 

    

She would kindle the fire. 

17 Owo 

ɔ-wɔ̂ 

3SG-PFV.grind 

 uhūlukpa 

ù-húlúkpà 

NC1-corn 

 oyu. 

ɔ̀-ju 

NC1-DEM.FAR 

 .   

She would grind the corn. 

18 Nà 

nâ 

SC 

 kewo 

kɛ-wɔ̂ 

IPFV-grind 

 uhūlukpa 

ù-húlúkpà 

NC1-corn 

 oyu 

ɔ̀-ju 

NC1-DEM.FAR 

 ni, 

nì 

SC 

   uhūlukpa 

ù-húlùkpà 

NC1-corn 

 və̄kavil 

və-kɛ-vîl 

3PL-IPFV-call 

 

ombat. 

ɔ̀-mbàt 

NC1-soaked.ground.corn 

    

That ground corn is called ombat. 
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19.1 Ōtiŋ 

ɔ-tìŋ 

3SG-PFV.pick.up 

 ombat 

ɔ̀-mbàt 

NC1-soaked.ground.corn 

 oyu. 

ɔ̀-ju 

NC1-DEM.FAR 

   

She takes that ombat. 

19.2 Ōŋgusuku 

ɔ-ŋgúsùkù 

3SG-PFV.knead 

 okwōŋg. 

ɔ̀-kwɔ́ŋg 

NC1-lump 

  

She kneads the lump. 

20 Ukindö 

u-kînd-ɔ 

3SG-flee-DUR 

 keghä 

kɛ-ɛ̀ɣ-a 

IPFV-add-DUR 

 nīŋgì 

nì-ŋgì 

??-there 

 wi 

wí 

PREP 

 kokūl 

Ø-kɔkúl 

NC3-yam.variety 

 oyu. 

ɔ́-ju 

NC3-DEM.FAR 

  

She begins adding it to the yams. 

21 Kogh 

ɔ-kɛ-ɛ̀ɣ 

3SG-IPFV-add 

 nowh 

nɔ̀wh 

down 

 wi 

wí 

PREP 

 kokūl 

Ø-kɔ̀kúl 

NC3-yam.variety 

 oyu. 

ɔ́-ju 

NC3-DEM.FAR 

    

She places it down with the yams. 

22 Ōtiŋ 

ɔ-tìŋ 

3SG-PFV.pick.up 

 īkōŋg. 

í-kɔ́ŋg 

NC7-pot 

   

She takes a pot. 

23 Ukuw 

u-kûw 

3SG-PFV.cover 

 nohuwe. 

nɔ̀wh-wɛ́ 

down-?? 

    

She covers it. 

24 Ukumbutu 

u-kúmbùtù 

3SG-PFV.kindle 

 ūwùs 

ú-wùs- ́ 

NC3-fire-NC3 

 ləm 

lə̂m 

well 

 lə̀m. 

lə̂m 

well 

    

She kindles a strong fre. 
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25 Wūkwow 

wú-kwɔ̀w 

NC14-fermented.cassava.porridge 

 wuvi. 

wu-vî 

NC14-PFV.ripen 

    

The porridge boils. 

26 Uhik 

u-hîk 

3SG-PFV.labor 

 ēsayi. 

ɛ́sàjí 

CONN 

    

So she removes it (from the fire). 

27 Ōtiŋ 

ɔ-tìŋ 

3SG-PFV.pick.up 

 ītūtū. 

í-tútú 

NC7-pestle 

    

She takes a pestle. 

28 Ukindö 

u-kînd-ɔ 

3SG-flee-DUR 

 keyambä 

kɛ-jâmb-a 

IPFV-pound-DUR 

 nyāma 

ɲámà 

steady 

 nyāma 

ɲámà 

steady 

 nyāma. 

ɲámà 

steady 

    

She starts to vigorously pound it. 

29 Oyamb 

ɔ-jâmb 

3SG-PFV.pound 

 kpa. 

kpà 

completely 

    

She pounds it completely. 

30 Wūkova 

wu-kɛ-vâ 

NC14-IPFV-come 

 kēmbot 

Ø-kɛ́mbɔ̀t 

NC1-yam.porridge 

 .  otul 

ɔ-tùl 

3SG-PFV.drag 

ūwùmb. 

ú-wûmb- ́ 

NC14-paddle-NC14 

 

When it becomes a smooth porridge she takes a paddle. 

32 Ukindö 

u-kînd-ɔ 

3SG-flee-DUR 

 kikpuluku 

ki-kpùlùkù 

IPFV-scoop 

 iŋgo 

ì-ŋgɔ̀ 

??-here 

 .   

She begins to scoop. 
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33 Ukpuluku 

u-kpùlùkù 

3SG-PFV.scoop 

 ukpuluku 

u-kpùlùkù 

3SG-PFV.scoop 

 ukpuluku. 

u-kpùlùkù 

3SG-PFV.scoop 

  

She continues scooping. 

34 Kusuŋg 

u-kɛ-sùŋg 

3SG-IPFV-see 

 wova 

wɔ-vâ 

NC14-PFV.come 

 kēmbot 

Ø-kɛ́mbɔ̀t 

NC1.yam.porridge 

 ki 

kì 

PREP 

 vānūmgbe 

vá-númgbè- ́ 

NC2A-sibling-NC2A 

 

ōtiŋ 

ɔ-tìŋ 

3SG-PFV.pick.up 

 kikōw. 

Ø-kìkɔ́w 

NC1.shoulder.blade 

    

When she sees that the ombat is ready she takes a similar tool that also scoops. 

35 Ukindö 

u-kînd-ɔ 

3SG-flee-DUR 

 elwä 

ɛ-ɛ̀lu-a 

INF-come.out-DUR 

 ēsayi 

ɛ́sàjí 

CONN 

 iŋgo. 

ì-ŋgɔ̀ 

??-here 

   

She begins to remove it from the pot. 

36 Ukpuluku 

u-kpùlùkù 

3SG-PFV.scoop 

 ki 

kì 

PREP 

 ūwùmb. 

ú-wùmb- ́ 

NC14-paddle-NC14 

    

She scoops with a paddle. 

37 Olwä 

ɔ-ɛ̀lu-a 

3SG-come.out-DUR 

 ki 

kì 

PREP 

 kikōw. 

Ø-kìkɔ́w 

NC1.shoulder.blade 

  

She removes (the food) with the scoop. 

38 Kólwä 

ɔ-kɛ-ɛ̀lu-a 

3SG-IPFV-come.out-DUR 

 nowh 

nɔ̀wh 

down 

 uŋgwo 

ù-ŋgwɔ̀ 

??-under 

 sup 

sùp 

completely 

 ,  ni 

nì 

SC 

 wūme 

wu-mɛ̀ 

NC14-PFV.finish 

 ni. 

nì 

SC 

    

When all is removed and the pot is empty, 
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39 Otiŋ 

ɔ-tìŋ 

3SG-PFV.pick.up 

 ēwō 

ɛ́-wɔ́ 

NC7-frond.base 

 īvìl 

í-vìl- ̀ 

NC7-oil.palm-NC7 

 yēmo 

jɛ́-mɔ̀ 

NC7.AUG-one 

 ,  və̄kavil 

və-kɛ-vîl 

3PL-IPFV-call 

 

vīkōmbūlū. 

ví-kɔ́mbúlú 

NC8-?? 

  

She takes a piece of palm frond base that scrapes. 

40 Ohat 

ɔ-hât 

3SG-PFV.finish 

 ekpatiki 

ɛ-kpátìkì 

INF-scrape 

 ēsayi 

ɛ́sàjí 

CONN 

 īkōŋg 

í-kɔ́ŋg 

NC7-pot 

 ŋgo 

ŋgɔ̀ 

here 

 sup. 

sùp 

completely 

  

She scrapes the inside of the pot completely. 

41 Suku 

sùkù 

COMP 

 wūkwow 

wú-kwɔ̀w 

NC14-fermented.cassava.porridge 

 wūme 

wu-mɛ̀ 

NC14-PFV.finish 

 ni 

nì 

FOC 

 ki 

kì 

PREP 

 

ihí. 

ì-hí 

NC9-pot (for water) 

 

That means food is now ready in the dish. 

42 Otul 

ɔ-tùl 

3SG-PFV.drag 

 mol. 

mɔ̀-ɔ̀l 

6A1-water 

 

She takes water, 

43 Ogh. 

ɔ-ɛ̀ɣ 

3SG-PFV.add 

  

puts (it in the cooking pot), 

44 Ohuw 

ɔ-hùw 

3SG-PFV.wash 

 ēsayi. 

ɛ́sàjí 

CONN 

  

(and) then washes (the pot). 
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45 Kikindö 

ki-kînd-ɔ 

1PL-flee-DUR 

 kiyö. 

ki-yî-ɔ 

INF-eat-DUR 

  

We begin to eat. 
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Appendix 11: Interlinearized text “How to catch termites” 
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1 Mīndìm 

Ø-míndím- ̀ 

NC1-time-NC1 

 kohu 

kɔ-hû 

IPFV-arrive 

 yinà 

jì-nâ 

NC1.REL 

 ēsīv 

ɛ́-sív 

NC10-termite 

 keelu 

kɛ-ɛ̀lu 

IPFV-come.out 

 ni. 

nì 

SC 

    

The time when termites come out has arrived. 

2 Wəkewe. 

wə-ke-wɛ̀ 

2SG-IPFV-go.away 

  

You go out (in search of them). 

3 Wəsuŋgu 

wə-sùŋg-u 

2SG-see-?? 

 āhīla 

á-hílà 

NC6.covered hollow 

 yinà 

jì-nâ 

NC6.REL 

 otwoŋguhu 

ɔ̀-twɔ̀ŋg-ùhù 

NC1-bog-ADJ 

 ēsīv 

ɛ́-sív 

NC10-termite 

 

eelu'na 

ɛ-ɛ̀lu-ana 

NC10-come.out-COND 

 ni. 

nì 

SC 

  

You see the covered hole from where the termites will exit. 

4 Wāpal 

wa-pâl 

2SG-PFV.cut 

 ilúk. 

ì-lúk 

NC9-place 

  

You cut back the overgrowth. 

5 Wətim 

wə-tîm 

2SG-PFV.dig 

 īpi 

í-pì 

NC7-hole 

 wi 

wí 

PREP 

 ukpi 

ù-kpì 

NC1-guidance 

 yinà 

jì-nâ 

NC1.REL 

 wagh'na 

wə-ɛ̀ɣ-ana 

2SG-add-COND 

 akpāŋkpā 

à-kpáŋkpá 

NC1-dish 

 

nowh 

nɔ̀wh 

 down

 uŋgwo 

ù-ŋgwɔ̀ 

??-under 

 ni. 

nì 

SC 

 

You dig a hole where you want to set your dish. 

6 Wəkotim 

wə-kɛ-tîm 

2SG-IPFV-dig 

 īpi 

í-pì 

NC7-hole 

 wayav 

wə-jâv 

2SG-PFV.sleep 

 ki 

kì 

PREP 

 īyìm 

í-jìm- ́ 

NC7-night-NC7 

 wum. 

wùm 

ADV 

    

Once you have dug the hole you sleep until the middle of the night. 
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7 Wese. 

wə-sɛ̂ 

2SG-PFV.startle 

  

You startle awake. 

8 Wəsuŋg 

wə-sùŋg 

2SG-PFV.see 

 mīndìm. 

Ø-míndím-̀ 

NC1-time-NC1 

  

You notice the time. 

9 Wəkəl 

wə-kə̂l 

2SG-PFV.know 

 owutana 

ɔ́wùtá-nà 

now-immediate 

 itelwä. 

i-tɛ-ɛlu-a 

NC10-EMPH-come.out-DUR 

    

You know that now is the time when the termite will be coming out (of the hole). 

10 Wēwe. 

wə-wɛ̀ 

2SG-PFV.go.away 

    

You set out. 

11 Wasal 

wə-sâl 

2SG-PFV.light 

 ūtūlūkā 

ú-túlúká 

NC3-lamp 

 òwā. 

ɔ́-wa 

NC3-POSS.2SG 

 

You light your lamp. 

12 Wəsit 

wə-sît 

2SG-PFV.place 

 ōyu 

ɔ́-jù 

there 

 òów. 

ɔ̀ɔ́w 

also 

    

You place it there in the ground where you placed the dish. 

13 Ikindö 

i-kînd-ɔ 

NC10-flee-DUR 

 kelwä. 

kɛ-ɛ̀lu-a 

INF-come.out-DUR 

 

They begin to come out. 
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14 Etwot 

ɛ-twɔ̂t 

NC10-PFV.enter 

 ki 

kì 

PREP 

 akpāŋkpā 

à-kpàŋkpá 

NC1-dish 

 ōyu 

ɔ́-jù 

NC1-DEM.FAR 

 nà 

nâ 

SC 

 wətim 

wə-tîm 

2SG-PFV.dig 

 īpi 

í-pì 

NC7-hole 

 ni. 

nì 

SC 

  

They enter the dish where you dug the hole. 

15 Wagh 

wə-ɛ̀ɣ 

2SG-PFV.add 

 nowh 

nɔ̀wh 

 down

 uŋgwo 

u-ŋgwɔ̀ 

??-under

 ni. 

nì 

SC 

  

They increase inside. 

16 Eelu 

ɛ-ɛ̀lu 

NC10-PFV.come.out 

 eelu 

ɛ-ɛ̀lu 

NC10-PFV.come.out 

 eelu 

ɛ-ɛ̀lu 

NC10-PFV.come.out 

 kākā 

káká 

PREP 

 kīme 

ki-ímɛ 

INF-finish 

 

woolu. 

wɔ̀-ɛ̀lu 

NC1-come.out 

  

They continue leaving the hole until all have left. 

17 Wātiŋ 

wə-tìŋ 

2SG-PFV.pick.up 

 ūtūlūkā 

ú-túlúká 

NC3-lamp 

 ōwâ 

ɔ́-wa 

NC3-POSS.2SG 

 ni 

nì 

and 

 akpāŋkpā. 

à-kpàŋkpá 

NC1-dish 

  

You take your lamp and bowl. 

18 Wəkindö 

wə-kînd-ɔ 

2SG-flee-DUR 

 kikulö. 

ki-kûl-ɔ 

INF-return.home-DUR 

  

You head back home. 

19 Ki 

kì 

PREP 

 ōkùl 

ɔ́-kûl 

NC3-home 

 wəpəti 

wə-pə́tì 

2SG-PFV.sort 

 ēsīv 

ɛ́-sív 

NC10-termite 

 yiŋgo 

jí-ŋgɔ 

NC10-there 

 yi. 

jí 

NC10.AM 

  

Once you have reached home, you begin sorting the termites. 
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20 Wakaŋg. 

wə-kâŋg 

2SG-PFV.roast 

  

You dry roast them. 

21 Wapamb 

wə-pàmb 

2SG-PFV.dry 

 nowh 

nɔ̀wh 

 down

 wi 

wí 

PREP 

 ētu. 

ɛ́-tǔ- ́ 

NC7-fireside-NC7 

  

You dry them by the fireside. 

22 Keyum 

kɛ-jûm 

IPFV-dry 

 suku 

sùkù 

COMP 

 ekum 

ɛ́-kùm 

NC10-enough 

 yi 

jí 

NC10.AM 

 iyini. 

í-jî-ini 

NC10-eat-PROG 

 

Once they have dried they are ready to eat. 

23 Etwo 

ɛ̀twɔ̀ 

thus 

 ni 

nì 

FOC 

 və̄kakwol 

və-kɛ-kwɔ̂l 

3PL-IPFV-catch 

 ēsīv 

ɛ́-sív 

NC10-termite 

 ni. 

nì 

TOP 

  

That's how you catch termites. 
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